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Abstract 

Intensive workload for nurses due to high demands directly impacts the quality of care and 

nurses’ health. To better manage workload, it is necessary to understand the drivers of workload. 

This multidisciplinary research provides an adaptable nurse-focused approach to discrete event 

simulation (DES) modelling that can quantify the effects of changing technical design and 

operational policies in terms of nurse workload and quality of care.  

In the first phase of this research, a demonstrator model was developed that explored the impact 

of nurse-patient ratios. As the number of patients per nurse (nurse-patient ratio) increased, nurse 

workload increased, and the quality of care deteriorated. In the second phase of this research, the 

DES model tested the interaction of patient acuity and nurse-patient ratios. As the levels of patient 

acuity and number of patients per nurse increased, nurse workload increased, and quality of care 

deteriorated – a result that was not surprising but an ability to quantify this proactively, was 

conceived. In the third phase of this research, the DES model was validated by means of an 

external field validation study by adapting the model to a real-world unit.  The DES model 

showed excellent consistency between modelling and real-world outcomes (Intraclass 
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Correlation Coefficient = 0.85 to 0.99; Spearman Rank-order Correlation Coefficient = 0.78). The 

fourth phase of this research used the validated simulation model to test the design implication 

of geographical patient bed assignment. As nurses were assigned to patient beds further away 

from the center of the unit or spread further apart, nurse workload increased as the nurse had to 

walk more leading to a deterioration in the quality of care. The DES modelling capability showed 

that both aspects of assignment were important for patient bed assignment. The fifth phase of this 

research combined Digital Human Modelling (DHM) and DES to produce a time-trace of 

biomechanical load and peak biomechanical load (‘activity’) for a full shift of nursing work. As 

the nurse was assigned to beds further away from the center of the unit, the cumulative 

biomechanical load decreased as the nurse spent more time walking yielding a reduced 

biomechanical load in comparison to the task group ‘activity’. As patient acuity is increased, a 

decrease in L4/L5 moment is observed as the task duration and frequency of most care task 

increase. Due to increased care demands, nurses must now spend more time delivering care. 

Since the care demands are much higher than the current capability of nurses, quality of care is 

deteriorated. As number of patients per nurse, increased a ‘ceiling’ effect on biomechanical load 

can be observed as nurses do not have the time to attend to this extra demand for care. The use 

of this adaptable DES modeling approach can assist decision makers by providing quantifiable 

information on the potential impact of these decisions on nurse workload and quality of care. 

Thereby, assisting decision makers to create technical design and operational policies for hospital 

units that do not compromise patient safety and health of nurses. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The background and the underlying reason for conducting this research are provided in this 

chapter. A discussion of the current challenges faced in healthcare is followed by current 

limitations of industrial engineering (IE) tools used in this setting. Next is a description of the 

conceptual model followed by a description of how simulation can be used to proactively 

quantify nurse and patient outcomes. The chapter ends with the presentation of research 

objectives for the series of studies that were conducted. 

1.1 Background 

A poor work environment not only costs the Canadian healthcare system (HCS) excessive capital 

each year but also has negative consequences on healthcare professional’s well-being. In 2014, 

The Canadian healthcare sector was reported to have the highest number of lost time injuries 

including work-related musculoskeletal disorders, workplace violence, exposures and falls; 

making nursing the highest risk job compared to manufacturing and mining industries (Canadian 

Federation of Nurses Unions, 2015). In same year, 21,000 Registered Nurses (RN) were absent 

each week due to an illness/disability which led to a $846.1 million in replacement cost (Silas, 

2015).  In the United States, the replacement cost for hiring a nurse was estimated to be up to 

$105,000 USD per nurse (Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 2013).  The total annual 

cost of absenteeism for Canadian Nurses in 2010 was $711 million (Gormanns, Lasota, 

McCracken, & Zitikyte, 2011).  Furthermore, the combination of absenteeism and under-staffing 

contributes to an increased workload for caregivers already struggling to keep up with their 

current work demands.  In 2014, 19,383,900 overtime hours were reported for nurses in Canada.  

This is equivalent to 10,700 full time positions and carries an estimated cost of $871.8 million 

dollars (Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions, 2015).  Canadian public sector nurses worked 
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20,627,800 hours of overtime in 2010, the equivalent of 11,400 jobs costing $891 million/year 

(Gormanns et al., 2011).  The work environment is an emergent characteristic of the healthcare 

system design and the product of many different decisions. Determining how policy and design 

decisions will affect staff is challenging and the costs of a poor work environment are not well 

understood. 

In a national study of nurses’ health, 37% of nurses had experienced pain that was attributed to 

work-related factors 75% of the time and was serious enough to prevent them from carrying out 

their normal daily activities (Statistics Canada, 2006). The Registered Nurses Association of 

Ontario, (2008) reported that unhealthy work environments contributed to the current nurse 

shortage. Nurse turnover is highly influenced by the quality of the work environment; a higher 

workload affects nursing turnover rates, and disrupts the quality of care and patient safety 

(McGillis Hall et al., 2005). Poor work environments can lead to overworked nurses and fatigue. 

This in turn can cause nurses to have less alertness to changes in patients’ conditions, slower 

reaction times, and an increased rate of medication errors, all of which translate into adverse risks 

to patients (International Council of Nurses, 2015). Research on fatigue shows that the decrement 

of worker performance effects are on par with alcohol intoxication (Dawson & Reid, 

1997).  Improving nurses’ work environments can reduce fatigue and associated adverse 

outcomes, such as mistakes, lapses and slip type errors that are the consequence of the design of 

the healthcare system (Reason, 2004).  Reducing fatigue can thus improve delivery of care to the 

patient—and also address the need to retain sufficient qualified nurses (Australia Nursing 

Federation, 2009).  A positive work environment improves the productivity of healthcare workers 

and results in a higher employee retention rate, which leads to a larger pool of highly competent 

caregivers, better teamwork, increased continuity of patient care, and ultimately improvements 

in patient outcomes (Registered Nurses Association of Ontario, 2008). Positive work 

environments are work settings that not only support the personal well-being of healthcare 

workers but also help to maintain good patient care standards. Nurses who have experienced 

improved work environments and reduced workloads have reported an increased quality of care 

and patient satisfaction (Aiken et al., 2012; Carayon et al., 2011; Purdy, Laschinger, Finegan, Kerr, 

& Olivera, 2010). The ability to quantify the effects of healthcare system design decisions on the 

quality of the work environment and their subsequent impact on nurse workload remains a 

challenge.  
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1.2 Industrial Engineering (IE) Tools in Healthcare 

 To improve healthcare processes and the subsequent impact on workload, several healthcare 

organizations have implemented industrial engineering (IE) process improvement techniques to 

enhance the quality of care, efficiency and patient safety, but changes have often been at the 

expense of healthcare professional (HCP). Popular IE techniques such as Lean interventions, have 

been implemented but there is evidence of long-term negative effects on HCP workload (Drotz 

& Poksinska, 2014; Parker, 2003). Along with an increased potential for making mistakes, injuries, 

work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) and missing less urgent care tasks have led to a 

reduction in the quality of care (Moraros, Lemstra, & Nwankwo, 2016; Westgaard & Winkel, 

2011). Other process improvement strategies to increase efficiency are sometimes accompanied 

by negative effects such as the degradation of the HCP’s health, satisfaction and engagement, 

workload issues, availability of supplies, increased stress and reduced safety for patients 

(Carayon, Wetterneck, et al., 2014). Engineering tools applied in healthcare processes have 

shortcomings when they do not consider the impact on the HCP. HCPs are critical to the 

healthcare system and the quality of care delivered to patients. Without considering HCPs, the 

healthcare system ultimately fails, regardless of how sophisticated the technology is (Neumann 

et al., 2018). However, human factors (HF) engineering and ergonomic principles may help as 

these techniques are user-centered as they take into consideration the worker, in this case the 

HCP (Dode, Greig, Zolfaghari, & Neumann, 2016; Holden et al., 2013; Village, Greig, Salustri, & 

Neumann, 2012). This thesis makes use of HF engineering and ergonomic principles and 

methodologies to examine nurse workload and quality of care. 

1.3 Human Factors Engineering and Ergonomics in Healthcare 

The International Ergonomics Association [IEA] (2018) defines ergonomics (or human factors) as: 

‘the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and 

other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods 

to design in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance’. The 

application of human factors (HF) concepts, methodologies and tools to improve patient safety 

have been advocated by several professionals (Carayon, 2010; Holden et al., 2013; Reid, Compton, 

Grossman, & Fanjiang, 2005). The earliest implementation of HF in the field of healthcare can be 

traced back to the early 1960s. The critical incident technique was used to examine medication 

errors in hospitals over a period of seven months (Chapanis & Safrin, 1960). These errors were 
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classified into seven different categories: wrong medication dosage, wrong patient, medication 

not administered etc. Even though this research led to some useful recommendations for 

preventing medication errors, human factors were still not considered critical for patient safety 

(Carayon, Wetterneck, et al., 2014). However, after the release of the report: “To Err is Human: 

Building a Safer Health System” by Kohn et al. (1999), the World Health Organization (WHO) 

curriculum on patient safety now included the importance of HF in patient safety and patient 

care (Walton et al., 2010).  

Ignoring HF means a lack of focus on the user which can lead to a direct impact on efficiency, 

productivity, resistance to newer technical design and operational policies, injury, burnout and 

increased costs, decreased quality and the ability to implement newer technologies (Chuang, 

Tseng, Lin, Lin, & Chen, 2016; Kalisch & Williams, 2009; Yoder, 2010). A lack of application of HF 

when establishing a new system impacts the health of the worker (Neumann, Winkel, Medbo, 

Magneberg, & Mathiassen, 2006; Neumann, Kihlberg, Medbo, Mathiassen, & Winkel, 2002). By 

using HF, these effects can be mitigated while service quality can be improved (Neumann & Dul, 

2010). Some HF tools include Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) (McAtamney & Corlett, 

1993), Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA), (Hignett & McAtamney, 2000), Borg’s Scale (Borg, 

1990, 1998), 4DWATBAK (Neumann, Wells, & Norman, 1999), WEE tool (Greig, Village, Salustri, 

Zolfaghari, & Neumann, 2018; Greig, 2016) etc. These tools have been successful in 

manufacturing, but there is no known tool that can integrate HF into the healthcare process 

improvement. Current approaches such as the trial and error method can be very expensive and 

hazardous (Gaba, 1999, 2007), as that would lead to exposing workers to unsafe and untested 

environments that can not only effect their health but also decrease productivity and the process 

efficiency, and deteriorate the quality. In this thesis, a tool is developed that integrates HF into 

the process improvement of healthcare. 

1.3.1 Lack of a Systems-based Approach 

In the past, some consideration has been given to users at the design stage, but these have had 

limited success as they do not take into consideration the needs and performance of other 

departments. An example is changing the physical design of a patient monitor that makes a 

beeping noise with each heartbeat which can be annoying for some patients as they wish to sleep. 

If researchers develop a new model that does not make any beeping noise then it will work well 
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for that specific unit but not for other units such as the Intensive Care Unit and Coronary Care 

Unit (CCU), as patients admitted there have a higher acuity level and the beeping sounds allows 

the HCP to know if the patient is deteriorating. Therefore, a system should be treated as a whole, 

instead of addressing separate goals. Given the complex interconnected design of delivering care, 

the lack of a systems approach may result in a lowered quality of care, patient safety and 

productivity (Carayon et al., 2006; Carayon, Wetterneck, et al., 2014). In this thesis, a tool was 

developed that helps examine and quantify the impact of process of care delivery under different 

technical designs and operational polices at the systems level as further explained in the next 

section. 

1.4 Conceptual Model 

The conceptual model used for the proposed set of studies is a systems-based approach where 

the system should be treated as a whole, instead of addressing separate goals. This conceptual 

model builds on the SEIPS 2.0 (Systems Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety) model by 

Holden et. al. (2013), that provides a framework for understanding the role of HF in healthcare 

systems. SEIPS 2.0 is an extension to the first model proposed by Carayon et.al., (2006) which is a 

macro-ergonomic work systems model for patient safety and the work environment system that 

focuses on the organization-system interaction. SEIPS 2.0 is a conceptual model and analytic tool 

that describes how sociotechnical systems can transform healthcare work done by both, 

healthcare-professionals and non-healthcare professionals – collaboratively and independently. 

SEIPS 2.0 follows the ‘Structure’ (Design), ‘Process’ (Healthcare unit system) and ‘Outcome’ 

(HCP, patient and organizational outcomes) format of the ‘Quality of Medical Care’ model 

developed by Donabedian (1978). 

As illustrated in Figure 1, a more design-oriented approach to the SEIPS 2.0 model was proposed 

to support efforts in improving performance in existing healthcare units. This design-oriented 

approach provides insight into how the healthcare system design can impact the healthcare 

system process and its outcomes. In addition, this design oriented SEIPS model addresses the 

needs of both the HCPs and patients in the improvement process. Examples of healthcare system 

design decisions are staffing strategies, physical layout, geographical-patient bed assignment, 

patient acuity and care procedures. The healthcare system unit includes: HCP, process of care 
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Figure 1 illustrates the Conceptual Model of this PhD Thesis. The Conceptual Model comprises of Design parameters, Healthcare unit system, Workload and 

Outcomes (HCP, Patient and Organizational)
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delivery and work environment. Workload is one component of healthcare unit system. 

Workload directly impacts the HCP, the patient and the organization (Weigl, et al., 2014). HCP 

outcomes include biomechanical load, work-related MSD, fatigue, mental stress, distance 

walked, absenteeism and direct care time. Patient outcomes entail the quality of care received and 

patient satisfaction. Organizational outcomes examples are overtime, culture and financial 

resources. Patient and organizational outcomes both effect HCP outcomes that impacts the 

healthcare system unit. A subset of these variables will be simulated using discrete event 

simulation (DES). Simulation will be discussed in detail in Section 1.5 (p.17). The focus of this 

thesis is an exploration of both HCP and patient outcomes.  

1.4.1 Healthcare System Design 

In the ‘design’ process of the healthcare system, decisions are made about technical design and 

operational polices. Some examples of the design parameters are nurse-patient ratios, shift length, 

physical layout of the facility (hospital), patient acuity and geographical patient-bed assignment.  

These are described below. 

Nurse-patient ratio (NPR) represent the number of patients assigned to one nurse in one shift 

(Qureshi, Purdy, & Neumann, 2016). The greater the number of patients assigned to one nurse, 

the greater the nursing workload (Park, Weaver, Mejia-Johnson, Vukas, & Zimmerman, 2015). 

High nurse-patient ratios increase the risk of making an error thereby compromising patient 

safety (Rogers, Hwang, Scott, Aiken, & Dinges, 2004). Staffing ratios are central to the provision 

of quality of care in healthcare systems (Brennan, Daly, & Jones, 2013; McGillis Hall et al., 2005). 

The reduction in staff is done mostly on the basis of cost efficiency which leads to understaffing 

(Letiche, 2008). Adverse effects arising from understaffing can lead to overtime and excessive 

workload giving rise to stress, fatigue, work-related MSD, absenteeism and eventually burnout 

or injury (Brennan et al., 2013; Davey, Cummings, Newburn-Cook, & Lo, 2009; Oliva & Sterman, 

2001; Registered Nurses Association of Ontario, 2008). The impact of changing nurse-patient 

ratios on HCP and patient outcomes is examined in this thesis. 

Shift length entails the total time a nurse must work in one shift per day. Increased shift length 

has been linked to increased fatigue, burnout, errors, MSD risk and injuries (Stimpfel, Sloane, & 

Aiken, 2012). Shift length for nurses varies in different countries. In most cases, the shift length is 
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8, 10 or 12 hours (Garrett, 2008).  This thesis made use of the Canadian healthcare standard in 

acute care by exploring 12 hours shifts. 

The physical layout is the floorplan of a hospital or unit. The layout is comprised of patient 

bedrooms, washrooms, nurse station, clean and dirty utility rooms. The floor plan also contains 

the size and dimensions of patient rooms, utility rooms, nurses’ station, corridors, washroom, 

and their alignment (Choudhary, Bafna, Heo, Hendrich, & Chow, 2010). Physical layouts are used 

to assess performance estimates for HCPs as the layout of the unit directly contributes to the 

walking time and walking distance of HCPs (Boucherie, Hans, & Hartmann, 2012; Brennan et al., 

2013).  Increased walking distances have been associated with fatigue, overtime and burnout 

(Hendrich, Chow, Skierczynski, & Lu, 2008). Increased walking distances are affected by the 

geographical patient-bed assignment, where nurses are assigned to patients in rooms at varying 

distances from one another. The physical layout of neurological and medical-surgical units were 

tested in this thesis. 

Geographical patient bed assignment is the location of patients and their beds assigned to a 

nurse for the duration of a shift. Determining the patient-bed assignments for each nurse is a 

difficult process (Cignarale, 2013). The charge nurse who assigns  nurses to all patients in the unit 

considers the patient acuity level, the amount of care to be delivered to each patient and the 

location of patient bed (Acar & Butt, 2016). Given the increased demand for healthcare services, 

hospitals are forced to operate at a full or nearly full patient bed occupancy, and the geographical 

location of each patient the nurse is assigned to is often overlooked.  As a result, it is very common 

for a nurse to have patients assigned that are not close to each other and it is no surprise that  

nurses spend a large proportion of their time walking during their shifts which adds to their 

workload (Hendrich et al., 2008; Hua, Becker, Wurmser, Bliss-Holtz, & Hedges, 2012; Yi & Seo, 

2012). Nurse walking distance is contingent upon unit layout i.e. room size, floor plan, and patient 

bed assignment (how far/close all patient rooms are to each other, for one nurse). Acar & Butt 

(2016) studied the travel distance as a weighted function of the distance between two patient 

rooms, distance between the patient room and supply room, and distance between the patient 

room and nurse -station. Sundaramoorthi et al., (2009) used a tree-based model and kernel density 

function to study patient assignments. While patient-bed assignment has been studied to address 

workload issues and cost  (Guido, Groccia, & Conforti, 2018; Mullinax & Lawley, 2002; 

Rosenberger, Green, Keeling, Turpin, & Zhang, 2004), there is a lack of focus on the development 
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of a tool that can proactively  quantify the impact of changing geographical bed assignments on 

nurse workload and quality of care. This gap is addressed in this thesis where the impacts of 

geographical patient bed assignment are quantified. 

Patient acuity is defined as the level of illness of the patient. Patients bearing different acuity 

levels tend to require different intensities of care, depending on patient health status and 

treatment protocols (Liang & Turkcan, 2016). Given the increased demands, newer healthcare 

policies have been implemented to improve system throughput by discharging patients earlier 

(Qureshi, Purdy, & Neumann, 2019). This leads to increased average acuity levels of the 

remaining patients contributing to a higher workload among nurses. These high workload 

demands fall directly on an already overworked nursing population (Aiken, Clarke, Sloane, 

Sochalski, & Silber, 2001; Aiken et al., 2018; Daly & Brennan, 2009; Hurst, 2018). The negative 

effects arising from increased workload are overtime, decreased morale, dissatisfaction and 

absenteeism. A combination of these effects along with other organizational factors leads to 

burnout or WMSD (Hughes, 2008). The Registered Nurse (RN) population in United States has 

decreased by 13% over the course of 5 years from 2008 to 2012 (Acar & Butt, 2016). Nurses who 

provide care for patients with higher levels of acuity report increased levels of fatigue as 

compared to other nurses (Barker & Nussbaum, 2011), which gives rise to deteriorated job 

performance, increased medical errors and compromised patient safety (Malhotra, Jordan, 

Shortliffe, & Patel, 2007; Rhéaume & Mullen, 2018). The impacts of patient acuity levels were 

studied and quantified using a simulation tool developed for this thesis. 

1.4.2 Healthcare Unit System 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the components of the healthcare unit system for the proposed studies 

are: healthcare professional, the process of care, tasks, tools, organization, workload and work environment. 

These are described below.  

Healthcare professionals (HCP) possess discipline-specific knowledge used for patient care 

delivery. HCP span a wide variety of personnel such as registered nurses (RN), registered 

practical nurses (RPN), physiotherapists, physicians, surgeons etc. Since 75% of the care delivered 

in hospital settings are by nurses (Nursing Task Force, 1999), this thesis simulated the healthcare 
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unit system from the perspective of nurses.  This new perspective offers a novel insight as most 

studies have been limited to physicians and doctors (Qureshi, Purdy, Mohani, & Neumann, 2019) 

The process of care consists of cognitive, social/behavioural and physical performance 

components of care processes. For instance, the process to administer medication that 

encompasses several steps and involves multiple departments. Within each care process, there 

may be work completed by professionals, the patient or through collaborative work of these 

individuals with or without the patient’s family. For professional work, the primary agent is one 

or more healthcare professionals. Patient work involves the active engagement of the patient. In 

this thesis, the process of care delivery is being simulated. Simulation will be discussed in detail 

in Section 1.5. (page 18).  

The posture of care task entails how the body of the nurse twists, turns and bends as well as the 

hand forces they must use to lift objects. This thesis made use of 4DWATBAK (University of 

Waterloo), an HF tool to model the care task posture of nurses. 

Error is a preventable adverse and potentially harmful outcome of care. The prospect of making 

an error was significantly increased when nurses work more than 12 hours per shift (Rogers et 

al., 2004). One small error can lead to catastrophic events (Bridger, 2009). For example, Resnick 

(2003) reports a patient with blood Type O was transplanted with organs belonging to a donor 

bearing blood type A (transfusions for blood type O patients can be done only from type O 

donors). As a result, the patient died of brain damage after the transplant operation a few days 

later. The root cause analysis concluded that the patient’s blood compatibility check was missed, 

which is the first step when a patient is prepared for surgery. This is a reminder that well-built 

systems can fail due to human error. Errors are a missing link in this thesis as these are not 

modeled in the healthcare system unit. A future extension of the research developed from this 

thesis can be to model error-rates in healthcare.  

Tools are objects that HCPs use in delivering care or assisting other HCPs such as lifting devices 

etc. This thesis does not model tools specifically but the HCP’s posture while using these tools 

are modeled using 4DWATBAK (University of Waterloo), an HF tool. 

Work Environment (WE) – Neumann et.al. (2014, p. 1113) describes work environment as “all 

aspects of the design and management of the work system that affect the employees’ interactions 
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with the workplace”. WEs are not planned in any organization; they are the product of emergent 

characteristics that can be classified as unexpected behaviors that arise from the interaction 

between the components of a work system. WE include: the physical layouts and built 

environment, supervisory structures, worker interactions, noise, lightning, vibration, 

temperature, division of labour, use of technology, air quality and management strategies. In the 

domain of HC, these organizational characteristics can constrain or facilitate professional nursing 

practice. The Registered Nurses Association of Ontario (2008) reported unhealthy work 

environments as the basis for the current nurse shortage. Nurse turnover is highly influenced by 

the WE; a higher workload affects nursing turnover rates and disrupts quality of care and patient 

safety (McGillis Hall et al., 2005). Poor WEs create overworked nurses that display slower reaction 

times such as less alertness to changes in patients’ conditions, and an increased rate of medication 

errors that translates into adverse risks to patients (International Council of Nurses, 2015). 

Positive practice environments are settings that support the personal well-being of staff and 

maintain good patient care quality standards. A good WE leads to improved productivity of 

workers (Registered Nurses Association of Ontario, 2008), and can reduce preventable adverse 

outcomes (errors such as slip, lapses etc.) thereby improving delivery of care to the patient and 

also address the underlying cause of retaining sufficient qualified nurses (Australia Nursing 

Federation, 2009). Workload is an intermediate outcome that is impacted by work environment 

factors.  This thesis simulates the work environment of nurses to address nurse workload. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, workload is one component of the WE. The WE affect the physical and 

mental workload and can determine the outcomes to be positive or negative for the employees. 

In the domain of healthcare, workload is the amount of HCP resources (either direct or indirect), 

needed for a patient per shift (O’Brien-Pallas & Baumann, 1992). Individual patient workload can 

be summed across all patients of a unit to determine overall HCP workload. Conceptually, 

workload has several elements to it. Casner & Gore, (2010) define workload in three aspects: a) 

mental activity; and b) physical burden (biomechanical load and distance walked); c) time 

pressure. Given the dynamic nature of the nursing work (variability in care task frequency, time 

and locations), quantifying nurse workload remains a challenge (Arsenault Knudsen, 

Brzozowski, & Steege, 2018; Neumann et al., 2018). Despite the elusive nature of workload, this 

thesis quantifies workload.  
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Excessive workload leads to overtime, absenteeism, presentism accompanied with depression, 

injuries (including WMSD), burnout, increased error rates, decaying worker morale and 

performance decrement (Aiken, Clarke, Sloane, Lake, & Cheney , 2008; Aiken, Clarke, Sloane, 

Sochalski, & Silber, 2002; Alghamdi, 2016; Arsenault Knudsen, Brzozowski, & Steege, 2018; 

Galletta et al., 2016; Portoghese, Galletta, Coppola, Finco, & Campagna, 2014; Ruotsalainen et al., 

2015). There has been a gradual increase in the cost of nurse overtime and absenteeism in Canada 

from  $968 million for overtime and $989 million for absenteeism in 2016 as compared to $860 

million and $841 million respectively in 2014 (Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions, 2017c). The 

International Council of Nurses reports overtime as a common practice in Australia, United 

States, Europe, United Kingdom and Japan (Australia Nursing Federation, 2009). The number of 

extra hours worked by Registered Nurses in the United Kingdom increased by 80% in 2012 

(International Council of Nurses, 2015). Nurses working more than 12.5 hours were three times 

more likely to make errors thereby compromising patient safety (Australia Nursing Federation, 

2009). Excessive overtime, higher rates of absenteeism and decaying worker morale suggest that 

the current nurse workload levels compromise quality of care (Canadian Nursing Advisory 

Committee- Advisory Committee on Health Human Resources, 2002). The Institute of Medicine 

(IOM) reported that almost all patient safety issues were related to medication errors, overtime 

and fatigue for healthcare professionals (HCP) (Carayon, 2010). High levels of nurse workload 

have a direct impact on decision making of nurses and therefore comprises patient safety and the 

quality of care (Benda et al., 2018). Continuous exposure to high workload environments leads to 

fatigue. The performance of fatigued workers was found to be on par with alcohol intoxication 

(Dawson & Reid, 1997). In addition to this, Weigl et al., (2014) reported a negative correlation 

between workload and quality of care. The scale of these work-related problems suggests that the 

workload of nurses needs to be better quantified and managed to support quality of care and 

nurse safety in healthcare systems (Jang et al., 2007).  Quantifying nurse workload remains a 

challenge (Arsenault Knudsen et al., 2018; Neumann et al., 2018). This challenge is addressed in 

this thesis by developing a proactive ‘virtual’ tool that can quantify the indicators of nurse 

workload and quality of care under different technical designs. 

1.4.3 Outcomes 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the design-oriented approach to using the SEIPS model dictates 

healthcare outcomes are impacted by workload.  
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Outcomes are conditions or products that result from the healthcare system and are important 

indicators of performance. Outcomes can be desirable or undesirable. Proximal outcomes refer to 

the immediate results of work processes, whereas distal outcomes are those that could emerge 

after some time (Holden et al., 2013). Outcomes are used to measure the achievement of goals. 

This thesis measures HCP, patient and organizational outcomes. 

1.4.3.1 HCP Outcomes  

HCP outcomes include fatigue, biomechanical load, MSD, mental stress, total distance walked 

and absenteeism. HCP outcomes directly affect the healthcare system (as illustrated in Figure 1); 

if the mental stress or biomechanical load increases for an HCP then it will lead to a degraded 

work environment which will inhibit their ability to deliver care precisely. However, if the 

biomechanical load and mental stress levels of the HCP remain nominal then the work 

environment will not be degraded, and the HCP may deliver care processes precisely and in a 

timely manner.  The above-mentioned outcomes are inter-related. For example, understaffing can 

lead to excessive workload giving rise to job stress, fatigue, work-related MSD, absenteeism and 

eventually burnout or injury. In this thesis, distance walked by HCP, mental stress (average task 

queue), direct care time and the biomechanical load of HCP, are being examined as HCP 

outcomes where the HCP is an RN. These outcomes are further described below. 

Biomechanical load is the external load that is transmitted through the biomechanical loading of 

the body. If the tolerance of these biomechanical load forces exceeds the National Institute for 

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) maximum permissible limit, the tissue may be 

damaged resulting in discomfort, pain, impairment and even disability in some cases (Nelson, 

Wickes, & English, 1994). Biomechanical load is affected by the individual anthropometric factors 

such as age, height, weight, ethnicity etc. This thesis explores the biomechanical load of nurses 

while performing care delivery under different technical design and operational policies.  

Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) are disorders and/or injuries that affect the movement of 

the human body or the musculoskeletal system such as tendons, muscles, ligaments, discs, 

nerves, blood vessels, ligaments, joints, cartilage, peripheral nerves and spinal discs etc. (Punnett 

& Wegman, 2004). MSDs are a global public health problem (Storheim & Zwart, 2014). The MSD 

risk for healthcare workers is four times higher than manufacturing (Bernard, 1997). In 2014, the 
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Canadian healthcare system had the highest number of lost time injuries including MSDs 

(Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions, 2015).  The Bureau of Labor Statistics, (2011a) reported 

nursing as the highest MSD risk industry in United States, with an incident rate of 226 cases per 

10,000 employees. In addition to this, MSDs was the leading cause of sickness and absence in 

Dutch and Greek nurses (Alexopoulos, Burdorf, & Kalokerinou, 2006). In addition to the health 

of nurses, MSD risk negatively affects the quality of care for patients (Thinkhamrop et al., 2017).  

A survey of 2,500 nurses by Letvak et al., (2012) reported that medication administration errors 

increased by 88% because of MSD risk. The leading causes for MSD are excessive work demand 

and workload, which are a function of biomechanical load amplitude and the duration and 

frequency of change of load amplitude (Wells, Mathiassen, Medbo, & Winkel, 2007).  The Peak 

and cumulative biomechanical load are the most common MSD risk factors for lower back pain 

(Kazmierczak, Neumann, & Winkel, 2007; Norman, Wells, & Neumann, 1998). Therefore, this 

thesis explores the peak and cumulative biomechanical load as indicators of MSD risk. 

Fatigue is a phenomenon that results from prolonged exposure to an activity bearing 

psychological and environmental factors that affect the health (mind and the body) of a HCP 

(Barker & Nussbaum, 2011). Fatigue is a contributing factor for absenteeism, injury and burnout 

(Brennan et al., 2013; Davey et al., 2009; Garrett, 2008; Oliva & Sterman, 2001; Registered Nurses 

Association of Ontario, 2008). Fatigue slows reaction time and increases the risk of errors (Barker 

& Nussbaum, 2011; Trinkoff, Storr, & Lipscomb, 2001). Continuous exposure to high workload 

environments results in fatigue and deteriorated (Benda et al., 2018; Weigl et al., 2014). The 

performance of fatigued workers is on par with working under alcohol intoxication (Dawson & 

Reid, 1997). This thesis indirectly addresses fatigue in nurses by quantifying physical and mental 

workloads. MSDs and chronic fatigue are two of the leading causes of nurse turnover (Bureau of 

Labor Statistics, 2011b; Thinkhamrop et al., 2017; Trinkoff, Lipscomb, Geiger-Brown, Storr, & 

Brady, 2003).   

Mental stress: Davey et.al. (2009, p. 228) defines job stress as “juggling multiple care expectations 

of various professionals as well as clients”. In this thesis, mental stress is addressed using task 

queue as it entails the number of pending tasks that a nurse has to complete. The greater the 

number of pending tasks, the greater would be the mental stress as the HCP would need to finish 

the current task as early as they can so they can address the pending tasks. Mental stress is 
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indirectly measured in this thesis by quantifying ‘task in queue’, a mental workload indicator 

(Potter et al., 2005, 2009). 

Total distance walked is the cumulative distance walked by the HCP during one shift. This 

includes the distances of all the trips made back and forth between the nurse’s station and patient 

beds. In this thesis, total distance walked is being measured in meters and kilometers.  

Absenteeism is the lack of the physical presence of an HCP when there is a contractual obligation 

to be present at a given setting and time (McGillis Hall et al., 2005). In 2014, 21,000 RNs were 

absent each week due to an illness or disability which leads to a cost of $846.1 million in 

replacements (Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions, 2015). Burnout is a syndrome of cynicism 

and emotional exhaustion (Maslach & Jackson, 1981). Furthermore, The Manitoba Nurses Union 

(2015) have stated that over 71% of the nurses they interviewed have faced burnout at least once. 

Absenteeism and burnout are usually caused by exposure to high work demands and workload 

that lead to higher amounts of job stress, fatigue and MSD (Davey et al., 2009). This thesis 

indirectly addresses absenteeism and burnout by quantifying the workload and work demands 

of nurses. 

Direct care time represents the actual time spent by the HCP delivering care. This excludes 

documentation and walking inside the unit. In industrial engineering, this is called value-added 

time. In this thesis, direct care time for nurses is quantified. 

1.4.3.2 Patient Outcomes  

Quality of care: Quality in terms of healthcare is delivering the right care to the right patient at 

the right time – every time. Quality of care is the assessment of care services provided to the 

patients. Campbell, Roland and Buetow (2000) defined two aspects of quality of care: 1) the 

accessibility to the healthcare system; and 2) the actual care that is given (i.e. effectiveness of the 

processes of care). The primary responsibility of a nurse as a professional HCP is to deliver care 

to patients. There are certain work environment factors that assist or inhibit the nurse in carrying 

out this responsibility such as, nurse-patient staffing ratio; the physical layout of the unit; and the 

acuity of patient. These factors directly contribute to nursing workload that then impacts the 

quality of care provided. In this thesis, indicators of quality of care are measured using ‘missed 
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care’, ‘missed care delivery time’, ‘percentage division of missed care’ and ‘care task waiting 

time’.  

‘Missed care’ is defined as the number of pending tasks that were not started by the nurse before 

the end of the shift. ‘Missed care delivery time’ is a potential indicator of overtime. It signifies the 

additional time a nurse must stay behind to perform these care activities.  In some cases, the next 

nurse has to perform these care tasks that were not completed before the end of shift, in addition 

to the care tasks from their own shift. ‘Percentage division of missed care’ signifies what 

percentage of care tasks that are high priority such as medication, vital signs, etc., and low priority 

tasks such as documentation. In this thesis, these indicators of ‘missed care’ are quantified using 

simulation and validated by means of the MISSCARE survey tool (Kalisch & Williams, 2009). 

‘Care task waiting time’ is the average time a patient must wait before receiving a scheduled or 

unscheduled care task. 

Patient satisfaction is a very common performance indicator for quality in the domain of 

healthcare and refers to the level of satisfaction perceived by a patient in an healthcare 

environment after or during receiving care. However, this thesis does not measure patient 

satisfaction. 

1.4.3.3 Organizational Outcomes  

Organizational outcomes measure performance that reflects quality, cost, reputation and 

achievement of mission and goals. Organizational outcomes for the proposed studies include 

overtime and organizational culture.  

Overtime refers to the number of hours an HCP must work beyond the scheduled limit (McGillis 

Hall et al., 2005). While the Ontario Ministry of Labor (2017) has mandated that overtime starts 

after 44 hours of work per week; overtime for nurses is considered as any additional work beyond 

their scheduled shift. For example: staying an hour or two to complete their work (McGillis Hall 

et al., 2005). In 2014, 19,383,900 hours of overtime were reported for nurses in Canada, which is 

equivalent to 10,700 fulltime positions at an estimated cost of $871.8 million dollars (Canadian 

Federation of Nurses Unions, 2015). Overtime not only affects the organizational outcomes, it in-

directly affects patient outcomes and HCP outcomes Australian Federation of Nurses (2009) 

reports that the prospect of making an error increases significantly after working for more than 

12.5 hours, thereby compromising patient care quality. Excessive overtime leads to higher rates 
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of absenteeism and decaying worker morale (Canadian Nursing Advisory Committee- Advisory 

Committee on Health Human Resources, 2002). Excessive overtime is an outcome of an unhealthy 

WE. This thesis indirectly measures overtime by quantifying ‘missed care’ and ‘missed care 

delivery time’. 

Organizational culture is a shared concept between coworkers in an organization which includes 

values, attitudes, beliefs, and norms that are felt in a certain way by all members. This thesis does 

not measure organizational culture. 

In summary, the conceptual model of this thesis builds on a more design-oriented approach of 

the SEIPS 2.0 model. This design-oriented approach takes into account HF at a systems level. As 

illustrated in Figure 1, the ‘design’ section entails the technical design and operational policies of 

the healthcare such as nurse-patient ratio, patient acuity, geographical-patient bed assignment 

etc. These policies impact the healthcare unit system that consists of the HCP, the process of care 

delivery and care task postures, and the work environment. Workload is an emergent outcome 

of the healthcare system design that effects HCP, patient and organizational outcomes. HCP 

outcomes also affect the healthcare system unit. Therefore, workload needs to be better managed. 

One approach to manage workload for nurses is through the changes in the system design 

policies by better managing the drivers of workload.   

1.5 The Need for Simulation  

Current approaches to testing design and management decisions such as the real-life trial and 

error methods can be very expensive and hazardous (Gaba, 2007), as workers would be exposed 

to unsafe and untested environments that can not only affect their health but also negatively 

impact productivity and process efficiency with possible long-lasting consequences. Simulation 

allows faster testing of newer technical design and operational policies at less cost without the 

risk of exposing workers into unsafe and untested work environments. Simulation allows the 

researcher to gain proactive insight and test the impacts of multiple scenarios, explore 

interactions of multiple resources and technical design policies. Hence, there is a need for a tool 

that can ‘virtually’ assess and predict the effects of design and policy changes on HCP and 

patients without the risk of real trials or at the expense of HCP’s health. Simulation is a potential 

solution to this challenge. 
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1.6 Solution Pathway: Simulation Technologies 

Simulation is the process of ‘virtually’ representing the demonstration of a real-world system 

(Banks, Carson, Nelson, & Nicol, 2005). The tools used for simulation are categorized as 

simulation technologies.  Simulation in the domain of healthcare has mainly been done for three 

purposes – training and education, research and assessment for the facilitation of patient-safety 

(Brazil, Purdy, & Bajaj, 2019). With the help of design-level tools of simulation, ergonomists can 

obtain a better understanding of the impact of various alternatives proposed for a change in the 

system. Design level tools allow early-stage application of ergonomics where costs are lower and 

solution options are greatest (Bridger, 2009). Due to recent development in the domain of 

healthcare, process simulation models are being conceived that can ultimately lead to leaner 

processes bearing improved performance analytics (Rosen, 2008). Simulation in the domain of 

healthcare span a range of activities such as training, analyzing error and related causes, work 

environments, etc. These all share the common purpose of improving quality of care, safety of 

the HCP and the efficiency of healthcare services (Casier, Casier, Ooteghem, & Verbrugge, 2012). 

Examples of ergonomic tools are described below. 

1.6.1 Medical Simulators  

Medical Simulators are simulation technologies that educate and train medical professionals. It 

has been used by surgeons or medical trainees as a rehearsal before a complex or major surgery 

to improve the dexterity and precision (Rosen, 2008). In this thesis, medical simulators are not 

being used. 

1.6.2 Computerized Simulation 

Computerized simulation imitates real-world scenarios over time (Banks et al., 2005). These are 

well suited for analyzing interactions of variables in a complex system such as products, raw 

materials and workers in a factory or, patient beds and HCPs of a hospital and predicting possible 

outcomes. Some commonly used techniques include: Digital Human Modelling (DHM), Agent-

Based Modelling (ABM), System Dynamics (SD) and Discrete Event Simulation (DES). These are 

further described below.  

Digital Human Modelling (DHM) is the process of developing a digital human model using 

biomechanical and anthropometric databases, of the human body using anthropometric data and 

it’s interaction with the environment (Chaffin, 2007). A variety of biomechanical tools are 
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available to assess workload which includes observational tools such as REBA (Rapid Entire Body 

Assessment), RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment), Posture, activity, tools, and handling 

(PATH) etc. (Takala et al., 2010) and digital human modelling approaches (Bridger, 2009; Dode et 

al., 2016; Kazmierczak et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2013). While observational tools are commonly 

used in the service industry, DHM quantifies the biomechanical load of postures proactively; and 

is a widely used tool in the service industry.  Similar to observational tools, DHM is also used for 

ergonomic evaluation of a workstation or a product. The difference is that this process is more 

‘virtual’, complex and more dynamic. DHM is often used to create environments using computer-

aided design (CAD) software. Some DHM software tools include: Jack 2.0 (Siemens), allows the 

creation of models (virtual humans) belonging to different population groups. Users can test 

design solutions for humans with different physical characteristics. HF elements such as injury 

risk, the ability to fit and reach, biomechanical loads and line of sights can be calculated. Other 

software such as 4DWATBAK (University of Waterloo), is a risk-validated tool that is used to 

calculate the biomechanical load of humans belonging to different population groups. DHM has 

been used in healthcare. Zhang et al., (2013) used DHM to address vision and fitting issues for 

basic nursing care tasks. Hanson et al., (2009)  explored the range of motion for caregivers and 

caretakers for bathing system design. Paul & Quintero-Duran, (2015) explored lower-back pain 

for nurses for a hospital bed pushing task. DHM fails to report the time sequence of care tasks. 

While most of the research is done in manufacturing, there is a research gap for predicting MSD 

risk in healthcare. Manufacturing is mostly cyclic work and is relatively easier to model while 

healthcare is much less cyclic and more complex with increased variation. Lacking in most tools 

is ability to assess/review workload over time which allows cumulative aspect of workload to be 

predicted and more realistic monitoring of worker exposures. DHM is good for single instants, 

less so for irregular complex work. It does not provide the task sequence. Therefore, tools are 

needed that can provide task sequence. This thesis makes use of DHM to provide quantifiable 

measures of peak and cumulative biomechanical load, as a means to quantify the MSD risk for 

nurses.   

The following are some of the popular simulation tools that can provide task sequence: 

Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) is based on a collection of autonomous decision-making objects 

called agents, which individually assess their situations and make decisions rooted in given rules 
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(Barnes, Morgan, Pineles, & Harris, 2018; Cabrera, Taboada, Iglesias, Epelde, & Luque, 2012). 

Kiani (2016) reports that due to the complex and highly controlled environment of healthcare, 

ABM is not well suited for healthcare interventions as compared to other techniques like discrete 

event simulation (DES). Therefore, in this thesis, ABM was not used. 

System Dynamics (SD) addresses the complexity and structures of a dynamic system. This 

involves the development of simulation models that portray processes of complex problems 

using continuous feedback loops that can be tested systematically to find effective strategies for 

incapacitating resistance to change in policy, improve policies and organizational designs and 

assessment of training effectiveness (Jiang, Karwowski, & Ahram, 2012; Oliva & Sterman, 2001). 

SD is highly capable of addressing healthcare issues, but it operates at the organizational level 

and is less suited for simulating processes occurring at the system or unit level. Jiang et.al., (2012) 

used SD for the assessment of training performance effectiveness, this study operated at the 

organizational level. Farid (2017) explored the effect of HF on nurses’ health and quality of care. 

This research aims to simulate the process of care delivery at the unit level. Therefore, SD was not 

used in this thesis as it is ideal for the simulation at the organizational level.   

Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is the process of representing complex structures of a 

system/unit as a sequence of ordered events and stages, in which the variable(s) change at a 

discrete set of points (Banks et al., 2005). DES is an operational research technique used to assess 

and predict the efficiency of a proposed or an existing system (Jun, Jacobson, & Swisher, 1999). It 

is a tool used to get a better outlook on the problem and is ideal when multiple system resources 

are present as it provides the researcher with the option of studying one or more different 

scenarios separately and in great depth by changing inputs and to observe its effects to get a 

valuable insight (Banks et al., 2005; Schmidt, Geisler, & Spreckelsen, 2013). DES allows 

researchers to compare feasible solutions and choose the best optimal solution closest to real-

world scenarios (Perez, 2011). Furthermore, there is evidence demonstrating DES to be a 

successful tool with several applications in manufacturing and in the service industries. DES has 

been effectively used for the analysis of system design alternatives, business modelling, cost 

evaluation and optimization of resources  (Günal & Pidd, 2010). Iwataa and Mavrisa (2013) 

conducted a study on the operations and support activities of aerospace vehicles. DES was used 

to get better solutions i.e. reduce cycle steps and cost. Fatemi et. al (2008) reported a study on 

“Sense and Avoid” problems of an unmanned aerial vehicle. Dode (2012) used HF modelling and 
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DES methodologies in the engineering design processes to incorporate fatigue dose and learning 

curves. Similarly, Perez et al. (2014) created a biomechanical model using DES modelling to 

deliver patterns of work cycle load-time over the shift i.e. fatigue-time history. DES is widely used 

and has had significant success in fields like industrial engineering, aviation, business modelling, 

manufacturing and service industry (Günal & Pidd, 2010). DES allows modelling at the 

systems/unit level, which is ideal given the conceptual model for the proposed research. 

Therefore, DES is a potential tool to analyse changes in healthcare unit design parameters on HCP 

wellbeing and quality of care at the system/unit level. 

1.7 Discrete Event Simulation (DES) in Healthcare (HC) Systems 

There has been significant research published regarding the application of DES in the domain of 

HC. An overview of examples of DES is described below. 

1.7.1 Hospital units and Clinics 

DES has been widely used to model hospital units such the operating room, intensive care unit 

(ICU), pediatric ICU, laboratory, pharmacy and maternity units (Günal & Pidd, 2010; 

Mohammadi & Shamohammadi, 2012). Swisher and Jacobson (2002) evaluated the design of two 

family physician practice clinics using DES. These studies provided insight into the problems and 

help managers conceive better solutions. In this series of research studies, the in-patient unit of a 

hospital is being simulated. 

1.7.2 Hospital flow optimization 

Healthcare facilities are currently utilizing DES tools for hospital flow optimization. DES has the 

potential to improve existing processes by easily testing new strategies before actual 

implementation. Casier et al. (2012) used DES to optimize patient data and supply flows over an 

existing hospital process by evaluating key performance indicators. DES helped hospital 

managers understand the adverse effects when a change was planted in the system. The use of 

DES allows hospital managers to examine the benefits of new strategies without risks to patient 

safety. DES has also been used to improve cost efficiency in worker scheduling and improve 

patient flow. (Günal & Pidd, 2010; Jun et al., 1999; Reid et al., 2005). This thesis does not test 

hospital flow optimization. 
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1.7.3 Patient wait times 

Komashie & Mousavi (2005) modelled the operations of an emergency department to understand 

the system behavior and examine the causes of excessive waiting times. DES served as a tool for 

assessing the impact of major departmental resources on key performance indicators. It served as 

a cost-effective method for testing various what-if scenarios for possible system improvement. 

Duguay & Chetouane (2007) conducted a study on the design of an emergency system to 

understand injury levels of healthcare workers.  In this thesis, patient wait times are being 

measured indirectly by quantifying the task in queue time.  

1.7.4 Nursing workload 

Little attention has been given to measuring nurse workload using DES. Baril et.al. (2016) studied 

nursing workload and patient wait times in a Québec based haematology-oncology clinic using 

DES. It was observed that the patient waiting time was not too long but the nurse occupancy 

(staffing) rate was high in the morning and low in afternoon i.e. 87% and 64% respectively. New 

appointment scheduling methods were formulated that resulted in more efficient nurse staffing 

to match patient demand. Lebcir et al. (2017) used DES to indirectly measure workload by 

modeling the treatment of Parkinson’s disease patients. Theses techniques have been limited to 

modelling patients as a ‘production’ flow system. There is a research gap – a scarcity of published 

research work that models the process of care delivery of nurses to quantify nurse workload using 

DES. This thesis addresses this gap by using a HCP focused approach to developing a tool that 

can be used to better manage nurse workload by quantifying the impact of changing technical 

design and operational policies on nurse workload and quality of care. 

1.7.5 Physical Layout 

Spatial layout is a direct contributor to productivity and efficiency (Boucherie et al., 2012). Using 

generalized DES models, managers can predict the effect of different layouts of a hospital unit in 

term of nurses’ movements (Choudhary et al., 2010).  Similarly, Boucherie et.al. (2012) illustrated 

the potential of using DES for the design of a new health care facility. In this proposed series of 

research studies, the physical layout is being used as a design parameter. 
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1.8 The Missing Link  

While there has been significant DES research published in the domain of HC, these studies have 

generally been limited to modelling from the perspective of a patient where a patient is modelled 

in a fashion similar to modelling product flows in production systems.  There is a scarcity of 

research focusing on nurse workload and care quality, despite the fact that nurses deliver 75% of 

the care in hospital settings (Nursing Task Force, 1999). HF has been missing from most of DES 

efforts. In addition, there has been a scarcity of published work analyzing HCP workload and 

quality of care. Testing the application of DES with a focus on the HCP is a novel approach. Most 

efforts at using DES with a human-centred approach to date have been focused in manufacturing 

such as using DES to study the system performance, productivity and worker wellbeing 

(cumulative biomechanical load) in serial-flow car disassembly, and studying human-fatigue 

recovery and quality in electronics assembly lines  (Dode et al., 2016; Kazmierczak et al., 2007).  

In summary, hospital processes need to improve in safe ways. Design decisions contribute to 

creating a safe and efficient WE. Workload is one component of WE. Therefore, when the work 

environment degrades and Workload increases, there is a direct impact on the health of HCP. 

Since nurses deliver over 75% of the care (Nursing Task Force, 1999), any effect on the nurses’ 

health will have a direct impact on the quality of care. Hence, tools are needed to understand and 

test the impact of changes in the work environment on nurse and patient outcomes. Since most 

HF tools are systems-based and user-centered approaches, HF informed models and tools can 

serve as viable options to test and design changes in the healthcare units. To test this conceptual 

model, DES has the potential to predict the effects of changes on nurse and patient outcomes. DES 

is an ideal tool to analyze hospital processes that are complex, interconnected processes that occur 

at the system/unit level.  

1.9 Objective of the research 

The aim of this research is to create a novel, adaptable modelling approach that can proactively 

test and quantify the impact of different technical design and operational policies, on nurse 

outcomes and patient outcomes. In this thesis, a tool that can simulate the process of care delivery 

of nurses is developed using a novel nurse-focused approach to DES modeling. Previously, DES 

has been used to model patients as a ‘product flow’ in a production system. The modelling 
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approach developed will provide decision-makers a new tool that integrates existing evidence to 

provide insight into the long-run performance trends resulting from their operational decisions. 

These series of research studies address the need of focusing on HCP to improve the healthcare 

system, outlined in editorial of the special issue: ‘Ergonomics and Human Factors in Healthcare 

System Design’ in IISE (Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers) Transactions in 

Occupational Ergonomics and Human Factors  (Neumann et al., 2018). More importantly, this 

multidisciplinary research serves as a response to the need for a tool that can better manage the 

poor work demands and workload of nurses (National Advisory Group on the Safety of Patients 

in England, 2013). 

This research will answer the following question: 

Primary RQ – How can the effects of changing the technical design and operational policy parameters on 

nurse outcomes and patient outcomes, be quantified using human factors enabled discrete event 

simulation? 

To answer the main RQ, the following specific questions have been formulated that will be 

answered using a DES model. This model imitates the care processes and layout of an in-patient 

unit of a hospital. Each RQ extends the model’s capability and tests different design patterns.  

RQ1 – How do changes in nurse to patient ratio (NPR) affect indicators of nurse outcomes and patient 

outcomes? 

As illustrated in the conceptual model (Figure 1), the design changes directly affect the healthcare 

unit system, which impacts the nurse outcomes and patient outcomes. In RQ 1, the design 

changes are Nurse- Patient ratio (NPR); Nurse outcomes are distance walked and task queue, and 

patient outcomes are missed care and waiting times.  RQ 1 is addressed in Chapter 2 

RQ 2 – How do changes in patient acuity and NPR impact indicators of nurse and patient outcomes? 

RQ 2 extends the model’s capability by exploring the interaction of patient acuity and nurse-

patient ratio by means of a sensitivity analysis. In addition to the patient and nurse outcomes in 

RQ 1, newer outcomes are also explored. For nurse outcomes, ‘direct care time’, for patient 

outcomes, ‘missed care delivery time’, are explored. RQ 2 is addressed in Chapter 3 

RQ 3 – How can this nurse-focused DES tool for in-patient care unit be validated? 
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RQ 3 validates the approach of creating ‘valid’ nurse-focused DES model. The nurse-focused DES 

model provides validation on three fronts: i) ‘external validation’ by means of a field study, ii) in-

data validity, iii) ‘internal validation’.  RQ 3 is addressed in Chapter 4. 

RQ 4 – How do changes in geographical patient-bed assignment impact the distance walked by the 

simulant-nurse and other indicators of nurse and patient outcomes? 

RQ 4 is used to quantify the impact of different geographical patient-bed assignment on nurse 

and patient outcomes using the DES model created from the validated approach in RQ 3. RQ 4 is 

addressed in Chapter 5 

RQ 5 – What are the biomechanical loads encountered by nurses while performing daily tasks in an 

inpatient unit and what are the time trace of the biomechanical loads for these nursing care tasks over a full 

shift, using a combination of DES and DHM?  

RQ 5 uses DHM to model the various postures of a nurse while delivering care. These postures 

are modelled by means of a video-recording study where the nurse will mimic all care postures.  

The biomechanical load obtained using DHM, will be used as inputs to the DES model, to create 

a time trace of biomechanical loads for a shift in nursing.  RQ 5 is addressed in Chapter 6 

RQ6 – How do changes in patient acuity, geographical patient-bed assignment and nurse-patient ratio 

affect the biomechanical loading in nurses and other indicators of nurse and patient outcomes? 

Using the modeling capability developed in RQ6, the DES model will quantify the impact of 

patient acuity, geographical patient-bed assignment and nurse-patient ratio on the peak and 

cumulative biomechanical load of nurses and other indicators of nurse outcomes and patient 

outcomes. RQ 7 is addressed in Chapter 6. 

A detailed description of how these research questions will be addressed, are mentioned in 

upcoming chapters.
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CHAPTER 2 

PILOT SIMULATION MODEL 

In this chapter is a discussion of the initial creation and testing of a novel nurse-focused DES 

modelling approach that could proactively assess the quality of care and the workload for nurses, 

by modelling the delivery of care for patients under different technical design and operational 

policies. Specifically, the demonstrator model quantified the effect of changing nurse-patient 

ratios on Quality of Care and nurse workload. The emphasis here is on the development of an 

adaptable content sensitive method, rather than a definitive general answer to a specific scenario 

of interest to a stakeholder.  

This chapter address RQ 1 – How do changes in nurse to patient ratio (NPR) affect indicators of nurse 

and patient outcomes? 

2.1 Methods 

The computerized simulation model was created using a commercial DES environment software 

(Rockwell ARENA). The DES is the representation of the HCP’s work processes. The 

demonstration model was created in consultation with a subject specialist – a Registered Nurse 

with extensive research and practical experience.  

As illustrated in Figure 2, the inputs of the model consist of patient care data, operating logic and 

virtual layout. The outputs consist of task in queue time and missed care, used here as care quality 

indicators and, task queue and cumulative distance walked as nurse workload indictors. These are 

further expanded upon in the next section. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the Inputs and Outputs of Pilot DES model. Inputs are Patient care data, Operating Logic and 

Virtual layout, and Outputs to the model are Quality of Care (Task in Queue time, Missed Care) and Nurse 

Workload (Task Queue and Cumulative Distance walked). 

2.2 Model Inputs 

2.2.1 Patient care data 

As illustrated in Figure 2, patient care data entails essential details of the daily patient care tasks 

that a nurse performs. This data was obtained from a neurological in-patient unit for a period of 

one month from an inpatient unit of a large urban academic health centre in Canada for a period 

of one month. The data was part of a workload report generated from the hospital’s Infor 

Healthcare software system, formerly GRASP (Grace Reynolds Application of the Study of PETO) 

(Farrington, Trundle, Redpath, & Anderson, 2000; Song et al., 2004). GRASP is a proprietary 

management information-processing system used to collect data for analysis of nursing 

workload. Data contains information pertaining to the patient care tasks that were performed by 

nurses. The definitions of each task are specific to GRASP methodology e.g. assessment refers to 

the completion of the Braden Scale, Morse Fall Assessment, etc. and does not refer to the ongoing 

assessment that nurses conduct when delivering care. Data is manually entered by nurses at the 

end of their shift. For each sub-task (such as: IV Maintenance) there is a pre-set standardized time 

duration. Approximately 70% of the hospitals in Ontario use the Infor healthcare (GRASP) system 
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(Song et al., 2004).  In United States, Infor is used by 72% of the hospitals (Infor, 2016). Patient 

care data is comprised of task information, task frequency and task duration. i) Task information 

includes basic task information such as task group, for instance nutrition; sub-tasks within this 

category include feeding with minimal assistance; shift and date stamp. ii) Task frequency entails 

how frequently a certain task is completed along with the day and time stamps. Task frequency 

was calculated using an average of the task count for each task group across all patients per day 

for a period of one month. iii) Task duration is the amount of time required by the nurse to 

complete the task. Task duration for each of the task groups was calculated using a frequency-

weighted average of GRASP’s standardized time duration for all sub-tasks of in a Task group.  

Since the GRASP system uses a standardized time duration for each sub-task, a frequency-

weighted average was used in this research to reduce the volume of sub-task programming in 

the model. Table 1 contains the cumulative time durations of the tasks for the DES model. 

2.2.2 Operating Logic 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the model’s operating logic of the DES model consists of task priorities, 

nurse priorities, task schedules, task location and call tasks. These were developed in consultation with 

the subject matter expert using the GRASP-specific definitions for each task. It is anticipated that 

nurses may assign a different priority than those listed in Table 1 and the investigators are 

currently working with a nursing team to explore and refine this logic in a field study. The 

modelling method itself allows for testing of the potential impacts of different task prioritization 

strategies. Task priorities indicate which tasks have an increased priority for completion relative 

to other tasks in queue. Nurse priorities can also be referred to as the ‘brain of the simulated nurse’ 

– the logic rule identifies which task a nurse performs with respect to the task priorities. In the 

demonstrator model presented in this chapter, the simulated nurse is programmed to do the 

highest priority task first. There may be occasions where more than one task bears the same 

priority. In this case, the task logic was built to direct the simulated nurse to perform the task for 

the closest patient (at the least distance). Figure 3 represents the operating logic of this model. 
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Table 1: List of tasks programmed in the DES model. The list contains the task name along with their respective 

priority levels, task schedule type and time duration where 1=highest task priority. Time duration for each task 

group is calculated using a frequency-weighted average of the sub-tasks for each group, as reported by GRASP 

systems. 

Task Group 
Priority 

level 
(rank) 

Task schedule type 
Task delivery 

location 

Time 
Duration 

(min) 

Medication 1 Random intervals Bed side 6.51 

Vital Signs 2 Random intervals Bed side 5.26 

Assessment and Planning 3 Random intervals 
Bed side & 

Nurse Station 
6.93 

Vascular Access 4 Random intervals Bed side 31.50 

Treatments 5 Random intervals Bed side 9.50 

Activity (Patient lifting tasks 
such as: Place patient on stretcher) 

6 Random intervals Bed side 26.10 

Consultation 6 Random intervals Bed side 6.00 

Hygiene 6 
Random intervals & 
Scheduled interval 

(8:00AM) 
Bed side 13.32 

Nutrition 6 
Random intervals & 
Scheduled intervals 
(8AM, 12PM, 5PM) 

Bed side 17.05 

Other Direct Nursing Care 6 Random intervals Bed side 25.65 

Admission 6 
Scheduled interval 

(7:30AM) 
Bed side 32.10 

Discharge 6 
Scheduled interval 

(7:30AM) 
Bed side 21.40 

Evaluation 6 Random intervals 
Bed side & 

Nurse Station 
3.00 

Non-patient care 6 Random intervals 
Bed side & 

Nurse Station 
13.79 

Elimination 7 Random intervals Bed side 19.91 

Teaching and Emotional 
Support 

8 Random intervals Bed side 19.68 
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Figure 3 illustrates the flow chart representing the operating logic of the Discrete Event Simulation (DES) model 
 

As illustrated in Table 1, Task schedule refers to tasks that follow either an established schedule or 

those that occur randomly throughout the shift, or both. For example: Hygiene is scheduled for 

once a day. However, the hygiene task can happen at any time (randomly) as well as the need 

arises. In this model, nutrition, hygiene, admission and discharge are identified as both, 

scheduled and random tasks. Within the simulated environment, there are also ‘call’ tasks that are 

called directly by the patient. For example: within the task group of Vascular Access, a patient’s 

IV may become blocked. Therefore, the nurse performs IV maintenance, a task that was not 

scheduled or a random task but in fact this was a task that was called directly by the patient. The 
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Task location was determined for each task i.e. occurring at the nurses’ station or patient bedside. 

Task priority level and task scheduling for the DES model are listed in Table 1.  

To test the ability to simulate the process of care delivery using flow simulation (DES), the 

demonstrator model was created from different sources, such as, patient data was taken from a 

neurological unit; subject matter expert was from medical-surgical unit; unit layout was built 

from a hospital layout manual. Using data from different sources, may compromise the quality 

of modeling outputs. 

2.2.3 Virtual layout of the Discrete Event Simulation (DES) model 

The virtual layout was developed using Microsoft Visio software to define the overall floor plan 

details of an inpatient unit such as the nurse station location, total beds and the distances 

reflecting the simulated unit layout in the DES model. The virtual layout is also used for visual 

verification while running the simulation. It allows the software to display the nurse’s movement 

on the layout diagram, that helps to visually verify the simulated-nurse’s movement patterns 

during simulation trials.  

2.3 Outputs 

In this demonstrator simulation model, nurse workload is assessed by task queue, a mental 

workload indicator representing the number of pending tasks which has been associated with 

medical errors (Potter et al., 2009).  Tasks are generated stochastically by the model according to 

the frequency and schedule of the unit’s historical GRASP data (per 2.1).  These tasks are recorded 

in a sequence/queue as a “stack” for the simulated nurse to perform according to the task priority 

rules, this stack is called the task queue. Cumulative distance walked by nurse; the total distance 

walked by the nurse during a shift in metres. Quality of Care is assessed by calculating task in 

queue time, the average amount of time a task has been in queue waiting to be completed, and by 

calculating the amount of missed care, the number of pending tasks that were not started by the 

nurse before the end of the shift. In practice, many of these tasks will not be “missed”, as the 

simulation indicates, but they may be handed over to the next nurse in real-life or the present 

nurse must work overtime to complete these. Since this DES model is only modelling day shifts 

therefore, these missed care tasks are not rolled over to the next shift. 
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2.4 Demonstrator Model Testing 

NPR is defined as the number of patients assigned to a nurse. The DES model was simulated on 

different NPR conditions: Low (1 nurse: 2 patients), Medium (1:4), and High (1:6), each for a 

period of 252 shifts which is approximately the total working days in an year. Each shift consists 

of 12 hours which is the standard shift length in nursing for North America. Data for 10 

replications were recorded for each operating condition to calculate warm up period for the 

model and to analyse 10 years of nursing data for each operating condition. Warm up times are 

used in simulation for the model to reach an optimal operating state. For this model, a warm up 

period of 41 days was established using Welch’s method (Hoad, Robinson, & Davies, 2008); 

Averages across shifts were taken for missed care, task in queue time, task queue and cumulative 

distance walked.  

2.5 Results 

A nurse focused DES modelling approach was developed, the DES, that demonstrated the ability 

to assess the impact of changing nurse-patient ratios on Quality of Care and nurse workload. The 

demonstrator model exhibited that as the NPR increased (Low, Medium, High), nursing 

workload increased (tasks in queue: 2, 15, 33 tasks respectively; cumulative walking distance: 279, 

269, 595 meters respectively) and Quality of Care deteriorated (missed care: 17, 24, 53 tasks 

respectively; task in queue time: 0.3, 1.0, 1.2 hours respectively). A summary of these results are 

presented in Table 6.  

Table 2 illustrates the results for Quality of Care (missed care, task in queue time) and Nurse workload indicators 

(task in queue time, cumulative walking distance) 

Nurse Patient 

Ratio (NPR) 

Quality of Care indicators Nurse workload indicators 

Missed Care 

(no. of task) 

Task in queue 

Time (hours) 

Task in Queue 

(no. of task) 

Cumulative Walking 

Distance (meters) 

Low (1:2) 17 0.3 2 279 

Medium (1:4) 24 1.0 15 269 

High (1:6) 53 1.2 33 595 
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2.5.1 Nurse Workload Indicators  

As illustrated in Figure 4, the demonstrator model showed an increase in the number of tasks in 

queue by 120% when the NPR is increased from medium to high and decreased by 86% when 

NPR levels changed from medium to low. However, the cumulative distance walked increased in 

both cases i.e. when the NPR is increased from medium to high and medium to low by 110% and 

3% respectively. With the increase in NPR (Low, Medium, High), nursing workload increased in 

terms of task queue by 2, 15, 33 tasks respectively, and cumulative distance walked by 279, 269, 595 

meters respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4 represents the Nurse Workload indicators: Mean and St. Deviation of ‘No. of Task Queue’ (left) and 

‘Distance walked by Nurse’ (right) 

 

2.5.2 Quality of Care Indicators  

As illustrated in Figure 5, the demonstrator model shows an increase in missed care by 120% 

when the NPR is increased from medium to high. Missed care decreased by 86% when NPR levels 

changed from medium to low. Furthermore, task in queue time increased by 20% when the NPR is 

increased from medium to high and task in queue time decreased by 70% when NPR levels changed 

from medium to low. With the increase in NPR (Low, Medium, High), Quality of Care 
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deteriorated–task queue time increased by 0.3, 1.0, 1.2 hours and missed care increased by: 17, 24, 53 

tasks respectively, respectively. 

 

Figure 5 represents the Quality of Care indicators: Mean and St. Deviation of ‘Missed care’ (left) and ‘Task in 

Queue time’ (right) 

2.6 Discussion 

In this chapter, a nurse focused DES modelling approach was developed, to evaluate the impact 

of healthcare system design policy choices on nurse workload and care quality. This is a novel 

approach in DES as previous simulation studies have only focused on modelling patient flow.  

The top three missed care tasks reported in this international RN4CAST study conducted in 

medical and/or surgical units of 488 hospitals across 12 European countries (Ausserhofer, 

Zander, Busse, Schubert, Geest, et al., 2014)  were comfort/talking, care planning and patient 

education. These were found consistent with the most prevalent areas of missed care identified 

by the simulated model (‘teaching and emotional support’ and ‘assessment and planning’). 

Therefore, the simulation model was able to demonstrate similar results regarding the types of 

missed care adding to the validity of this first test of DES. The quantity of missed care in the 

simulated model is much larger (17-64 missed care tasks) than reported in the RN4CAST study 

(range of 1.5-7.5 and mean of 3.6 missed care tasks). One possible explanation is that the simulated 

model measured actual missed care whereas the RN4CAST study measured nurse perceptions of 

missed care, and peer-reviewed research has shown a disconnect between perception and actual 

observation (Sale, Beaton, Bogoch, Elliot-Gibson, & Frankel, 2010). Other possible reasons could 
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be that the demonstrator model was created with data from different sources, such as, patient 

data was taken from a neurological unit; subject matter expert was from medical-surgical unit; 

unit layout was built from civil engineering manual.  Further research is required to examine the 

large volume of missed care needs to be examined further.  

Dabney & Kalisch, (2015) reported that increased nurse-patient ratios were associated with a 

greater incidence of missed care. A similar relation was observed with the demonstrator modelling 

results of missed care as high NPR had greater missed care in comparison to lower NPR. Chapman, 

Rahman, Courtney & Chalmers, (2016) reported that increased missed care led to increased 

overtime which can  lead to increased workload for nurses (Alghamdi, 2016; Silas, 2015; McGillis 

Hall et al., 2005). As illustrated in Figure 5, a small fraction of ‘missed care’ can also be observed 

for Low NPR.   Even though a NPR of 1:2 may be lower than is realistic in such wards, it shows 

that there are still missed tasks.  This was caused by the arrival of tasks at the end of shift that the 

simulated nurse was unable to complete before shift-end.  

In this model, each room consists of two patient beds; the operational logic is programmed in a 

way that the simulant-nurse can walk to the nurse station only when all patient bedside priority 

tasks are completed. For medium NPR level, the simulant-nurse had to walk between two rooms 

and a nurse station. Since the two rooms are arranged closely to each other, the simulant-nurse 

walked less. However, for low NPR level since there is just one room and a nurse station, the 

simulant-nurse walked relatively more (i.e. 4% more). The virtual layout programmed consists 

of a hypothetical floor layout with scaled drawings of patient rooms and a nurse station. Further 

research is needed to estimate the impact of floor layout and bed assignment on workload and 

care quality.  

In this research, task(s) in queue is treated as a mental workload indicator (Potter et al., 2009), but 

it also related to care quality. The number of tasks in queue has a direct impact on Quality of Care 

indicators. If the number of tasks in queue is substantial, then task in queue time and missed care will 

also be greater, as observed in high NPR.   

2.7 Implications to Nursing Management 

The ability to create a computerized model to simulate nursing care, staffing conditions and 

related outcomes offers a promising strategy to test the impact of various administrative decisions 
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on a range of nurse and patient outcomes. For instance, the implementation of engineering 

techniques such as Lean may lead to an increased potential for making mistakes, injuries and 

missing less urgent care tasks which lead to a drop-in the quality of care (Moraros et al., 2016). 

This novel nurse focused approach to DES modelling can provide insight to the impact of this 

new design policy proactively. This framework for this nurse focused DES modelling can be 

adapted to proactively quantify the impacts of proposed policy changes and technical design 

decisions. This could be useful for hospital managers, healthcare practitioners, researchers, 

architects, engineers and policymakers, and provide a more cost-effective and safer alternative to 

the current trial and error methodologies.  

2.8 Methodological Issues for the Demonstrator Model 

Like all computer models, the current model will suffer from the “garbage-in garbage-out” 

(GIGO) phenomenon.  The current modelling approach needs to be further developed to test and 

adjust for possible in-data errors.  The current demonstrator model was built on existing 1-month 

Infor healthcare (GRASP) data from a metropolitan area hospital and from a single inpatient unit. 

This dataset (GRASP) consisted of only standardized task durations, lacked variability in terms 

of nurse skill level (novice/expert), and did not reflect patient acuity. If the Infor healthcare 

(GRASP) dataset failed to capture other nurse activities, then the workload in the model would 

be an underestimate and the quality of care would likely decline.  Further research is needed on 

the extent to which the Infor healthcare (GRASP) data system captures all relevant nurse 

activities. This model’s adaptability is not contingent on Infor healthcare (GRASP) system; In the 

absence of such a system, other cost center reporting system or Electronic Health Reporting (EHR) 

can be used. Other limitations included the use of a single subject matter expert to construct the 

nurse operating logic in the model, and the use of scaled drawings rather than actual floor plans. 

Further field validation studies are needed to address these issues. The modelling method itself 

allows for testing of the potential impacts of different task prioritization strategies.  

Future work includes exploring additional indicators for workload and quality of care, such as 

biomechanical loading and fatigue, testing other unit layouts and design factors such as patient 

acuity. Using up to 1 year of historical care delivery data (Infor healthcare/GRASP). A field-

validation study incorporating nurse experience/competency levels (novice, expert) and using 

acuity sensitive time duration inputs would be a needed next step in the development of this DES 
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tool. The model needs to be extended, validated and tested for utility to support real-world 

management and decision making. 

2.9 Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrated the capability of a novel nurse-focused simulation approach, that 

simulated the nurse’s process of care delivery to help hospital administrators understand, 

quantify and predict the impact of changing NPRs in terms of nurse workload and care quality. 

In this simulation, as the number of patients per nurse increased (from Low, Medium, High), 

nursing workload increased (120% increase in task in queue; 110% increase in walking distance), and 

Quality of Care deteriorated (120% increase in missed care; 20% increase in task in queue time). 
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CHAPTER 3 

PILOT MODEL EXTENSION: NURSE-

PATIENT RATIO & PATIENT ACUITY 

Chapter 2 successfully demonstrated the use of nurse-focused DES modelling by quantifying 

nurse workload and quality of care. The aim of this chapter was to extend the nurse-focused DES 

modelling approach developed in Chapter 2, by father developing the model and quantifying the 

impact of changing patient acuity levels and nurse-patient ratios on nurse workload and quality 

of care indicators. The emphasis here was on the development of an adaptable content sensitive 

method, rather than a definitive general answer to a specific scenario of interest to a stakeholder. 

While there are several drivers of workload, patient acuity and nurse-patient ratio are two of the 

most important contributors (Aiken et al., 2001; Canadian Institute of Health Information, 2017; 

Rogers, Buckheit, & Ostendorf, 2013). This chapter further addresses the need of focusing on HCP 

to improve the healthcare system, outlined in editorial of the recent special issue: ‘Ergonomics 

and Human Factors in Healthcare System Design’ in IISE Transactions in Occupational 

Ergonomics and Human Factors  (Neumann et al., 2018). This chapter makes the necessary 

methodological advancements in this long-term goal.  

This chapter addresses RQ 2 – How do changes in patient acuity and NPR impact indicators of nurse 

and patient outcomes? 

3.1 Methods 

The model was created using a DES environment software Rockwell (ARENA). The model 

imitates the care delivery process of an inpatient unit of a hospital. The model was created and 

extended in consultation with a nursing specialist. Figure 6 represents the main inputs and 

outputs of the model. The main inputs are: ‘patient care data’, ‘operating logic’ and ‘virtual 
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layout’. In this chapter, the outputs included quality of care and nurse workload. Quality of care 

is assessed by ‘missed care’, ‘missed care time’ and ‘care delivery time’. Nurse workload 

indicators include ‘task in queue’ and ’cumulative walking distance’. These are explained below:  

 

Figure 6 represents the Inputs and Outputs programmed in the extension of the Pilot DES model 

3.2 Model Inputs 

3.2.1 Patient care data 

This input specifies nurse work demands using institutional records of care delivery. Similar to 

Chapter 2, this dataset was obtained from a neurological in-patient unit for a period of one month 

from a large urban academic health centre in Ontario, Canada. Patient care data is part of a 

workload report generated from a management information processing system called Infor 

healthcare, formerly GRASP (Grace Reynolds Application of the Study of PETO).   

GRASP is a workload tracking software that uses standardized time duration with a 7% Personal 

Fatigue and Delay factor; It is used by approximately 70% of the hospitals in Ontario (Song et al., 

2004). In United States, 72% of the hospitals use Infor healthcare (Infor, 2016). Data is recorded by 

nurses into an Electronics Health Records (EHR) system. The EHR assists decision making (Ben-

Assuli, Sagi, Leshno, Ironi, & Ziv, 2015). Patient care data includes the daily care delivery tasks 

performed by nurses categorized as follows: Task information such as task group (e.g. assessment 

and planning); sub-task within the task group (e.g. Braden scale assessment); time and date.  
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For this research, Task frequency was calculated using an average of task count for an individual 

task group across all patients per day for a period of one month. The task duration for each task 

group was calculated using a frequency-weighted average of the sub-tasks for each group. The 

GRASP data was used to create probabilistic time profiles of care tasks in the model.  Table 3 

represents tasks programmed in the DES model and task duration for the current demonstration 

model.  

3.2.2 Operating Logic 

Similar to chapter 2, the operating logic entails the workflow process – task schedules, task 

priorities, nurse priorities, call tasks and task location. Task schedule refers to tasks that follow an 

established schedule and those that occur randomly throughout the shift. For example: hygiene 

is scheduled for once a day at 8am. However, the hygiene task can happen at any time (randomly) 

as well. In the case of random task schedule, for example: bed linens are changed as per schedule 

but may need to be changed again due to unexpected soiling late in the day. In this modelling 

example, nutrition, hygiene, admission and discharge are identified as both, scheduled and 

random tasks. Task priorities indicate which tasks have an increased priority for completion over 

other tasks.  In this model, the nurse priorities are programmed to perform the highest priority 

task first, regardless of distance. There may be occasions where more than one task bears the same 

priority. In this case, the nurse priority was built such that the nurse simulant performs the task 

with the least walking distance assigned the highest priority. Within the simulated environment, 

there are also ‘call’ tasks that are called directly by the patient at random intervals. A 10% 

proportion of tasks were programmed as ‘call tasks’, in consultation with the subject matter 

expert. In the case of vascular access, for example, if a patient’s IV needle becomes displaced, the 

nurse performs IV maintenance, which is a task that was not scheduled. Instead, this task was 

called directly from the patient’s bedside and is modelled as an event that happens at the patient 

bedside. The task location was determined for each task - occurring either at the nurses’ station 

or patient bedside. These ‘call tasks’ had different sensitivity to patient acuity, in terms of task 

frequency and/or task duration, for each care tasks. Table 3 illustrate the acuity sensitivity, task 

priority level, task scheduling type and task location of all care tasks programmed in the DES 

model.  
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Table 3 illustrate the patient care delivery tasks, programmed in the DES model along with their task distribution 

type, task delivery location, task duration, task priority level and acuity sensitive tasks 

Task Group 

P
ri

o
ri

ty
 

(r
a

n
k

) 

Task distribution 
type 

Task delivery 
location 

Time 
Duration 

(min) 
 

[Baseline case] 

Acuity Sensitive task? 

Time 
Duration 

Task 
Frequency 

Medication 1 Random intervals Patient bedside 6.51 ✓  

Vital Signs 2 Random intervals Patient bedside 5.26 - ✓ 

Assessment 
and Planning 

3 Random intervals 
Patient bedside & 

Nurse Station 
6.93 - - 

Vascular 
Access 

4 Random intervals Patient bedside 31.50 - ✓ 

Treatments 5 Random intervals Patient bedside 9.50 ✓ ✓ 

Activity 6 Random intervals Patient bedside 26.10 ✓ ✓ 

Consultation 6 Random intervals Patient bedside 6.00 - - 

Hygiene 6 
Random intervals + 
Scheduled interval 

(8:00AM) 
Patient bedside 13.32 ✓ ✓ 

Nutrition 6 
Random intervals & 
Scheduled intervals 
(8AM, 12PM, 5PM) 

Patient bedside 17.05 - - 

Other Direct 
Nursing Care 

6 Random intervals Patient bedside 25.65 ✓ ✓ 

Admission 6 
Scheduled interval 

(7:30AM) 
Patient bedside 32.10 - - 

Discharge 6 
Scheduled interval 

(7:30AM) 
Patient bedside 21.40 - - 

Evaluation 6 Random intervals 
Patient bedside & 

Nurse Station 
3.00 ✓ ✓ 

Non-patient 
care 

6 Random intervals 
Patient bedside & 

Nurses’ Station 
13.79 - - 

Elimination 7 Random intervals Patient bedside 19.91 - - 

Teaching and 
Emotional 
Support 

8 Random intervals Patient bedside 19.68 ✓ ✓ 
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3.2.3 Virtual layout 

Similar to chapter 2, the virtual layout refers to the physical environment programmed into the 

model. The layout was built using Microsoft Visio software. The virtual layout drawing reflected 

the overall floor plan details of the sample inpatient unit including the total number of beds and 

active beds, the nursing station and bed location, room type (single, double, quad), and the 

distance between patient beds and the nurses’ station. The virtual layout is used for visual 

verification during simulation conditions i.e. to visualize the nurse’s movement and nurse 

priorities.  

We note that each of these elements: patient care data, operating logic and virtual layout, can and 

should be adapted to specific contexts. The current model demonstrates an adaptable approach 

to modelling that can be applied to different care system designs. The emphasis here was to test 

the ability to simulate the process of care delivery using flow simulation (DES) under different 

technical design and operational polices (nurse-patient ratio and patient acuity) by running a 

model sensitivity analysis. The demonstrator model was created from different sources, such as, 

patient data was taken from a neurological unit; subject matter expert was from medical-surgical 

unit; unit layout was built from a hospital layout manual). Using data from different sources, may 

compromise the quality of modeling outputs. 

3.3 Model Outputs 

Model outputs include indicators of nurse workload and quality of care.  Casner & Gore, (2010) 

defines workload in three aspects: a) mental activity; b) physical activity and c) time pressure.  

This study measures nurse workload across all three of these aspects through the following 

indicators: ‘task in queue’ represents the number of pending tasks for nurses. This is a mental 

workload indicator that is associated with medical errors (Potter et al., 2009). ‘Cumulative 

walking distance’ is the total distance walked by the nurse during a shift in metres. This indicator 

speaks to the physical activity aspect (Feehan et al., 2018). ‘Care delivery time’, cumulative time 

nurse spent while delivering care. This indicator speaks to the time pressure aspect (Kieft, De 

Brouwer, Francke, & Delnoij, 2014).   

Quality of care was quantified using the following indicators: ‘missed care’ and ‘missed care 

delivery time’. ‘Missed care’ amounts to the care delivery tasks that were not performed by nurse 

before the end of shift. ‘Missed care’ tasks are not essentially ‘missed’; According to the model, 
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these are tasks that could not be completed before the end of the shift. In practice,  the nurse may 

have to stay beyond the end of their shift to complete these tasks. In some cases, these tasks may 

get transferred to the next nurse, thus increasing their workload. ‘Missed care delivery time’ is an 

indicator of overtime. It is the time required to perform care tasks left undone before the end of 

shift. 

3.4 Experimental Design and Analysis 

In this study, we aimed our experimental conditions to span a broad range of nurse-patient ratios 

and patient acuity scenarios. Nurse-patient ratio refers to the number of patients assigned to one 

nurse. For this study, different levels of nurse-patient ratios were: 1 nurse assigned to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7 or 8 patients given that the most common nurse-patient ratios in practice are 1:4, 1:5 and 1:6.  

Patient acuity is the severity illness of a patient (Brennan, 2011). In this model, patient acuity was 

operationalized as a function of the frequency and task duration for select care task. These were 

identified by a subject matter expert – a registered nurse with 25+ years of experience. As 

illustrated in Table 3, only tasks such as medication, vital signs, evaluation, vascular access, 

treatments and consultation were classified as acuity sensitive – when acuity level increases so 

does the task frequency and/or time duration. For this chapter, different levels of patient acuity 

were explored: present acuity level (baseline case), and -10%, +10%, +20%, +30% of the baseline 

case. In reality, the ‘-10% of the baseline case’ for patient acuity may not exist as newer policies 

support earlier discharges and shorter lengths of stay to improve system throughput and thereby 

increase the overall patient acuity in the unit. Hence, the +10%, +20% and +30% increases in 

patient acuity levels are more realistic future scenarios given the current policy. This chapter is 

looking across decades of policy effects over longer times. 

3.5 Modelling experiment 

The DES model was tested on a combination of different levels of nurse-patient ratios and patient 

acuity as described above. The model was run on 35 different conditions, each consisting of a 

combination of different acuity levels and nurse-patient ratios. Each condition was run for 365 

days (1 year), calculated using the method of Banks et al., (2005). A warm up time period of 21 

days was based on the method recommended by Hoad et al., (2008). A full factorial ANOVA was 

used to check statistically significant difference between mean values of indicators of nurse 
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workload and quality of care. For Post Hoc analysis, Tukey’s test was used to determine where 

does the significant difference exist. For ANOVA and Post Hoc analysis, the independent 

variables (IV) were always nurse-patient ratio and patient acuity levels, and the dependent 

variable (DV) was one indicator of either nurse workload or quality of care. In addition, linear 

regression models (Aiken, 1991), were tested to determine the strength of relationships between 

indicators of nurse workload and quality of care with both nurse-patient ratio and patient acuity. 

A similar configuration of IV and DV was used for regression analysis. These analyses were 

conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 24.0. 

3.6 Model Verification 

This research made use of the model verification techniques outlined by Sargent (2013). 

Repeatability and Reproducibility test – The ability of a model to produce similar results under 

similar conditions when the model is run of different devices by different operators. Animation 

and graphics test – This test allows the programmer to check if the model is following the 

operational logic, whilst running simulation. Degenerate testing – the degeneracy of a model’s 

behaviour is checked by running the simulation model on conditions that will produce near zero 

output e.g. if there are no patients on the unit, then the walking distance of the nurse should be 

zero. Data relationship correctness – The ability to identify expected relationships among variables 

recorded whilst running simulation. For instance, the increase in number of tasks in queue should 

observe an increase in care delivery time. Lastly, face validity – the outputs of the simulation model 

were shown to a subject matter expert, an RN with 25+ years of experience, as well as to the 

directors and unit managers of the partner site (n = 12), to see if reasonable outcomes are being 

produced (Zanda, Zuddas, & Seatzu, 2018).   

3.7 Results 

A novel approach to nurse focused DES modelling methodology was successfully developed. 

This adaptable demonstrator model quantified the effects of changing nurse-patient ratios and 

patient acuity in terms of quality of care and nurse workload.   

The effects on indicators of quality of care and nurse workload are described on the next page. 
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3.7.1 Quality of care indicators 

Missed care – As illustrated in Figure 7, a range of 2 to 115 tasks were missed at the end of the 

shift. In cases with a 1:4 nurse-patient ratios and a normal patient acuity level (baseline), 23 tasks 

were missed. 

 

Figure 7 illustrate the average number of Missed care (tasks/shift) per shift. The error bars illustrate the standard 

deviation for Missed care. The highest no. of care tasks missed is 115 tasks for 30% increase in patient acuity with 

1:8 nurse-patient ratio 

Missed care delivery time – As illustrated in Figure 8, a range of 1 to 38 hours were spent delivering 

care for missed tasks.  

Detailed results for each condition are illustrated in Table 4. 
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Figure 8 represents Missed care delivery time (hours/shift) per shift. Where, the error bars illustrate the standard 

deviation 

A full factorial analysis for ‘Quality of care’ indicators showed a statistically significant difference 

(p<0.05) for ‘missed care time’ and ‘missed care’.  As illustrated in Table 4, Post Hoc tests (Tukey 

test) for ‘Quality of care’ indicators, show a statistically significant difference for all cases of 

‘missed care time’ and ‘missed care’. Furthermore, the main effect of nurse-patient ratio and 

patient acuity, were significant on ‘missed care’ and ‘missed care time’ (p<0.05). 

3.7.2 Nurse workload indicators 

Care delivery time – As illustrated in Figure 9, a saturation effect can be observed for all conditions 

of ‘care delivery time’, with exception of the five conditions bearing nurse-patient ratio 1:2. For 

the remaining 30 conditions, the nurse-simulant spent ~11.8 hours delivering care out of a 12-

hour shift.  

Task in queue – As illustrated in Figure 10, a range of 1 to 63 tasks were always in queue to be 

completed. 
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Figure 9 illustrates Care delivery time (hour/shift). Where nurses assigned to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 beds worked constantly for 

~11.8 hours. The error bars illustrate the standard deviation for Care delivery time 
 

 

Figure 10 show the effect of varying patient acuity and nurse patient ratio on the average number of Task in queue 

(tasks/shift) per shift. The error bars illustrate the standard deviation 
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Cumulative distance walked – With the exception of nurse-patient ratios 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4, it was 

observed that the nurse walked less when patient’s had lower patient acuity level in comparison 

to high patient acuity level. Detailed results for each condition are illustrated in Table 4. 

A full factorial analysis for ‘Nurse workload’ indicators showed a statistically significant difference 

(p<0.05) for ‘task in queue’, ‘cumulative care delivery time’.  As illustrated in Table 4, Post Hoc 

tests (Tukey test) for ‘Nurse workload’ indicators, show a statistically significant difference for all 

cases of ‘task in queue’ with the exception of ‘cumulative care delivery time’ (in the case of 4 & 5 

beds, 4 & 6 beds, 5 & 6 beds, 7 & 8 beds) and ‘cumulative walking distance’ (only for the case of: 

10% & 30% of baseline case, 20% & 30% of the baseline case). Furthermore, the main effect of 

nurse-patient ratio and patient acuity, were significant on ‘cumulative care delivery time’, 

‘cumulative walking distance’ and ‘task in queue’ (p<0.05). 

The following equations provide an example of how data extracted from these computerized 

simulation can yield linear regression equations (Aiken, 1991) to predict Quality of care (‘missed 

care’, ‘missed care time’) and Nurse workload indicators (‘care delivery time’, ‘cumulative 

walking distance’, ‘task in queue’): 

Y (MISSED CARE) = -84.51 + 15.06 X NPR + 4.95 X PA                                     R2 = 0.91 

Y (MISSED CARE TIME) = -35.27 + 4.49 X NPR+  2.34 X PA                               R2 = 0.87 

Y (CARE DELIVERY TIME) = 107.59 + 88.45 X NPR  - 7.26 X PA                          R2 = 0.84 

Y (CUMULATIVE WALKING DISTANCE) = 110.66  + 88.49 X NPR -  7.41 X PA             R2 = 0.71  

Y (TASK IN QUEUE) = - 47.17+ 8.52 X NPR+  2.71 X PA                                  R2 = 0.83 

where, X NPR represents the independent variable of Nurse-Patient ratio (no. of beds per nurse) and X PA   represents 

the independent variable Patient Acuity (% of the baseline). 
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Table 4 show the effect of varying Patient acuity levels & Nurse-patient ratios in terms of ‘Quality of care’ & ‘Nurse 

workload’ indicators. Post Hoc test (Tukey’s) concluded statistically significant difference except for ‘Care delivery 

time’ i.e.  1:4 & 1:5 beds, represented by * ; 1:4 & 1:6 beds represented by ξ  ; 1:5 & 1:6 beds represented by †; 1:7 

and 1:8 beds represented by § and ‘Cumulative distance walked’ i.e. 10% & 30% of baseline represented by Ф ; 20% 

& 30% of baseline represented by ∂. (Numbers are rounded off to the nearest integer, except for ‘care delivery time’) 

# 
Nurse 
Patient 
Ratio 

Patient 
Acuity 

Quality of Care Indicators Nurse Workload Indicators 

Missed Care tasks 
(Δ% base) 

Missed Care Time 
hours (Δ% base) 

Care Delivery Time 
hours (Δ% base) 

Task in Queue 
tasks (Δ% base) 

Distance Walked 
meter (Δ% base) 

1 

1:2 

-10% 2 (-1%) 0 (-25%) 6.8 (-8%) 1 (-11%) 298 (1%) 

2 Baseline 2 (0%) 1 (0%) 7.4 (0%) 1 (0%) 296 (0%) 

3 10% 3 (18%) 1 (25%) 8.3 (11%) 2 (142%) 264Ф (-11%) 

4 20% 2 (-1%) 1 (47%) 9.3 (25%) 3 (204%) 226 ∂ (-24%) 

5 30% 4 (91%) 1 (128%) 10.4 (40%) 5 (439%) 160 Ф ∂ (-46%) 

6 

1:3 

-10% 5 (-31%) 1 (-43%) 10.1 (-5%) 2 (-68%) 375 (18%) 

7 Baseline 7 (0%) 2 (0%) 10.7 (0%) 7 (0%) 318 (0%) 

8 10% 12 (77%) 3 (67%) 11.5 (7%) 8 (27%) 280 Ф (-12%) 

9 20% 17 (160%) 4 (183%) 11.6 (9%) 10 (61%) 264 ∂ (-17%) 

10 30% 28 (323%) 8 (386%) 11.7 (10%) 13 (103%) 255 Ф ∂ (-20%) 

11 

1:4 

-10% 18 (-19%) 3 (-33%) 11.6* ξ (-1%) 6 (-59%) 298 (7%) 

12 Baseline 23 (0%) 5 (0%) 11.7* ξ (0%) 15 (0%) 279 (0%) 

13 10% 28 (26%) 7 (42%) 11.8* ξ (0%) 17 (15%) 278 Ф (-1%) 

14 20% 34 (51%) 10 (92%) 11.7* ξ (0%) 20 (36%) 265 ∂ (-5%) 

15 30% 41 (79%) 13 (157%) 11.7* ξ (0%) 21 (47%) 276 Ф ∂ (-1%) 

16 

1:5 

-10% 33 (-15%) 7 (-25%) 11.7*† (0%) 20 (-20%) 472 (4%) 

17 Baseline 39 (0%) 9 (0%) 11.8*† (0%) 25 (0%) 452 (0%) 

18 10% 44 (15%) 12 (30%) 11.7*† (0%) 25 (2%) 468 Ф (4%) 

19 20% 51 (32%) 16 (67%) 11.8*† (0%) 29 (17%) 486 ∂ (8%) 

20 30% 59 (53%) 20 (113%) 11.8*† (0%) 33 (34%) 517 Ф ∂ (14%) 

21 

1:6 

-10% 48 (-11%) 11 (-21%) 11.8 ξ † (0%) 29 (-8%) 552 (-3%) 

22 Baseline 54 (0%) 14 (0%) 11.8 ξ † (0%) 31 (0%) 571 (0%) 

23 10% 60 (12%) 17 (24%) 11.8 ξ † (0%) 34 (10%) 586 Ф (3%) 

24 20% 68 (26%) 21 (54%) 11.8 ξ † (0%) 39 (27%) 620 ∂ (9%) 

25 30% 79 (45%) 27 (93%) 11.8 ξ † (0%) 44 (41%) 673 Ф ∂ (18%) 
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# 
Nurse 
Patient 
Ratio 

Patient 
Acuity 

Quality of Care Indicators Nurse Workload Indicators 

Missed Care tasks 
(Δ% base) 

Missed Care Time 
hours (Δ% base) 

Care Delivery Time 
hours (Δ% base) 

Task in Queue 
tasks (Δ% base) 

Distance Walked 
meter (Δ% base) 

26 

1:7 

-10% 60 (-11%) 13 (-21%) 11.8 § (0%) 32 (-16%) 635 (-3%) 

27 Baseline 68 (0%) 17 (0%) 11.8 § (0%) 37 (0%) 657 (0%) 

28 10% 75 (12%) 21 (24%) 11.8 § (0%) 42 (14%) 674 Ф (3%) 

29 20% 85 (26%) 26 (54%) 11.8 § (0%) 49 (32%) 713 ∂ (9%) 

30 30% 97 (43%) 32 (93%) 11.8 § (0%) 54 (46%) 774 Ф∂ (18%) 

31 

1:8 

-10% 77 (-11%) 16 (-10%) 11.8 § (0%) 40 (-9%) 762 (-3%) 

32 Baseline 87 (0%) 20 (0%) 11.8 § (0%) 44 (0%) 788 (0%) 

33 10% 95 (10%) 24 (21%) 11.8 § (0%) 50 (14%) 807 Ф (2%) 

34 20% 106 (22%) 30 (49%) 11.8 § (0%) 58 (32%) 859∂ (9%) 

35 30% 115 (33%) 38 (88%) 11.8 § (0%) 63 (43%) 961 Ф∂ (22%) 

Average 46 13 11 26 489  

 

3.8 Model Verification  

Repeatability and Reproducibility test – The DES model was run on 5 different devices. 3 PCs and 2 

Mac devices. Rockwell (ARENA) is not supported on Mac therefore, a windows emulator was 

installed. The DES model produced similar range of results across all devices, where the 

coefficient of variation was <7% across all indicators of nurse workload and quality of care. Thus, 

verifying the programming of this model. 

Animation and Graphics test – An animation component was built inside the DES model. Whist 

running simulation, it was observed that the simulant- nurse was following the operational logic 

programmed into the model. The model was programmed to deliver the most urgent (high 

priority) care at the closet distance; the DES model was following this logic. Thus, verifying the 

programming of this model. 

Degenerate Testing – The DES model was run with only one patient assigned to a nurse with 90% 

reduction in task frequency. The care delivery time was reduced to <1 hour.  The DES model 

behaved accordingly thus, verifying the programming of this model. 
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Data relationship correctness – The simulation model was run on 35 different conditions; all 

illustrated a simultaneous increase/decrease between of indicators ‘missed care’ and ‘missed care 

delivery time’ model. Thus, verifying the programming of this model. 

Face validity – The results of these 35 conditions were shown to a subject matter expert and 12 

directors and unit of managers of the partner hospital. They concluded the effect of nurse 

workload and quality of care produced as the outputs by the DES model was typical to what can 

be observed in the field. 

3.9 Discussion 

This chapter provides an adaptable modelling approach that can reveal the quantifiable effects of 

changing technical design policies on quality of care and nurse workload. In addition to this, the 

chapter addresses the need for a dynamic tool, recommended by the National Advisory Group 

on the Safety of Patients in England (2013), that can assess staffing levels (nurse-patient ratio) and 

patient acuity as a way to address workload and quality of care. As nurse-patient ratio and patient 

acuity are significant drivers of workload and quality (Aiken et al., 2018; Aiken et al., 2008; 

Alghamdi, 2016; Hurst, 2018). While traditional simulation approaches have been limited to 

modelling patients as a ‘resource’ in the model that flows through the system, stopping at several 

stations to receive care similar to modelling product flow in a production context. This approach 

does not provide insight to the impact of operational policy and technical design change in terms 

of nurse work demands, workload and quality of care. This paper addresses the need of focusing 

on HCP to improve the healthcare system, outlined in the editorial of the recent special issue: 

‘Ergonomics and Human Factors in Healthcare System Design’ in IISE Transactions in 

Occupational Ergonomics and Human Factors  (Neumann et al., 2018). This HCP focused 

research was able to quantify the high work demands of nurses, in a work environment with 

limited autonomy (Kramer & Schmalenberg, 2008; Skår, 2010). Using Karasek’s ‘Demand Control’ 

model (Karasek, 1979), nursing work  can be categorized as high work demand with low 

autonomy jobs as ‘high strain jobs’. Continuous exposures to such high strain jobs can lead to a 

burnout (Gingras, de Jonge, & Purdy, 2010; Karasek, 1979; Rizo-Baeza et al., 2018). This nurse 

focussed modeling approach can assist policy makers and healthcare managers to improve the 

current state nursing by proactively estimating nursing work demands, workload and quality of 

care under newer polices and technical designs. For instance, the developed modelling capability 
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quantifies how increases in patient acuity, e.g. through earlier release of patients, will increase 

nurse workload and may compromise care quality.   While the effect of the overall proportional 

increase of nurse-patient ratio and patient acuity on the quality of care and nurse workload was 

expected, the ability to quantify this effect is unique. A comparison to other published work is 

presented below. 

Quality of care – The range of the nursing care tasks left undone, as quantified by the demonstrator 

model, (1 to 80 tasks) was consistent with a study on uncompleted nursing care tasks across 12 

European countries (Ausserhofer, Zander, Busse, Schubert, De Geest, et al., 2014), with the 

exception of nurse-patient ratio 1:7 and 1:8. As the study by Ausserhofer et al., (2014) did not 

account for nurses working with 1:7 and 1:8 nurse-patient ratios. In the case of missed care delivery 

time, an overtime between 7 to 38 hours was recorded, which may not be the case in real-world 

scenarios where nurses may work faster than the standardized times reported in GRASP systems, 

in order to keep up. In practice, nurses are under immense time pressures and may be forced to 

skip low priority tasks that have less impact on the patient such as, some aspects of 

documentation. If nurses are rushing, however, this may compromise patient safety and quality 

of care by increasing the prospect of making errors (Recio-saucedo et al., 2018). This nurse focused 

approach to DES modelling of the care delivery process of nurses can help analyse the impact of 

changing system design and policy factors in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. 

Nurse workload – The demonstrator model shows that the nurse-simulant spent ~11.8 hours 

delivering care for patients out of a 12-hour shift. Hendrich et al., (2008) conducted a time and 

motion study at 36 hospitals in 15 states, where they concluded that a nurse spends more than 

three quarters of their time in delivering nursing care – a result consistent with the findings as 

reported by the demonstrator model. Besides high physical workload, the model shows nurses 

to have increased mental workload as well; For most conditions, the nurse had a range of 31 to 63 

tasks in the task queue throughout the shift. These “stacked” tasks lead to increased mental 

workload (Potter et al., 2009). Nurse walking distance is contingent upon patient assignment and 

layout (Hendrich et al., 2008). In this study, the cumulative walking distances for nurses decreased 

as the nurse-patient ratio and patient acuity increased, with the exception of nurse patient ratios 

1:5, 1:6, 1:7 and 1:8. This study uses scaled drawings of a hypothetical floor plan  with an 

optimistic bed assignment where all patients assigned are in beds next to each other. Due to this 

optimistic bed assignment, the nurse spent more time delivering care from patient room to patient 
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room instead of going back to the nurse-station. When the nurse was assigned to more than 5 

beds, a similar phenomenon was observed but now the nurse was assigned to more beds that 

meant the distance between the rooms increased and as a result the cumulative walking distance 

increased by up to 22%. In real-life, the bed assignment is contingent upon various factors such 

as the treatment priority, nurse skillset, acuity level, bed availability and resource allocation 

(Schmidt et al., 2013). Therefore, bed assignment is not always optimal. Further research is needed 

in this area.  This computerized simulation approach can be used to study the effects of changing 

model parameters, such as architectural design of units or impacts of bed assignment strategies; 

investigations that remain future research tasks.  

Regression modelling – The presented equations illustrate an example how data from computerized 

simulation can be used to generate linear regression equations that may give access to model 

responses without the need for further modelling expertise. The current examples should be used 

with caution and adapted to a particular setting before application. Such equations can be used 

for future system dynamics modelling work, similar to the work of Farid (2017).  

3.10 Methodological Modelling Issues for the Demonstrator Model 

The demonstrator model is not universal. Model settings span a range of operational conditions 

which may need to be adapted to a particular setting. While the internal validity checks were 

positive, an external field validation of the modelling approach is required. The ability to model 

the process of care delivery in nursing and test different system design and policies offers a 

proactive assessment tool of possible use to healthcare managers, ergonomists, architects, 

engineers and researchers. This approach to nurse-focused DES modelling can be used to 

understand and quantify the effect of acuity based nurse staffing to utilize available registered 

nurses (RN) during current nurse shortage, an issue raised by Daly et al. (2009). Furthermore, the 

approach to modelling the process of care delivery using a nurse focused approach, can be used 

to develop models in other care scenarios, for instance, home-care or long-term care settings. This 

simulation modelling approach can also be adapted to test the impact of other drivers of nurse 

workload.  

The simulation model is stochastic in nature, rather than deterministic. Where, the sequence of 

care tasks generated by the model is different for each patient. Model variability is expressed in 

terms of standard deviation represented by error bars in Figures 2 to 5. The model was built using 
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existing patient care data (GRASP) from a single inpatient unit. The patient care data (GRASP) 

was taken for an ‘average’ month. There may be day-day or patient-patient variability that could 

be included in the model if that issue was to be examined more closely. In addition, GRASP 

contains standardized time duration. Therefore, the model lacked information on the time 

difference between a novice and an expert worker.  The inclusion of day-day and patient-patient 

variability and a non-standardized time duration may affect delivery time as well both within the 

model and between nurses – a possible extension to the modelling capability in the future.  

Simulation and modelling capability developed in these studies requires statistical testing. This 

creates a dilemma for simulation scientists as statistical difference can easily be rendered 

significant by running more replications of the model (Neumann & Medbo, 2009). This effect was 

observed here. Ultimately, it is up to the model user and knowledge user to quantify how big a 

difference is ‘managerially’ significant with respect to cost-benefit in the context of using 

simulation and modelling methodologies.  

The Infor healthcare (GRASP) data was taken from a neurological in-patient unit for a period of 

one month (Fall/September). In an interview with the unit manager, we were advised that 

nursing workload fluctuates across the seasons of the year, for instance workload increases in the 

summer due to more cases of head trauma from motorcycle accidents. In this example simulation 

study, the data was taken during a period of ‘mild’ workload. Data from other periods could also 

be used.  

Other limitations include consulting only one experienced subject matter expert to set acuity 

sensitive tasks and construct operational logic, which can be enhanced and validated by engaging 

the unit nurses directly. This approach to computerized simulation can be used to test different 

system design and operational policies by quantifying their effect in terms of nurse workload and 

quality of care. This provides a decision support system for healthcare management and policy 

makers. Future work includes exploring additional physical indicators of workload (Casner & 

Gore, 2010): biomechanical load related to injury risks, fatigue aspects relating to medical errors, 

newer design factors such as location of bed assignments, nurse experience/competency levels 

(e.g. novice vs expert), day-day and patient to patient variability, and a more substantial validity 

check (field validation). While the internal verification checks were successful, this demonstrator 

model needs to be extended and externally validated for real world management and decision 
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making. Further testing is required. Incorporating a healthcare professional focused approach to 

computerized simulation can influence safety (Carayon, Xie, & Kianfar, 2014), quality and 

efficiency in daily operations (Norris, 2012; Russ et al., 2013). The ability to model nursing care 

delivery, patient acuity levels and staffing conditions offers a promising strategy to test and 

quantify the impact of various operational polices on a range of patient and nurse outcomes. The 

current model poses an early stage example of an evidence driven “analysis engine” that can 

provide decision support for those determining the physical and operational parameters in 

healthcare systems. 

3.11 Implications for Healthcare System Engineering 

This adaptable modelling approach offers a promising strategy to test the impact of various 

system design and operational decisions on a range of nurse and patient outcomes. This tool 

offers a more cost effective and safer alternative to current trial and error methodologies. When 

human factors and ergonomics are not considered in the design of healthcare management 

system, more problems tend to occur (Neumann et al., 2018).  This novel HCP focused modelling 

poses as a potential tool to support prospective ergonomics (Robert & Brangier, 2012), to cater to 

the needs of: policy makers, to test consequences of technical design and policy trade-offs; assist 

architects, to better design in-patient unit layout; hospital managers, in their daily operational 

planning; creating safer work environments for healthcare practitioners (such as nurses) by 

quantifying workload demands proactively. Using this nurse-focused DES modelling approach 

can assist the above-mentioned knowledge users to gain proactive insight to implementing newer 

technical design and operational decisions. This proactive insight can lead to better technical 

designs and operational decisions, that may reduce workload that may lead reduced injury rates, 

reduced absenteeism and decreased errors. However, further testing of this DES modelling 

approach is needed to affirm this. While the initial results are promising and compare favourably 

to peer-reviewed published research, this approach should now be tested with these potential 

users to understand how best to build and apply such models to support their decision-making 

efforts.  

 3.12 Conclusion 

A novel approach to nurse focused DES modelling capability was created and tested. The 

demonstrator model successfully quantified the effects of changing nurse-patient ratio and 
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patient acuity in terms of quality of care and nurse workload indicators. As number of patients 

per nurse and patient-acuity increased so did nurse workload, with an associated decline in care 

quality. In comparison to the base-case: missed care increased up to 323%; missed care delivery time 

up to 386%; care delivery time up to 40%, and cumulative walking distance up to 22%; and task in 

queue up to 439% in the most demanding scenario tested.  The proposed modelling approach offers 

a cost effective, proactive and safe alternative to the current trial and error methodologies. 

Computerized modelling can be used to improve quality and inform technical design and 

operational policy decisions. These simulation models are potential engines for decision support 

tools for hospital managers and healthcare system decision makers (Schlessinger & Eddy, 2002).  

Further development and testing of the modelling approach presented here is required. With the 

demonstrated modelling approach working, it’s time to extend the DES modeling capability by 

improving and testing the accuracy of the model by adapting the model to a real-life unit for field 

validation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODEL VALIDATION 

Chapter 2 and 3 demonstrated the successful creation and pilot testing of the novel nurse-focused 

approach to DES modeling. While the initial results are promising and compare favourably to 

peer-reviewed published research, this DES modelling capability needs to be externally validated 

for real world management and decision making. The aim of this chapter is to develop an 

approach to creating valid nurse-focused simulation model that quantifies quality of care and 

nurse workload. Developing a validated simulation model opens the door to quantify indicators 

of quality of care and nurse workload, accurately. Thereby, improving quality and safety for both 

patients and nurses.  

This chapter addresses RQ 3 – How can this nurse focused DES tool for in-patient care unit be validated? 

4.1 Validating computerized simulation models 

Validation is the process of determining the truthfulness of a model (Sterman, 2002). Model 

validation studies check the accuracy of a model that lies within an acceptable range of accuracy, 

consistent with the intended application of the model (Sargent, 2013). It is impossible to create a 

model depicting 100% real-world behaviour (Sterman, 2002). Despite these limitations, 

organization and policy makers rely heavily on such models (Werth, 2014). Validated models are 

more credible and more desirable for the knowledge users and stakeholders as they provide more 

confidence in the data being used to support decision making. Most simulation scholars have 

recognized the impossibility of completely validating simulation models as no model is perfect 

(Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette, & Belitz, 1994; Sterman, 1994). Therefore, simulation scholars have 

suggested tests that can be used to establish the accuracy of the model. These are divided into 

three domains.  First, in-data validity checks – simulation models often suffer from the ‘GIGO’ 

(Garbage in, Garbage out’) phenomena (Kilkenny & Robinson, 2018). The higher the quality of 
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in-data used, the better the output that can be expected. Getting good quality existing input data 

for the model can be costly and time consuming. It is still a necessary step in model validity 

(Sargent, 2013). Second, internal validation check – models are the ‘best’ representations of real-

world scenarios built on underlying assumptions (Banks et al., 2005). Internal validation checks 

the internal creation of the logic and structure of the model by checking if the model is behaving 

as it is supposed or if the model is generating outputs by a mere coincidence. Different types of 

checks include: ‘repeatability and reproducibility’ checks the ability to reproduce the same result 

under the same operating conditions from different devices and analysts; ‘extreme condition’ 

where the model is run on extreme unrealistic conditions to see if expected outputs can be 

produced; and ‘output correction’ checks if two expected correlated model outcomes are 

correlating with each other, for example distance walked and walking time. Internal validation 

checks are further defined in Section 2.3. Third, the external validation check refers to the process of 

comparing the modelling outputs to the data obtained from the field to determine if the model is 

depicting behavior of a real-world system (Sargent, 2013). This type of validation is expensive, 

time consuming and in some case require extensive approvals from the organization but is one 

of the most reliable sources for model validation. While standalone validation checks have existed 

for several years, creating a validation approach for nurse-focused acute care delivery model has 

been lacking. This research reports on all three forms of validation checks for a nurse-centred 

acute care delivery model. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Model Creation 

The DES model was created using ARENA (Rockwell) software, a Discrete Event Simulation 

(DES) modelling tool. Inputs to the DES model included indicators from healthcare system design 

and policies, such as ‘Historical patient care data’, a dataset containing information pertaining to 

the duration and frequency of patient care tasks delivered by the nurses to all patients for a period 

of one year. The ‘inpatient unit layout’ refers to the physical layout of the patient care unit 

including the location of all patient beds, the nurse station, clean utility and soiled utility rooms, 

kitchen, linen closet etc. ‘Nurse walking patterns’ were defined as the walking sequence of a nurse 

while performing each specific patient care task. For instance, the care task IV insertion, the 

movement of the nurse starts from the present location (nursing station) to the medication room, 
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to the clean utility room and finally to the patient room. ‘Model operating logic’ consists of ‘task 

priority rank sequence’ and ‘nurse care delivery logic’. ‘Task priority rank sequence’ refers to the 

priority rank based on how important some care tasks are in comparison to others. ‘Nurse care 

delivery logic’ is the logic that is programmed into the model that allows the simulant-nurse to 

decide which care task to perform when tasks have equal priority.  

Modeling outputs include indicators for quality of care and nurse workload.  

Quality of care indicators included ‘Care task waiting time’ that refers to the amount of time a task 

spends “waiting” before the nurse initiates the task. ‘Total missed care’, represents the number of 

care tasks that were not completed before the end of the shift. ‘Percentage division of missed care’ 

represents the percent of the care task that were not delivered before the end of shift. For example: 

For one shift, 65% of the missed care tasks were non-patient care tasks, 33% were teaching and 

emotional support tasks and 2% were medication tasks etc. This percentage division is 

transformed into a ranked descending order. ‘Missed care delivery time’ represents the amount 

of time it takes to perform these missed care tasks. In most conditions, the present nurse has to 

stay after the end of the shift to complete these tasks.  

Indicators for nurse workload include ‘task in queue’ which is a mental workload indicator that 

pertains to the ‘stack’ of tasks that a simulant-nurse must perform at any given time of the shift 

(Potter et al., 2005, 2009). ‘Distance walked by simulant-nurse’ refers to the cumulative distance 

walked by the simulant-nurse during a 12-hour shift. ‘Simulant-nurse movements’ is the total 

number of one-way trips, either direct and indirect, made to patient rooms, clean and dirty utility 

rooms, kitchen, shower rooms, medication rooms and linen closet. ‘Direct Care time’ is the total 

time a simulant-nurse spends on care task delivery. Direct care time includes a small portion of 

the walking time i.e. walking that happens inside the patient room.  

Figure 11 provides an overview of how the inputs (healthcare system design and policies) and 

outputs (nurse workload and quality of care) of the DES model are validated by a series of validity 

checks. 
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Figure 11 illustrates how the inputs (healthcare system design and policies) and outputs (nurse workload and 

quality of care) of the DES model are validated by a series of validity checks 
 

 ‘Inpatient unit layout’ – The physical dimensions of the selected medical-surgical unit were 

measured using Bosch Laser Measure (GLM30 100 Ft.). The virtual layout of the unit was 

developed from these measurements using Microsoft Visio software.  

‘Nurse walking patterns’ – The walking patterns associated with the typical nursing care tasks were 

developed in consultation with the expert nurses that had over 10 years work experience on the 

specified unit.  

‘Nurse care delivery logic’ and ‘Task priority rank sequence’ represent the operational logic of the 

model. These were formulated based on the experiences of nurses by means of focus group 

sessions. Since nurses work more than 12 hours a day, they do not have time to participate in 

focus group sessions outside of their work hours. Therefore, two focus group sessions were 

conducted so that half of the nurses can participate in the focus group session while the other half 

may be present in the unit to deliver timely care to patients. Two focus group sessions were 
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conducted with a total of 18 RNs from the selected medical-surgical unit. The inclusion criteria 

were that they must be fluent in English and an RN/RPN with 2 years of experience in medical-

surgical unit. The honor system was used to maintain the inclusion criteria for the participants. 

The focus group sessions identified the care delivery priority sequence and care delivery logic for 

various nursing care tasks. Participants had 2 to 23 years of experience in the medical-surgical 

unit with either a bachelor’s or master’s degree in nursing. The two focus group sessions revealed 

the following information: For ‘nursing care delivery logic’, nurses in both sessions unanimously 

agreed that they would perform the highest care priority task at the shortest distance. For the 

‘task priority rank sequence’, a consensus approach was used in each of the focus group sessions 

to identify the priority rank sequence for the nursing care tasks as illustrated in Table 5. The two 

sessions revealed two slightly different task priority rank sequences. Both of these task priority 

rank sequences were implemented and tested in this chapter.  

Table 5 illustrates the task priority rank generated from both focus groups. Where, Highest Priority = 1; Lowest 

Priority = 16. Task group names were taken from GRASP 

 

Task Group 

Task Priority Rank 

Sequence for 

Focus Group 1 

(n = 8) 

Task Priority Rank 

Sequence for 

Focus Group 2 

(n = 7) 

Assessment and Planning 1 1 

Consultation 6 7 

Elimination 6 3 

Evaluation 7 10 

Hygiene 6 9 

Medication 3 2 

Non-patient care 9 12 

Nutrition 5 3 

Other direct Nursing care 8 8 

Teaching & Emotional Support 7 2 

Treatments 5 4 

Vascular Access 4 5 

Vital Signs 1 1 

Admission 2 1 

Discharge 7 11 

Activity 4 6 
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In addition to in-data validity, the DES model was validated in two phases: internal validation of 

the model and external validation using field data. 

4.2.2 Internal Validation of the Model 

This chapter makes use of the following internal validation techniques. 

Repeatability and Reproducibility test – To check the variability in the outputs, the simulation model 

was run multiple times on different devices by two researchers under the same modelling 

conditions, (Sargent, 2013). The DES model was run 16 times using the same conditions (nurse-

patient ratio 1:5, run-length = 365 shifts) on different devices. The DES model was tested on 2 PCs 

and 2 Macs. Although Rockwell (ARENA) does not support Mac, a Windows emulator package 

was used.  

Output data relationship correctness – This validation technique explores the relationships that are 

expected to occur within the outputs produced. For instance, ‘task in queue’ and ‘care task 

waiting time’ have a direct proportional relationship (Potter et al., 2005, 2009). If there is a greater 

‘stack’ of tasks to be performed by the nurse, the ‘care task wait time’ also increases because it 

would take more time for the nurse to attend to each task. For this validation check, the authors 

explored the expected relationships between ‘task in queue’ and ‘care task waiting time’. 

Extreme Condition Testing – The simulation model is run under extreme conditions to check if the 

model’s behaviour follows the same pattern. For this validation check, the authors ran the DES 

model on extreme conditions of nurse patient ratios 1:2 and 1:9 to see if the model behaviour 

changes accordingly, where the base case was set at 1:5. For the case of 1:2, it is expected that the 

‘care task wait time’ should decreases and for the case of 1:9, the ‘care task wait time’ is expected 

to increase.  

Animation and Operational Graphics – The operational behaviour of the simulation model is 

observed graphically as the simulation model runs through time. The DES model depicts a 2D 

diagram of the inpatient unit while running the simulation. The 2D diagram has animations that 

show the simulant-nurse walking from nurse station to patient beds and other rooms. In addition 

to this, there is a ‘task in queue’ counter beside each patient bed. The animation allowed visual 

inspection of the DES model showing the simulant-nurse was following the nursing care delivery 

logic and task priority rank levels. The DES model provided bar charts of all indicators of nurse 
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workload and quality of care whilst running the simulation. This provided a quick visual of the 

validity for the creation and smooth running of the model (Sargent, 2013).This was used to verify 

if the simulant-nurse was following nursing care delivery logic.  

4.2.3 External Model Validation using Field Data 

This chapter makes use of the following external validation techniques. 

Step counter test – Ten RNs were recruited. The participants were asked to wear a FitbitTM (Alta 

Tracker) for an entire 12-hour shift. Two males and eight females participated in this study. Their 

height ranged from 4’9’’ to 6’5’’. This study yielded ‘total distance walked’. These outcomes were 

compared to modelling output – ‘cumulative distance walked by simulant-nurse’. To create 

consistency, the simulant-nurse was assigned to the same location patient bed assignment as each 

participant during the step counter study. In addition to this, both task priority rank sequences 

were tested (as noted in Table 5). FitbitTM Alta provides accurate measures of steps in adults in 

comparison to distance walked (Feehan et al., 2018), therefore, the distances reported here are 

conversions of the number of steps walked by the nurse using Zhang et al., (2018). An intraclass 

correlation coefficient (ICC) test (Bartko, 1966) was calculated using SPSS Version 20.0, to estimate 

the similarity between the cumulative distance walked by simulant-nurse’ and ‘total distance 

walked’, collected using FitbitTM . 

Nurse Job Shadowing – Sargent (2013) describes this as an ‘event validation study’. It is the process 

of comparing the number of events generated during the simulation with actual events where an 

event entails the number of direct or indirect one-way trips made by the simulant-nurse to certain 

rooms e.g. the medication room. The ‘simulant-nurse’s movement’ was validated by means of a 

‘nurse job shadowing’ study. Ten RNs were asked to perform their daily care delivery tasks while 

a researcher shadowed them to observe their movement patterns. Job shadowing was done in 

time slots of 4 hours between morning (7am to 11am), afternoon (11am to 3pm) and evening (3pm 

to 7pm). The researcher followed the participants from a distance in an effort to prevent any 

disturbance and to allow the nurse to work under normal conditions. While shadowing the nurse, 

the researcher used CAPTIV (Groupe TEA Ergo) to record all trips made by the nurse across 

various rooms of the unit. Using this dataset, the total number of one-way trips, either direct and 

indirect, to different rooms of the unit was extracted, such as clean and soiled utility room, 

medication room etc. These outcomes, referred to as ‘nurse movement’, were compared to the 
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modelling output – ‘simulant-nurse’s movement’, that also comprised of number of one-way trips 

made by the simulant-nurse to the clean and soiled utility room, medication room etc. An 

intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) test (Bartko, 1966) was calculated using SPSS Version 20.0, 

to estimate the similarity between the ‘simulant-nurse’s movement’ and ‘nurse’s movement’ and 

the data collected from the ‘nurse job shadowing study’ (nurse’s movement).  

MISSCARE Survey Tool – Registered Nurses (RNs) with a minimum of 6 months’ work experience 

on the medical-surgical unit were invited to participate in this survey either online or hardcopy. 

The survey consisted of a modified version of the MISSCARE survey tool (Dabney & Kalisch, 

2015; Kalisch & Williams, 2009; Winsett, Rottet, Schmitt, Wathen, & Wilson, 2016). The only 

modification was exclusion of the section ‘reasons for missed care’, as this was not of interest for 

this study. The MISSCARE Survey was used to quantify the Nurse’s perception of: 1) Total 

Missed care tasks; 2) Percentage division of Missed care tasks; 3) Missed care delivery time. These 

were calculated using: 

MC TG     =  (SSA x RA) + (SSF x RF) + (SSOC x ROC) + (SSR x RR) + (SN x RN) 

% DMC TG     =  MC TG  x 100  

TTOTAL 

MC TIME     =  (% DMC TG1 x G TG1) + (% DMC TG2 x G TG2) + …. + (% DMC TGn x G TGn) 

Where, 

MC TG   =  Nurse’s perception of Missed care tasks for a specific Task group 

% DMC TG =  Nurse’s perception of the Percentage division of Missed care tasks 

MC TIME  = Nurse’s perception of Missed care delivery time 

TG    =  Task group (such as: Medication, Vital signs etc.) 

TTOTAL  = Nurse’s perception of total Missed Care tasks 

SS   =  Survey Score     

G TGn   = Standardized task duration of GRASP Task group n R =  Rating  

A   =  Always missed       RA =  1 
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F   =  Frequently missed      RF =  0.6 

OC   =  Occasionally missed      ROC =  0.1 

R   =  Rarely missed       RR   =  0.05 

N  =  Never missed       RN   =  0 

‘Nurse’s perception of total missed care tasks’ was compared to the modelling output ‘total missed 

care’. An intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) test (Bartko, 1966) was calculated using SPSS 

Version 20.0, to estimate the similarity between the ‘missed care’ (DES modelling output) and the 

data collected from the ‘nurse’s perception of missed care tasks’ (MISSCARE survey). ‘Nurse’s 

perception of the percentage division of missed care tasks’ were transformed into a descending ranked 

order. These were compared to the rank order of the DES model indicator: ‘percentage division 

of missed care’ task. Spearman Rank Correlation (Blecic, 1999; McDonald, 2014) was calculated 

using SPSS Version 20.0, to test the correlation of the rank order between ‘percentage division of 

missed care’ following task priority rank sequence 1 and 2, and ‘the ranked order of nurse’s 

perception of the percentage division missed care task’. ‘Nurse’s perception of Missed care delivery 

time’ was compared to DES model output indicator ‘missed care delivery time’. An ICC test 

(Bartko, 1966) was calculated using SPSS Version 20.0, to estimate the similarity between the 

‘missed care delivery time’ (DES modelling output) and the data collected from the ‘nurse’s 

perception of missed care delivery time’ (MISSCARE survey). 

These indicators of missed care were difficult to validate due to nature of how the original survey 

was designed.  MISSCARE is a validated survey but it was not in the same granularity as the 

model. The survey recorded perception of missed care at the ‘care task’ level while, the DES 

model records missed care at the ‘task group level’. Therefore, conversions were required where 

‘care tasks’ were converted to ‘care task groups’ after the surveys were recorded. These were done 

in consultation with a subject matter expert (SME), an RN with 25+years of experience. In 

addition, the ratings for each category (always missed, never missed etc.) were formulated in 

consultation with the SME as well.  

4.2.4 Modelling Conditions 

The DES model was adapted to represent daytime shifts of a medical-surgical unit where the 

nurse-patient ratio was set at 1:5 which is a common standard for these types of patient care units 
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(Aiken et al., 2001). For each external validation check, the same nurse-patient ratio and location-

based patient-bed assignment was used to match the operational conditions for each participant 

(nurse). The model was run for 365 shifts for each condition. These were calculated using the 

method of Banks et al. (2005) where each shift consisted of 12 hours. To reach an optimal 

modelling state, a model ‘warm up’ time of 62 shifts was calculated using the method of Hoad et 

al. (2008).  

4.3 Results 

The results are divided into three sections. 1) modelling results, 2) internal validation of the 

model, and 3) external validation of the model (field study). 

4.3.1 Modeling Results 

Nurse workload indicators – A range of 7.6 to 11.1 km of ‘distance walked by simulant-nurse’ 

was observed for all conditions. ‘Simulant-nurse movement’ spanned a range of 76 to 88 one-way 

trips where a ‘direct care time’ of 10 to 10.8 hr was observed for all conditions. In addition to this, 

a range of 11 to 18 ‘task in queue’ were observed throughout the shift.  

Detailed results are illustrated in Table 6. 

Table 6 provides a summary of the modelling outcomes as reported by the DES model 

Indicator 
type 

DES output 
variables 

Units Task Priority Rank 
Sequence 1 

Task Priority Rank 
Sequence 2 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

Nurse 
workload 
indicators 
 

Distance walked by 
Simulant-nurse km 

9 (1.3) 9.2 (1.4) 

Simulant-nurse 
movement trips 81 (2.5) 84 (4.3) 

Direct Care time hr 10.4 (0.2) 10.5 (0.3) 

Task in Queue tasks 12 (1.1) 15 (2.8) 

Quality of 
care 
indicators 
 
 
 

Care task waiting 
time hr 0.9 (0.1) 1.0 (0.2) 

Total missed care tasks 25.1 (1.2) 25.7 (3.2) 

Percentage division 
of missed care 
 

highest non-patient care (23%) non-patient care (20%) 

lowest 
consultation (0%), 

admission (0%) 
consultation (0%), 

admission (0%) 

Missed care delivery 
time hr 2.3 (0.8) 2.5 (1.5) 
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Quality of care indicators – A ‘care task waiting time’ of 0.8 to 1.2 hr was observed along with a 

range of 22 to 31 ‘total missed care’ tasks. The highest percentage division of missed care was for 

non-patient care tasks (20 to 23%). Non-patient care tasks mainly comprise of documentation 

tasks. Lowest percentage was tied between consultation (0%) and admission tasks (0%). The 

‘Missed care delivery time’ spanned a range of 1.8 to 2.6 hours. Detailed results are illustrated in 

Table 6. 

4.3.2 Internal Validation of the Model 

Repeatability and Reproducibility – The DES model was run a total of 16 times on 2PCs and 2 Macs. 

They all depicted <1% difference from the base case on ‘care delivery time’. This provided 

supportive evidence that the model can repeat and reproduce similar results. 

Output Data Relationship Correctness – Potter et al. (2005, 2009) reported a direct proportional 

relationship between ‘task in queue’ and ‘care task waiting time’. Using the two ‘care task priority 

sequences’ developed in the focus groups, the ‘task in queue’ of the simulant-nurse increased by 

2.1% (11 to 14 tasks), the ‘care task waiting time’ also increased by 2% (0.8 to 1 hour). Hence the 

DES model outputs depicted the expected relationships between these two variables. 

Extreme Condition Testing – The DES model was run on nurse-patient ratios of 1:2 and 1:9 where 

the ‘task in queue’ was 6 and 45 tasks respectively, in comparison to the base case with a nurse-

patient ratio of 1:5 where the ‘task in queue’ was 14 tasks. The DES model was able to produce 

expected changes in ‘task in queue’ under these extreme conditions. Thus, passing the extreme 

condition test. 

Animation and Operational Graphics – This test revealed that DES model was following the ‘nurse 

care delivery logic’ programmed in the DES model, which is to deliver the highest priority task 

at the shortest distance. 

4.3.3 External Validation of the model – Field Study 

Step Counter test – Figure 12 illustrates ‘distance walked by the simulant-nurse’ and the actual 

‘distance walked by nurse’ (measured using FitbitTM). Both task priority rank sequences produced 

in the focus groups were tested. The simulated nurse walked an average of 9.1 km (SD = 1.3; 

Range = 7.2 to 11.1 km) which is equivalent to 11983 steps (SD = 1788; Range = 9448 to 14566 

steps) for each task priority rank sequence identified in each focus group. While the actual nurses 
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walked 8.6 km (SD = 1.38; Range = 6.8 to 10.7 km) which is equivalent to 11220 steps (SD = 1823; 

Range = 8923 to 14042 steps) in a shift, measured using FitbitTM. Relative differences of 1% to 7%, 

and 4% to 11% were observed when following task priority rank sequences 1 and 2 respectively. 

An overall ICC of 0.97 was observed between simulation and real-world outcomes. Detailed ICC 

results are presented in Table 7. 

 

Figure 12 illustrates the ‘Distance walked by Simulated-Nurse’ (following Task priority rank sequence1 and 2, and 

the nurse’s bed assignment for that shift), and ‘Distance walked by Nurse’ (measured using FitbitTM) 

Table 7 illustrates the Rank order and Percentage divisions for Missed care for Simulant-nurse (Task Priority Rank 

Sequence for Focus Group 1 and 2) and Actual nurse (Perceptions of Missed Care – MISSCARE Survey) 

Study Name Simulation Output 
variable 

Real-world 
variable 

Task 
Priority 

Rank 
Sequence 

Actual Nurse 

Step Counter 
Test 

Distance walked by 
Simulant-Nurse 

Distance walked by 
Actual-Nurse 

1 ICC = 0.96 

2 ICC = 0.92 

Overall ICC = 0.97 

Nurse Job 
Shadowing 

Simulant-Nurse 
movement 

Nurse-Movement 1 ICC = 0.96 

2 ICC = 0.93 

Overall ICC = 0.99 

MISSCARE 
Survey 

Missed Care Nurse’s perception 
of Missed care 

tasks 

1 ICC = 0.84 

2 ICC = 0.82 

Overall ICC = 0.87 

Missed Care 
Delivery Time 

Nurse’s perception 
of Missed Care 
Delivery Time 

1 ICC = 0.77 

2 ICC = 0.79 

Overall ICC = 0.85 

Percentage 
Division of Missed 

Care tasks* 

Nurse’s perception 
of Division of 

Missed Care tasks* 

1 Spearman Rank Score = 0.71 

2 Spearman Rank Score = 0.65 

Overall Spearman Rank Score = 0.78 
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Nurse Job Shadowing – The highest number of one-way trips (both direct and indirect) were made 

to ‘patient rooms’, followed by ‘nurse station’ and ‘medication room’. The nurse job shadowing 

data was found to be consistent with the DES model following task priority rank sequence1 and 

2. Detailed results are represented in Figure 13. A relative difference of 5.5% to 11% and 4% to 

16% were observed when following task priority rank sequence 1 and 2, respectively.  

 

Figure 13 represents the movement of simulant-nurse, following task priority rank sequence1 and 2, and actual 

nurse, measured via job shadowing study  

MISSCARE Survey – The response rate for the survey was 39% (n = 18), 77% of whom identified 

themselves as females. Respondents had 8 to 20 years of experience as an RN (58%). The highest 

educational degrees were a bachelor’s degree (70%), college diploma (24%) and master’s degree 

(6%). The MISSCARE Survey was used to validate: 

- Nurse’s perception of Missed Care tasks 

- Nurse’s perception of Missed care delivery time 

- Nurse’s perception of the percentage division Missed Care tasks 

1) Nurse’s perception of Missed Care tasks – The DES model reported a ‘total missed care’ of 25 

tasks (SD = 1.2; Range = 22 to 26.3 tasks) and 26 tasks (SD = 3.22; Range = 22.8 to 30 tasks) 

following ‘task priority rank sequence 1 and 2’ respectively. The ‘nurse’s perception of missed 

care tasks’ as reported by the MISSCARE survey was 18 tasks. An overall ICC = 0.87 was observed 

between simulation and real-world outcomes. Detailed results are illustrated in Table 7.  

2) Nurse’s perception of missed care delivery time – The DES model reported a missed care 

delivery time of 2.4 hours (SD = 0.28; Range = 2.3 to 2.7 hours). The nurse’s perception of missed 
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care delivery time was 1.9 hours (SD = 1.5; Range = 1.6 to 2.6 hours). An overall ICC of 0.85 was 

observed between simulation and real-world outcomes. Detailed results are presented in Table 7. 

3) Nurse’s perception of the percentage division Missed Care tasks – The DES model reported the 

highest percentage of ‘missed care’ tasks as ‘non-patient care’ (24%), ‘evaluation’ (20%), 

‘assessment and planning’ (16%), and lowest percentage of ‘missed care’ tasks: ‘admission’ (0%), 

‘medication’ (1.1%), ‘consultation’ (3.8%). For MISSCARE survey, as reported by respondents, the 

highest percentage of ‘nurse’s perception of missed care’ tasks were: ‘non-patient care’ (36%) 

followed by ‘assessment and planning’ (16%) and ‘evaluations (14%). The lowest percentage of 

were ‘admission’ (0%), ‘discharge’ (0%), and ‘consultation’ (0%). An overall Spearman rank order 

correlation coefficient of 0.78 was observed between simulation and real-world outcomes. 

Detailed Spearman rank order correlation results are presented in Table 7. Table 8 show the 

detailed percentage division of missed care delivery time. 

Table 8 illustrates the percentage division of Missed care tasks for the Simulant-nurse (following task priority rank 

1 and 2), and Nurse’s perception from the MISSCARE Survey  

Simulant-nurse (DES Model) Actual Nurse 

Rank Task Priority Rank 
Sequence for 

Focus Group 1 

% of 
tasks 

Task Priority 
Rank Sequence 
for Focus Group 

2 

% of 
tasks 

Nurse’s perceptions 
of Missed Care 

(MISSCARE Survey) 

% of 
tasks 

1 Non-patient care 23% Non-patient care 20% Non-patient care 24% 

2 Evaluation 22% Evaluation 20% Assessment and 

Planning 

13% 

3 Assessment and 

Planning 

17% Assessment and 

Planning 

18% Evaluation 12% 

4 Teaching and 

Emotional Support 

12% Hygiene 15% Elimination 8% 

5 Other Direct 

Nursing Care 

11% Other Direct 

Nursing Care 

11% Teaching and 

Emotional Support 

8% 

6 Elimination 5% Elimination 2% Other Direct Nursing 

Care 

8% 

7 Hygiene 3% Nutrition 3% Nutrition 8% 

8 Nutrition 2% Teaching and 

Emotional 

Support 

3% Activity 6% 

9 Activity 1% Activity 2% Hygiene 6% 

10 Discharge 1% Discharge 1% Vascular Access 3% 
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11 Treatments 1% Treatments 1% Treatments 2% 

12 Vascular Access 1% Vascular Access 1% Medication 1% 

13 Medication 1% Medication 1% Vital Signs 1% 

14 Vital Signs 1% Vital Signs 1% Discharge 0% 

15 Admission 0% Admission 0% Admission 0% 

16 Consultation 0% Consultation 0% Consultation 0% 

4.4 Discussion 

This chapter addresses the challenge of model validity for simulation-based research (SBR) raised 

by Lamé & Dixon-Woods (2018),  by presenting an approach to creating valid computerized 

simulation model revealed quantifiable measures of quality of care and nurse workload.  

Previously, DES has been used to model patients as a ‘product flow’ in a production system, 

where a patient stops at several stations to receive care. Modeling through the perspective of the 

worker has the potential to improve healthcare system (Neumann et al., 2018). Therefore, this 

adaptable modelling approach uses the perspective of nurses to model the process of care 

delivery. This offers insight to healthcare system by accurately quantifying nurse workload and 

quality of care under different technical design and operational policies. The modelling approach 

created has the potential to be used as a proactive decision support system that assists 

policymakers, healthcare managers, architects and other stakeholders, to devise technical design 

and operational policies that assist in improving the quality and safety for both, healthcare 

professionals and patients.  

4.4.1 Adapting the DES Model to Medical-surgical Unit 

To validate this research, the simulation model was adapted to a medical-surgical unit. A 

medical-surgical unit was selected because these types of units employ the largest proportion of 

acute care nurses (Canadian Institute of Health Information, 2017). The model in-data and the 

external field data were collected from the same inpatient unit to create consistency and make 

validation more precise.  

In-data Validity – Better in-data leads to a better output (Sterman, 2002). More comprehensive 

inputs were used for this study in comparison to previous works Qureshi et al., (2017; 2019). 

Historical patient care data was taken for one year because the GRASP data fluctuates throughout 

the year.  The average compliance rate of 86% was well over the quality standard of 75%. Having 

said that, this model is slightly underestimating; If a compliance rate of a 100% was observed, 
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then the task frequency will also increase slightly which evidently will increase indicators of 

missed care as well. The floor plan of the same medical-surgical was measured by the research 

team and then re-created online. The model can be easily adapted to test changes in compliance 

rate and even a different floorplan on missed care (quality of care).   

The programming logic was refined based on input from the staff nurses participating in two 

focus group sessions. A consensus approach was used to create two task priority rank sequences. 

We tested both task priority rank sequences that emerged and the logics resulted in generally 

similar system behaviours although a difference of up to 7% was observed in the distribution of 

missed care. The dual logics provided an opportunity to test the impacts task priority rank 

sequence in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. Given that  nurses may have different 

priority rank sequences (Hendry & Walker, 2004), this computerized simulation can be used to 

test various task priority rank sequences to determine the optimal priority setting to achieve 

quality of care with decreased workload.  

The Internal validation is used for quality control and calibration purposes of the model which is 

critical when the DES model is adapted to any specific inpatient unit. The tests reported in the 

development of this approach were adapted from Sterman (2002) which do not require excessive 

reprogramming, nor do they require extensive time. As a result, computerized simulation models 

can be highly desirable to the stakeholders as the information can be extracted in a timely manner 

to support decision making. While the study adapted the DES model to a medical-surgical unit, 

this approach can be adapted to other acute care units such as CCU, ICU, neuro units etc., using 

the same methodology, to reveal accurate quantifiable measure of workload and quality of care 

to patients. However further research is required to affirm this. 

4.4.2 External Validation from Field Study 

The results of three external validation tests provided further evidence for the validity of the 

modelling approach. Testing included the step counter test, nurse job shadowing and the 

MISSCARE survey. 

The step counter test yielded a difference of 5.6 to 11%, specifically, 0.4 to 0.5 km (524 to 525 steps) 

between the simulant-nurse and actual nurse. This decrease may be attributed to using the 

standardized time duration set by the GRASP system in the simulation model. Experienced 

nurses tend to work faster than standardized times (Tabak, Bar-Tal, & Cohen-Mansfield, 1996) 
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and therefore are able to attend to more care tasks in a shift. As a result, the distance walked 

increased for actual nurses.  In addition, it was observed during the ‘nurse job shadowing’ study 

that nurses often multitask. In addition to this, it was observed during nurse job shadowing that 

RNs would go to the linen closet and gather the supplies for all their assigned patients and drop 

these off to each patient’s room one by one. Whilst the medical-surgical unit protocol does not 

allow this because bringing other patient’s linen to other patient rooms might infect the material 

and make the other patients more susceptible to infections and viruses. There seems to be a trade-

off as nurses are trying to accommodate an overload situation to best serve the care demands of 

the patients that may impact the quality of care. Such trade-offs can easily be quantified in terms 

of ‘distance walked’, ‘missed care’ and ‘care task waiting time’ for patients etc. Quantifying these 

trade-offs can lead to testing and developing policies/protocols that caters to the needs of both 

patients (quality of care) and nurses (workload), using this nurse-focused simulation model. 

Hendrich et al. (2008) did a time and motion study at 36 hospitals where they quantified the 

distance walked by nurses for a 10 hour shift. Since the DES model reports a 12-hour shift; a 

running average was taken for ‘distance walked by the simulant-nurse’. The range of these 

averages were found consistent with the range of distance walked by actual nurses, as reported 

by Hendrich et al. An ICC analysis showed an excellent agreement of 0.92 to 0.96 (overall 0.972) 

between the simulation results (whilst following task priority rank 1 and 2), and field study 

measurement (FitBitTM). Thus, validating the indicator – ‘distance walked by simulant-nurse’. 

Nurse job shadowing – The highest number of trips were made to the ‘patient rooms’, followed by 

‘nurse station’ and ‘medication room’. This was found consistent for all conditions of the 

simulation following both task priority rank logics and during job shadowing. This included both 

direct and indirect trips made to these rooms. A difference of 0.85% to 6% can be observed 

between simulation and job shadowing with the exception of ‘linen closet’ and ‘clean utility 

room’. A 45% increase in one-way trips (both direct and indirect) made to ‘linen closet’ was 

observed because the medical-surgical unit had two ‘linen closets’, located at a close proximity 

across all rooms in the unit to create less walking for the nurse. The nurses often had to make 

trips to both locations because some of the linen materials were not available in one of the linen 

closets. Instances like these led to increased one-way trips to the ‘linen closet’, during job 

shadowing. This nurse-focused simulation model can be used to quantify how frequently items 

need to restocked in the linen closet or, the addition of a third linen closet or, to test the location 
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of all linen closets in terms of ‘distance walked’, ‘missed care’ and ‘care task waiting time’ for 

patients. In addition, this DES model can be used to test the impact of different unit layouts in 

terms of workload and quality of care. Similarly, a 36% decrease in one-way trips made to ‘clean 

utility room’ were observed in the nurses as compared to the simulant-nurse possibly due to 

multitasking. An ICC analysis showed excellent agreement between the simulation results and 

field study measurement (FitBitTM). An ICC showed an excellent agreement of 0.93 to 0.95 (overall 

0.99). Thus, validating this indicator – ‘simulant-nurse’s movement’.  

MISSCARE Survey – The DES model reported the following indicators of missed care: total missed 

care tasks, percentage division of missed care, and missed care delivery time. The MISSCARE 

survey yielded nurse perceptions of the same three indicators. 

For ‘total missed care’, an ICC analysis showed optimal agreement between the simulation results 

(whilst following task priority rank sequence 1 and 2), and MISSCARE survey. An ICC of 0.87 

was observed between the simulation results (whilst following task priority rank sequence 1 and 

2), and MISSCARE survey. Thus, validating this indicator – ‘total missed care’.  

The highest ‘percentage division of missed care’ as reported by the simulant nurse and actual 

nurse was ‘non-patient care’. This was found consistent with the RN4CAST study done by 

Ausserhofer et al. (2014) across 488 hospitals in Europe. Thus, providing face validity. In addition 

to this, the Spearman rank order correlation showed optimal agreement (overall 0.78) between 

the simulation results (whilst following task priority rank sequence 1 and 2), and MISSCARE 

survey. Thus, validating the missed care indicator ‘percentage division of missed care’.  

The DES model reports a ‘missed care delivery time’ of 2.3 to 2.7 hours. This range was found 

consistent with the nurse overtime as reported by Griffiths et al. (2014). Thus, adding face validity 

to this indicator. During job shadowing, all RNs reported that an overtime of 2 hours is very 

common in a 12-hour shift. This can be  hazardous as the Australian Nursing Federation (2009) 

reports that the prospect of making an error increases significantly after working for more than 

12.5 hours. This further demonstrates that current polices do not support the safe workload for 

nurses and needs to be managed effectively, as it is impacting the quality of care. ICC showed 

optimal agreement (overall 0.85) for ‘missed care delivery times between the simulation results 

(whilst following task priority rank sequence 1 and 2) and MISSCARE survey. Thus, validating 

this missed care indicator – ‘missed care delivery time’. 
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The external field study showed an agreement of 71% to 87% between simulation and MISSCARE 

survey outcomes. This can be attributed to MISSCARE survey reporting the ‘perception’ of nurse, 

and peer-reviewed research has shown a disconnect between perception and actual observation 

(Sale et al., 2010).  

Current healthcare system design – The DES models a 12-hour shift with no breaks while in real-life, 

nurses are given a cumulative 1-hour break. The DES model is therefore underestimating the 

levels of actual missed care. Regardless of this underestimate, indicators of missed care are 

illustrating – nurses cannot physically deliver the volume of care required by their patients in the 

shift time allotted. This is supported by the overtime stats in Canada, where paid and unpaid 

overtime increased from 19 million dollars to 20 million dollars (Canadian Federation of Nurses 

Unions, 2015, 2017c). This raises issues regarding the need for short-cuts and rushing with 

consequences of nurse fatigue and error making. Research has shown that delayed care leads to 

the deterioration in quality of care and patient safety, in some cases death may also occur 

(Meischke, THo, Eisenberg, Mickey, Schaeffer, & Larsen, 1995; Weissman, Stern, Fielding, & 

Epstein, 1991). The proposed approach to creating validated simulation models can be used to 

proactively test strategies addressing workload in order to quantify the impact on ‘missed care’ 

and ‘waiting time’ to receive care, as measures of quality of care. 

4.4.3 On the Issue of Model Validation 

The issue of model validity can be compared to the validity of ‘self testing blood glucose 

monitoring devices’ (glucometer). Do they provide highly accurate results? No (Kanji et al., 2005) 

but these devices are frequently used in domestic homes and clinics to gain some insight about 

the pattern of glucose levels. In the domain of aviation – ‘airborne weather radar’ use simulation 

and modelling to predict weather. These are not very accurate devices (Werth, 2014), but they are 

still heavily used by pilots/control tower personnel to gain insight to the pattern of the weather 

ahead. The information extracted from these devices are taken with caution while considering 

the overall pattern. These devices were validated at inception stage and are not validated every 

time they are used, mainly, because it will defeat the overall cost-benefit of using these devices. 

They are however calibrated by means of a reboot at the start of each trial. Similarly, this 

computerized simulation model does not need to be validated for every experiment. However, 

models need to be calibrated by means of internal validation checks, which is not time consuming. 
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Similar to ‘self testing glucose monitoring device’ and ‘airborne weather radar’, specific 

“measures” extracted from the model should be done with caution (Sterman, 2002). Research 

should be done on the level of detail needed. If each modelling case needs extensive field 

validation then the cost for using these model raises cost benefit issues i.e. the cost and time of 

model validation will be more than the cost of doing trial and error, thereby, losing the original 

goal where models have the potential to reduce costs (Banks et al., 2005; Gunal & Pidd, 2010). If 

extensive time is spent on validation of each operational design (research question), the system 

may change by the time a tool is validated and the window to reap the benefits of simulation will 

be lost. You can not expect a map of North America to reveal every bump in the road. Therefore, 

one must not let perfect be the enemy of good (Earle & Ganz, 2012). Validated models are 

desirable to the knowledge users and stakeholders - only - if the information extracted can be 

made available in a timely manner (Sargent, 2013; Sterman, 2002). As along as simulation models 

are precise and are sensitive to change, they can be deemed acceptable to use (Schoeller, 1980), 

but still used with caution. The validation checks done in the creation of this modeling approach 

satisfy the precision, sensitivity and accuracy of the model. Therefore, the modelling approach 

described can be applied to create models of similar inpatient units and will also yield accurate 

results. However, the sensitivity and precision of the model must be evaluated via quick internal 

validation checks.  

4.4.4 Model Implications and Applications 

The use of a validated simulation model has the potential to shift healthcare system design 

towards a more evidence-based approach using quantitative indicators. These models integrate 

available evidence and data to help understand complex system dynamics including, nurse and 

patient outcomes. Incorporating a focus on the healthcare professional can influence safety of 

both patients and nurses. (Carayon, Xie, et al., 2014), workload management and quality in daily 

operations (Norris, 2012; Russ et al., 2013). This adaptable modelling approach offers a promising 

strategy to quantify the impact and test newer technical design and operational decisions on a 

range of nurse and patient outcomes.  

Model users –This nurse-focused modelling approach can support the work of multiple users. 

Architects can use the models to improve the layouts of inpatient units to promote more efficiency 

in nurses’ work. Policy makers can test the consequences of technical design decisions and policy 
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trade-offs such as testing nurse-patient ratios when attending to more acute patients, and can 

even be used to test the effect of varying shift length (8-hour and/or 12-hour shift) in terms of 

nurse workload and quality of care. Hospital managers can use the model to test strategies to create 

safer work environments for healthcare practitioners (such as nurses) while the charge nurses 

could compute ideal location-based patient-bed assignments. More research is needed regarding 

usability and utility for these stakeholders. 

Adaptability – While the study applied the DES model to a medical-surgical unit, this nurse-

focused modeling approach is universal and can be adapted to other acute care units using the 

same methodology. This makes this modeling approach very desirable for healthcare managers, 

policymakers and other stakeholders.  However, further research and testing is required to affirm 

this. 

Future work includes expanding indicators for nurse workload such as quantifying the 

biomechanical load for shoulder and lumbar areas, making use of location-based patient bed 

assignment and incorporating nurse competency levels. Other quality of care indicators to 

consider in the computerized model would include error rates and adverse events.  A third area 

of inquiry would be to capture nurse-specific outcomes such as fatigue. 

4.5 Conclusion  

This research provided an approach to developing valid computerized models of the process of 

care delivery that quantify nurse workload and quality of care. An ICC of 0.99, 0.99, 0.87, 0.85 

shows an excellent agreement between the modelling and field study outcomes for ‘distance 

walked by the simulant-nurse’, ‘simulant-nurse movement’, ‘total missed care’ and ‘missed care 

delivery time’. A Spearman rank correlation of 0.78 shows good consistency for ‘percentage 

division of missed care’ between simulation outcomes and external field study outcomes. This 

simulation model provides quantifiable evidence that current healthcare system polices and 

design increase the work demands of nurses (distance walked by simulant-nurse = up to 11.1km; 

direct care time = 10.7 hours). Thus, making it not possible for the nurse to complete their care 

tasks (missed care increased up to 31 tasks). As a result, the quality of care is compromised 

(missed care increased up to 31 tasks). This approach to creating valid computerized model can 

be used as decision support system to proactively test and quantify the impact of newer design 

policies and their significant trade-offs, in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. 
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CHAPTER 5 

GEOGRAPHICAL PATIENT-BED 

ASSIGNMENT 

Chapter 4 presented a approach to creating valid nurse-focused simulation model. The aim of 

this chapter was to extend the validated nurse-focused modelling approach by further testing the 

DES model on other technical design and operational policies. As illustrated in Chapter 1, 

geographical patient-bed assignment is an important driver of workload. This chapter quantifies 

the impact of different geographical patient bed assignment on nurse workload and quality of 

care. The focus here is to create an adaptable modelling approach and demonstrate its application 

in the case of a real healthcare system setting. This research supports the prospective ergonomics 

agenda by providing a tool that can change the operational approach from being ‘reactive’ to 

being ‘proactive’ (Robert & Brangier, 2012) .  

This chapter addresses RQ 4 – How do changes in geographical patient-bed assignment impact the 

distance walked by the simulant-nurse and other indicators of nurse and patient outcomes? 

5.1 Methods 

The simulation model was created using Rockwell (ARENA), DES modelling software. The DES 

model simulates the process of care delivery by nurses under different work design conditions. 

Inputs to the DES model included indicators from healthcare system (inpatient unit) design and 

policies, such as ‘hospital unit floorplan’; ‘patient care data’; ‘nurse’s operating logic’; ‘nurse’s 

walking patterns’. Modelling outputs included indicators of nurse workload: ‘total distance 

walked by the simulant nurse’; ‘task in queue’; ‘direct care time’. Indicators of quality of care 

included: ‘missed care’; ‘care task waiting time’. These are further described in page 84 (section 

5.2.5). As a case example, this research adapted the demonstrator model to a medical-surgical 
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unit from a metropolitan area teaching hospital in Toronto, Canada. A medical-surgical unit was 

selected because the largest proportion of acute care nurses across Canada (24%) work in this area 

(Canadian Institute of Health Information, 2017).  Figure 14 provides an overview of the model. 

 

Figure 14 represents an overview of the DES model used for testing Geographical patient-bed assignment. Inputs to 

the model are depicted as healthcare design and policies indicators and outputs include indicators of nurse workload 

and quality of care 

5.2 Model Inputs 

5.2.1 Hospital Unit Floorplan 

The DES model is run on a hospital floor plan from the selected medical-surgical unit. The 

physical dimensions of the unit were measured using a Bosch (GLM30 100 Ft.) Laser Measure. 

Figure 15 provides the graphical representation of the nurse-centered inpatient unit. The unit 

consisted of seven single bedrooms, nine double bedrooms and two quad patient bedrooms, a 

clean utility room, a dirty utility room, two linen carts, a kitchen, shower room and a nurse 

station. 
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Figure 15  shows the floorplan from the Selected Medical-surgical Unit (not to scale) 

5.2.2 Patient Care Data 

Patient care data specifies the patient care tasks that are completed daily by the nurses for their 

assigned patients that are collected using institutional care delivery records. An anonymized 

patient care dataset was obtained as part of a workload and cost center report system software 

called Infor, more commonly known as GRASP system (Grace Reynolds Application of the Study 

of PETO). This anonymized dataset was obtained for a period of one year, from the selected unit. 

The dataset contained task information (task frequency; task duration) pertaining to each care task 

group and associated sub-tasks for this specific patient care unit. For instance, care task group 

‘Assessment and Planning’ has a sub-task ‘Braden scale assessment’. ‘Task frequency’ included the 

task count – how frequently a certain task was performed. ‘Task duration’ estimated the time to 

complete a certain task. GRASP uses standardized task durations. In an effort to reduce the 

volume of sub-task programming, modelling was done at the task group level. Therefore, a 

frequency weighted average of GRASP’s standardized time was taken. Table 9 contains the 

frequency weighted task duration for all tasks included in the model.  
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Table 9 illustrate the DES Model Care Task Groups, Priority level (1 = Highest; 6 = Lowest), Scheduling Type and 

Time Duration (Frequency weighted). 

Care Task Group 
Priority 

level 
(rank) 

Care Task Scheduling type 
Time 

Duration 
(min) 

Assessment and Planning 1 Random intervals 2.58 

Vital Signs 1 Random intervals 1.58 

Medication 3 Random intervals 15.03 

Admission 2 Random intervals 16.05 

Vascular Access 4 Random intervals 6.65 

Activity 4 Random intervals 35.38 

Treatments 5 Random intervals 5.7 

Nutrition 5 
Random intervals & Scheduled 
intervals (8AM, 12PM, 5PM) 

8.62 

Consultation 6 Random intervals 5 

Hygiene 6 
Random intervals + Scheduled 
interval (8:00AM) 

10.27 

Elimination 6 Random intervals 9.73 

Discharge 7 Random intervals 10.7 

Evaluation 7 Random intervals 3 

Teaching and Emotional 
Support 

7 Random intervals 20.89 

Other Direct Nursing Care 8 Random intervals 14.54 

Non-patient care 9 Random intervals 7.1 

 

5.2.3 Nurse Operating Logic 

Nurse operating logic consists of: 1) care task priority rank, 2) care task scheduling logic and 3) care 

delivery logic, developed by means of a focus group session with 15 RNs, having four to 23 years of 

experience in the selected medical-surgical unit. The inclusion criteria were that they must be 
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fluent in English and an RN/RPN with 2 years of experience in medical-surgical unit. The focus 

group sessions identified the care delivery priority sequence and care delivery logic for various 

nursing care tasks. Participants had 2 to 23 years of experience in the medical-surgical unit with 

either a bachelor’s or master’s degree in nursing.  

Care task priority rank denotes the different priorities rank for each care task. A consensus 

approach was used in the focus group session to formulate the priority rank for all care tasks. The 

participants in the focus group session considered the urgency and importance of the care task 

based on their professional experience (Hendry & Walker, 2004). 

Care task scheduling entails the care tasks that follow a schedule or if they occur randomly during 

the shift. In this model, only nutrition (8am, 12pm, 5pm) and hygiene (8am), care tasks are 

scheduled. Table 9 represents the different care task scheduling types programmed in the model. 

A consensus approach was also used to formulate the care task scheduling. 

Care delivery logic determines which care task the simulant nurse must perform with respect to 

care task priority. All participants unanimously agreed that they would perform the highest 

priority task at the shortest distance. This assisted with the case when a simulant-nurse has to 

perform multiple care tasks at the same time with the same priority rank. The DES model is 

programmed to complete the highest priority task at the shortest distance with respect to 

simulant nurse’s current geographical position. It is anticipated that other groups of nurses may 

identify different care task priorities and the DES model can easily be adapted to test other logic 

rules.  

5.2.4 Nurse walking patterns 

Nurse walking patterns refer to the walking sequence of the care delivery tasks (task list 

generated from GRASP). These walking patterns were developed in consultation with two subject 

matter experts (SME) with five to eight years of experience on the selected unit. A Methods Time 

Measurement (MTM) tool was used to construct the walking speed in the simulation model 

(Myny et al., 2010). Table 10 shows the walking pattern of two sample care tasks.  

The proposed simulation methodology is an adaptable modelling approach that can be modified 

to address a specific research question and context. Each of these modelling inputs (patient care 
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data, hospital unit floorplan, nurse operating logic and nurse walking patterns) can be adapted 

to specific contexts.  

Table 10  -  An example of the walking pattern for nurses while performing care tasks. The ‘initial location’ is the 

last geographical location of the nurse after completion the previous care task or the nursing station at the start of 

the shift.  

Task Group Care Task Walking Pattern 

Vascular 
Access 

IV Start Initial location -> Medication Room -> Patient Room -
> Nurse Station 

Elimination Shift Fluid 
Balance  

Initial location -> Patient Room -> Nurse Station 

 

5.2.5 Modelling Outputs 

The DES model outputs included indicators of nurse workload and quality of care. 

Nurse workload indicators included: ‘Total Distance walked by Simulant Nurse’, ‘Task in queue’ and 

‘Direct care time’.  ‘Total Distance walked by Simulant Nurse’ was the cumulative distance walked by 

the simulant nurse for one 12-hour shift. ‘Task in queue’, a mental workload indicator, 

operationalized as the average number of pending tasks in a queue to be performed by a nurse 

(Potter et al., 2009). ‘Direct care time’ entailed the total time spent by nurses while delivering care 

as defined by the GRASP data. 

Quality of care indicators included: ‘Missed care’, ‘Missed direct care time’, and ‘Care task waiting 

time’. ‘Missed care’ referred to the number of care tasks left undone at the end of the simulant 

nurse’s 12-hour shift. In practice, these care tasks are not necessarily missed – most of these care 

tasks are completed either by the nurse on the next shift or the present nurse who worked 

overtime beyond the end of the shift. ‘Care task waiting time’ was the average time before a care 

task is delivered.  

5.2.6 Average Inter-Bed distance (IBD) and Average Bed-Nurse Station distance (BND) 

In this research, geographical patient-bed assignment is operationalized using the average inter-

bed distance and average bed-nurse station distance.  

Inter-bed distance (IBD) is the average distance between all patient beds assigned to one nurse. It 

is an indicator of clustering of assigned beds. In this research, a total of five patient beds were 
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assigned to one nurse, the most common nurse-patient ratio in acute care (Corchia et al., 2016).  

The previous chapter quantified the nurse movement and provided evidence that the nurse 

station and patient rooms were the two most frequently visited area for nurses during a 12-hour 

shift. Making these direct contributors to nurse workload. Therefore, Bed-nurse station distance 

(BND) was also tested. BND is the average distance between the assigned patient beds and the 

nurse station. BND is an indicator of how far/close the assigned patient beds are from the center 

of the unit. In the selected medical-surgical unit, nurse station was at the center of the unit.  Which 

is typical in most in-patient units.  This demonstrator model can easily be adapted to test 

alternatives where nurse-station is not at the center of the unit. Mathematical calculations of IBD 

and BND are represented below: 

Inter-Bed distance (in meters) = ∑i=1 Pi →Pn-i 

               n 

Bed-Nurse Station distance (in meters) = ∑i=1 Ns →Pn-i 

                           n 

Where,   

P= Distance between any two patient beds 

Ns = Distance between the nurse station and a patient bed 

n = Total number of patient beds assigned to one nurse (n=5 in this case) 

Table 11 illustrates the patient bed assignments studied. These patient bed assignments were 

developed by drawing on the knowledge experienced nurses along with assumed best-worst case 

scenarios where the five assigned patients were close together (best case) or as far apart as 

possible (worst case). Typical nurse bed-assignments locations for nurses were selected via 

interview with an 11 RNs with five to nine years of experience in the selected unit. The BND of 

these nurse bed-assignments were translated to 20.4, 21.5, 25.6, 27.6, 30 and 31.3 meters. In this 

study, the baseline case of 21.5 meters of BND was selected as this assignment was experienced 

frequently by all the participants. 
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5.2.7 DES Model Testing 

The DES model was run for 365 days on all 15 patient-bed assignment conditions. The model was 

run for only ‘day’ shifts, as workload is the highest for nurses during this shift. Each shift was 

programmed as 12 hours in length, in this case, a standard in North America. To reach an optimal 

modeling state, a model warm up time was estimated to be 28 days, using Welch’s Method (Hoad 

et al., 2008). Data from 337 shifts was analyzed and 28 shifts of warm up time data was discarded. 

Multivariable regression analysis was conducted for all experimental conditions to establish 

significant predictors (IBD and BND) of nurse workload and quality of care indicators.  

Table 11 – Experimental conditions in this study, where, * represents typical patient bed assignments of an 

experienced nurse 

 
 

Trial 

Inter- Bed 
to Nurse 
Station 

Distance 
(m) 

Inter-Bed 
Distance 

(m) 

 
 

Patient bed locations 

 
 

Room numbers 

1 19.3 12.9 
2p x 2 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 1 to 3 

2 19.9 18.1 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 4 Single bedrooms 

Room 16 to 20 

3* 20.4 11.3 1p x 5 Single bedrooms Room 9 to 13 

4* 
(baseline 
case) 21.5 20.0 

2p x 2 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 2, 4, 5, 16 

5* 25.6 11.9 
2p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 

Room 3 to 5 

6* 27.6 11.9 
2p x 2 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 

Room 4 to 6 

7* 30.0 33.1 
1p x 1 Quad bedroom 
2p x 2 Double bedroom 

Room 3, 9 and 16 

8* 31.3 42.3 
1p x 3 Single bedroom 
1p x 2 Quad bedroom 

Room 1, 9, 14, 17 and 20 

9 31.6 40.5 

1p x 3 Single bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Quad bedroom 

Room 1, 5, 12, 14 and 20 

10 31.6 9.4 
4p x 1 Quad bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 13 and 14 

11 32.3 40.5 

1p x 2 Single bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 2 Quad bedroom 

Room 1, 5, 9, 14 and 20 

12 34.9 10.3 
4p x 1 Quad bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 9 and 10 
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5.2.8 Model Verification 

This chapter made use of the verification techniques outlined by Sargent (2013). Degenerate testing 

– the degeneracy of a model’s behaviour is checked by running the simulation model on 

conditions that will produce near zero output. The demonstrator model was run with only one 

patient assigned to a nurse with 90% reduction in task frequency. The direct care time was 

reduced to <1 hour.  The demonstrator model responded as expected. Thus, verifying the 

programming of this model 

Repeatability and Reproducibility test – The ability of a model to produce similar results under 

similar conditions when the model is run of different devices by different operators. The 

demonstrator model was run on 5 different devices (3 PCs and 2 Mac devices). Rockwell 

(ARENA) is not supported on Mac therefore, a windows emulator was installed. The 

demonstrator model produced similar results (<1% variability) across all devices. Thus, verifying 

the programming of this model 

Animation and graphics test – This test allows the programmer to observe if the model is following 

the operational logic, whilst running simulation. An animation component was built inside the 

demonstrator model. Whist running simulation, it was observed that the simulant-nurse was 

following the operational logic programmed into the model. The model was programmed to 

deliver the most urgent (high priority) care at the closet distance; the demonstrator model was 

following this logic. Thus, verifying the programming of this model 

5.3 Results 

This adaptable DES modelling approach successfully quantified the effects of changing the 

geographical patient-bed assignments in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. Detailed 

results are presented below: 

5.3.1 Nurse Workload Indicators 

Total Distance walked by Simulant Nurse – As illustrated in Table 12, an increase in distance walked 

can be observed except for the average BND of 31.7 meters. For the baseline case, the simulant 

nurse walked 9.73 km during the 12-hour shift. A relative difference of up to +21 was observed 

Multivariable regression analysis reported the following regression equation:  

Y (DISTANCE WALKED) = 6.4 + 0.13 X BND + 0.02 X IBD 
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Where, F (2,9) = 369.37, p<0.00), with an R2 of 0.98. where Y (DISTANCE WALKED) is coded as Kilometers 

and, X BND and X IBD are coded as meters. Both BND and IBD were significant predictors of ‘Total 

Distance walked by Simulant Nurse’. 

Task in Queue – As illustrated in Table 12, an increasing trend can be observed No. of Tasks in 

Queue increase as bed assignments shift from best to worst case scenarios except for the BNDs of 

19.3, 19.9 and 21.5 meters. A range of 11 to 13.8 tasks were waiting to be performed by the 

simulant nurse. For the baseline case, the simulant nurse had 12.62 tasks waiting to be performed. 

A relative difference of up to 10% were observed. Multivariable regression analysis reported the 

following regression equation:  

Y (TASK IN QUEUE) = 9.6 + 0.11 X BND + 0.01 X IBD 

Where, F (2,9) =81.8, p<0.00), with an R2 of 0.94. where Y (TASK IN QUEUE) is coded as tasks and, X BND 

and X IBD are coded as meters. Both BND and IBD were significant predictors of ‘Task in Queue’. 

Direct care time – The simulant nurse delivered care for a range of 10 to 10.4 hours A relative 

percentage difference of -8% was observed. Multivariable regression analysis reported the 

following regression equation:  

Y (DIRECT CARE TIME) = 12.1 - 0.05 X BND - 0.007 X IBD 

Where, F (2,9) = 155.05, p<0.00), with an R2 of 0.97. where Y (DIRECT CARE TIME) is coded as hours and, 

X BND and X IBD are coded as meters. Both BND and IBD were significant predictors of ‘Direct care 

time’. Detailed results for the different geographical patient-bed assignment condition is 

illustrated in Table 12. 

5.3.2 Quality of Care indicators 

Missed Care – The highest missed care were 47 tasks that were observed for the patient-bed 

assignment with a BND of 32 meters. A relative percentage difference of up to 27% was observed. 

Multivariable regression analysis reported the following regression equation:  

Y (MISSED CARE) = 13.5 + 0.9 X BND - 0.10 X IBD 

Where, F (2,9) = 81.8, p<0.00), with an R2 of 0.97. where Y (MISSED CARE) is coded as tasks and, X BND 

and X IBD are coded as meters. Both BND and IBD were significant predictors of ‘Missed Care’. 
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Table 12 provides a summary of the Impact of Geographical Bed Assignment on Nurse Workload and Quality of Care Indicators  

 
 

Trial 

Geographical Bed Assignment Nurse Workload Indicators Quality of Care Indicators 

Average 
Bed-Nurse 

Station 
distance (m) 

Average 
Inter-Bed 
distance 

(m) 

 

Patient bed locations 

 

Room 
numbers 

Distance 
Walked by 
Simulant 

Nurse  
km (Δ% base) 

Tasks in 
Queue 

task (Δ% base) 

Direct care 
time  

hour (Δ% base) 

Missed 
Care 

task (Δ% base) 

Care Task 
Waiting 

Time 

hour (Δ% base) 

1 19.3 12.9 2p x 2 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 1 to 
3 9.33 (-4%) 11.7 (-7%) 10.91 (0%) 30 (-19%) 0.9 (-5%) 

2 19.9 18.1 1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 4 Single bedrooms 

Room 16 
to 20 9.44(-3%) 12 (-5%) 10.90 (0%) 32 (-14%) 0.91 (-4%) 

3 20.3 11.3 1p x 5 Single bedrooms Room 9 to 
13 9.60 (-1%) 12.2 (-3%) 10.88 (0%) 34 (-8%) 0.92 (-2%) 

4 
(baseline 

case) 

21.5 20 2p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 2 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 2, 4, 
5, 16 

9.73 (0%) 
 

12.6 (0%) 
 

10.87 (0%) 
 

37 (0%) 
 

0.94 (0%) 
 

5 25.57 11.92 2p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 

Room 3 to 
5 10.03 (3%) 13 (3%) 10.66 (-2%) 40 (8%) 0.96 (2%) 

6 27.58 11.92 2p x 2 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 

Room 4 to 
6 10.59 (10%) 13 (3%) 10.64 (-2%) 40 (8%) 0.96 (2%) 

7 30 33 1p x 1 Quad bedroom 
2p x 2 Double bedroom 

Room 3, 9 
and 16 11.09 (14%) 13.5 (7%) 10.15 (-7%) 44 (19%) 0.99 (5%) 

8 31.25 42.3 1p x 3 Single bedroom 
1p x 2 Quad bedroom 

Room 1, 9, 
14, 17, 20 11.66 (20%) 13.75 (9%) 10.06 (-7%) 46 (24%) 1.00 (6%) 

9 31.61 40.5 1p x 3 Single bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 1 Quad bedroom 

Room 1, 5, 
12, 14, 20 

11.75 (21%) 13.81 (9%) 10.04 (-8%) 46.5 (26%) 1.01 (7%) 

10 31.69 9.37 4p x 1 Quad bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 13 
and 14 10.87 (12%) 13.5 (7%) 10.19 (-6%) 44 (19%) 0.99 (5%) 

11 32.2 40.5 1p x 2 Single bedroom 
1p x 1 Double bedroom 
1p x 2 Quad bedroom 

Room 1, 5, 
9, 14, 20 

11.76 (21%) 13.8 (10%) 10.04 (-8%) 47.01 (27%) 1.01 (7%) 

12 34.9 10.29 4p x 1 Quad bedroom 
1p x 1 Single bedroom 

Room 9, 10 
11.30 (16%) 13.5 (7%) 10.12 (-7%) 44.5 (20%) 0.99 (5%) 
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Care Task Waiting time – For baseline case, a care task time of 0.94 hour was observed with a range 

of 0.9 to 1.01 hours. A relative difference of up to 7% was observed. Multivariable regression 

analysis reported the following regression equation:  

Y (CARE TASK WAITING TIME) = 0.79 – 0.006 X BND - 0.00069 X IBD 

Where, F (2,9) = 81.8, p<0.00), with an R2 of 0.94. where Y (CARE TASK WAITING TIME) is coded as hours 

and, X BND and X IBD are coded as meters. Both BND and IBD were significant predictors of ‘Care 

Task Waiting time’. 

5.4 Discussion 

Simulation and modelling support the prospective ergonomics agenda (Robert & Brangier, 2012), 

by providing decision makers with a proactive support system that provides quantitative data to 

inform system design and management at the unit level. This research provides an adaptable 

modelling approach that can reveal the quantifiable effects of changing technical design policies 

such as geographical patient bed assignment on nurse workload and quality of care. Traditional 

approaches have been limited to modelling patients as a ‘product flow’ system, similar to 

manufacturing where a product stops at multiple stations to receive care. While this approach is 

not wrong, it provides limited insight to quality of care and healthcare professional work 

demands. The unique feature of this adaptable modelling approach is that it model’s the process 

of care delivery from the perspective of nurses and quantifies nurse workload and quality of care 

under different operational design policies. Furthermore, this research addresses the need for a 

tool that can proactively quantify workload and work demands of nurses. Quantifying nurse 

workload and quality of care opens doors to creating better process improvement strategies. In 

addition to this, this research offers the ability to proactively test these improvement strategies. 

Thus, eliminating the need for ‘trial and error’ and making healthcare professionals work under 

untested work polices. 

5.4.1 Inter-Bed distance vs. Bed-Nurse Station distance  

This chapter operationalizes geographical patient-bed assignments as the average inter-bed 

distance (IBD) and average bed-nurse station distance (BND). Initially, geographical patient bed 

assignment was operationalized as IBD only. IBD was the average distance between all patient 

beds assigned to one nurse. Depending on the unit layout, it may be possible when two nurses 
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are assigned to the same bed configuration, but at different locations in the unit i.e. beds that are 

far/near the nurse station. This mostly happens when there is close cluster of patient beds 

assigned to a nurse. For instance: one nurse may be assigned to all patient beds in a quad-patient 

bedroom and a single-patient room that are right next to each other and are located near the center 

of the unit; the other nurse may be assigned to the same configuration but the assigned patient 

beds are located far away from the center of the unit. Table 12 illustrates this phenomenon as 

Trial 5 and 6 both have an IBD of 11.92 meters, where trial 5’s bed configuration was away from 

the center of the unit and Trial 6’s was closer to the center of the unit. For both conditions, a 

difference up to 10% can be observed for indicators of nurse workload and quality of care. To 

gain more insight to this issue of geographical patient bed assignment, ‘Bed-Nurse Station’ (BND) 

was explored where BND is the average distance between each nurse assigned patient bed with 

the nurse station. Most units have nurse station at the center of the unit, although there may be 

other configurations where nurse station is not at the center of the unit. The demonstrator model 

can be easily adapted to test this. This indicator illustrates the distance from the center of the unit 

to the beds. There may be instances where bed assignments have similar BNDs as in Trial 9 and 

10 where the BND was 31.6 meters. In this situation, differences of +8% were observed for 

indicators of quality of care and nurse workload. This further provides additional support for this 

indicator. In addition, IBD failed to report identical close clusters of beds assigned to nurse, as 

mentioned in the above example of Trial 5 and 6. Having said that, this does not make IBD a bad 

indicator rather IBD provides limited information. Even though BND provides some variability 

(+8%) for similar bed assignment at different locations, BND cannot be used as the sole indicator 

for geographical patient bed assignment. In fact, these two indicators should be used in parallel 

to another. Where, one indicator (BND) provides information pertaining to the distance of beds 

from the center of the unit (nurse station) and the IBD provides information on how far the beds 

are from one another. Regression analysis conducted separately for IBD and BND reported R2 

values up to 0.57 and 0.66 respectively, for indicators of nurse workload and quality of care. 

However, multivariate regression analysis reported R2 values much higher i.e. 0.94 to 0.98, when 

both IBD and BND were considered together. This further proves IBD and BND as significant 

predictors for indicators of nurse workload and quality of care. These results suggest that both 

BND and IBD should be considered during patient-bed assignment for nurses. 
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5.4.2 Nurse Workload Indicators  

Nurses operate in a work environment with limited autonomy and high demands (Kramer & 

Schmalenberg, 2008; Skår, 2010). This research quantified these high demands of nursing work. 

Karasek’s ‘Demand Control’ model (1979) categorizes these  low autonomy jobs as high work 

demand as ‘high strain jobs’. Being continuously exposed to high strain jobs lead to MSD, burnout 

etc. (Gingras et al., 2010; Karasek, 1979; Rizo-Baeza et al., 2018).  

‘Direct care time ’ – Hendrich et al., (2008) conducted a time and motion study in 36 hospitals to 

quantify how nurses are spending their time. Nurses spend 77.7% of their time in delivering care. 

The DES model reported similar results where that simulant nurse spent 78.6% of its time in 

delivering care. When the nurse was assigned to patient beds further from each other and from 

the nurse-station; all indicators of nurse workload increased, and quality of care decreased. While 

this result was not surprising, the unique element of the modelling approach is the ability to 

provide the results in specific quantifiable terms i.e. the size of the impact on nurse workload and 

patient care quality. 

‘Distance walked by simulant nurse’ – Butt et al. (2004) reports that nurses walk an average of 

10.86km in a 12-hour shift. The DES model reported similar findings where the simulant-nurse 

walked an average of 10.66km (SD = 0.9) for a 12-hour shift across all conditions. The slight 

increase (1.8%) in the distance walked can be attributed to different patient acuity levels for 

patients in the unit and unit layout. More importantly, the DES model was able to report a similar 

pattern.  

Lack of consistency between ‘Distance walked by simulant nurse’ and ‘Direct care time’ – There is some 

inconsistency across ‘distance walked by simulant nurse’ and ‘direct care time’. For instance, in 

trial 11, the simulant nurse walked 11.76 km in a 12-hour shift. Using the walking speed as 

reported by Cavagna & Margaria (1966), the time to walk this distance would be approximately 

3 hours. A difference of <10% is observed where the time spent while delivering care was 10 

hours out of a 12-hour shift, 2 hours were spent on walking. This discrepancy can be attributed 

to the standardized time duration in GRASP data where walking time inside the patient room is 

already accounted for which could explain the <10% difference. In an interview with the GRASP 

manager, the GRASP data includes a small portion of walking time inside the patient room 

characterized as part of delivering care. Since GRASP data was used for the DES model, ‘direct 
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care time’ included a similar portion walking time inside the patient room, characterized as 

delivering care. Hence, the slight inconsistency (<10%). 

Task in queue – If the simulant nurse was assigned to patient beds further away from the nurse 

station, the ‘distance walked by simulant nurse’ increased up to 23%. Since more time was spent 

walking, there was an observed reduction of 8% on ‘direct care time’. As a result, the simulant 

nurse had up to 10% more ‘tasks in queue’ contributing to an already increased workload. 

Therefore, the DES model provides quantifiable evidence that nursing is a high work demand job 

(Skår, 2010). Where, less optimal geographical patient bed assignment can contribute to excess 

workload. 

5.4.3 Quality of Care Indicators  

‘Missed care’ in this case model increased from 30 to 46 tasks from best to worst case scenarios. 

This range of the care tasks left undone were found consistent with the RN4CAST study 

conducted by Ausserhofer et al., (2014) across 488 med-surgical units in 12 European countries. 

While the actual numbers of ‘missed care’ tasks might seem inflated when compared to the 

RN4CAST, the DES model reported actual ‘missed care’ while the RN4CAST study measured 

nurses’ ‘perceptions of missed care’. The highest ‘missed care’ tasks reported in the RN4CAST 

study were care planning, patient education and comfort/talking, which was found to be 

consistent with the most areas of ‘missed care’ identified by the group care tasks categories of the 

DES model such as: ‘assessment and planning’ and ‘teaching and emotional support’.  

Care Task wait time – The simulant nurse when assigned to patient beds that are further away from 

the nurse station, led to delivery of reduced care tasks. Because the simulant nurse spent more 

time walking. As a result, the ‘care task waiting time’ increased by +5% which impacted ‘missed 

care’ by increasing up to +26%. Using this computerized modelling approach, the simulation 

model can help isolate the impact of specific issues. 

5.4.4 Methodological Modelling Issues  

The current DES model was built on historical patient care data derived from the GRASP report 

for the selected unit. The GRASP data uses standardized task durations that factors in a personal 

fatigue delay of 7%. It may be possible that these task durations are inflated for some nurses. 

Similar to MTM, some people can beat the standard walking speed. The DES model did not 
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account for the variability between a novice and experienced worker as experienced nurses may 

work faster by multitasking or using other efficiencies.  Other model limitations include 

modelling at the task group level. This helped reduced the programming and simulation run time 

of the model. While simulating at the task level is possible, there is a trade-off that simulation run 

time will increase while this small increase in precision may not be worth the extra effort. 

However, further research is required to affirm this. In addition, during simulation, the width of 

the hallways remained constant i.e. the hallways were not crowded. In reality, this might not be 

the case.  Most units are overbooked (Parente, Salvatore, Gallo, & Cipollini, 2018), and some 

patients are placed on beds on the side of the hallway. This may slow down the nurse walking 

speed or which may lead to additional walking as the nurse may want to avoid that route. Further 

research is needed to quantify its impact. Future work includes exploring the impact of hallway 

occupancy, incorporating additional indicators of workload and quality of care such as the 

number of trips made to each room (example: clean/dirty room, medication room etc.); creating 

shift-long work patterns of biomechanical load for shoulder and lumbar areas for nursing care 

tasks with fatigue and error rates; exploring variability by studying the impact of nurse 

competency levels and the interaction between geographical patient-bed assignment and nurse 

patient ratio. Despite the sensitivity analysis run on patient bed assignment in this research, the 

impact of geographical nurse-patient bed assignment on nurse workload and quality of care 

needs to be further tested on different hospital unit floorplans. 

5.4.5 Implications to Healthcare Systems Engineering 

This research has the potential to shift the conversation of healthcare system design and nurse 

workload management towards a more evidence-based use of quantitative indicators. These 

models integrate available evidence and data to help understand complex system dynamics and 

the impact on nurse and patient outcomes. This adaptable modelling tool may benefit the charge-

nurse, by providing a proactive decision support system that can be used to assign the most 

optimal patient bed assignment to all the nurses on the unit. Architects could use this 

computerized simulation modelling to create optimal floor plans that support nurses in their 

daily care. Policy makers, such as nurse managers and administrators, could improve the current 

state of nursing by testing newer design policies by proactively quantifying the impact of the 

policy on work demands for nurses and their relative effect on quality of care before 

implementation. Quantifying work demands can lead to creating policies that lead to lower work 
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demands thereby potentially reducing injuries, boosting employee morale and satisfaction. This 

research may offer a safer and more cost-effective alternative to current ‘trial and error’ 

methodologies. The model is now ready to be used by decision-makers to better manage nurse 

workload and on the quality of care. 

5.5 Conclusion 

In this study, an adaptable modelling approach was created to quantify the impact of choosing 

different geographical patient-bed assignments on nurse workload and quality of care. As the 

simulant nurse was assigned to patient beds further from the nurse station, an increase in nurse 

workload was observed. There was a 23% increase in ‘distance walked by simulant nurse’; a 

reduction of -8% on ‘direct care time’; a +10% increase in number of ‘tasks in queue’.  In addition, 

quality of care deteriorated with a 5% increase in ‘care task waiting time’ and 26% increase in 

‘missed care’. The model is now ready to start trials with decision-makers in real units on how to 

better manage nurse workload and their subsequent impact on quality of care. 
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CHAPTER 6 

BIOMECHANICAL LOAD MODELING 

This chapter extends the nurse-focused modeling approach developed in the previous chapters 

by combining DES and DHM to create a time history of biomechanical loads for a nursing shift. 

As a demonstration case, this chapter reports on the quantification of the impact of changes in 

geographical patient bed assignment, patient acuity levels and nurse-patient ratio in terms of 

quality of care and nurse workload, specifically biomechanical load.  

This chapter addresses two research questions. 

RQ 5 – What are the biomechanical loads encountered by nurses while performing daily tasks in an 

inpatient unit and what are the time trace of the biomechanical loads for these nursing care task over a full 

shift, using a combination of DES and DHM?  

RQ6 – How do changes in patient acuity, geographical patient-bed assignment and nurse-patient ratio 

affect the biomechanical loading in nurses and other indicators of nurse and patient outcomes? 

6.0 Methods 

6.1 Model Creation 

The DES model was created using ARENA (Rockwell). As illustrated in  Figure 16, inputs to 

model include: 1) patient care data; 2) nursing care action postures; 3) hand forces; 4) physical 

layout; and 5) operating logic. ‘Nursing care action postures’ and ‘hand forces’ were used as 

inputs to the DHM model that created ‘physical workload’, which was programmed into the DES 

model along with ‘patient care data’, ‘physical layout’ and ‘operating logic’. These are explained 

below. 
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Figure 16 illustrates the block diagram showing how DHM and DES modeling capabilities are combined 

6.1.1 Model Inputs 

Patient Care data – Data was collected from a medical-surgical unit of a teaching hospital in 

Toronto, Canada, as part of cost center report called Infor, more commonly known as GRASP. 

GRASP data is entered manually by nurses at the end of the shift and contains information 

pertaining to the care that was delivered to the patient such as: task name, task group, task 

frequency and standardized task duration. A frequency weighted time average of the 

standardized GRASP time for each task to estimate the task duration. For acuity sensitive tasks, 

task duration is the sum of the frequency weighted time average and, the product of percent 

increase/decrease of patient acuity and frequency weighted time average. GRASP is a validated 

tool that uses a personal fatigue delay function (Farrington et al., 2000). The quality of a GRASP 

dataset is contingent upon the compliance level. For this research, the average compliance rate 

was 86% (Range: 78% to 97%). A dataset above 70% is to be considered to be of good quality. 

Patient care data was taken for a period of one year to account for the variations in healthcare 

demands.  

Nursing care action postures and hand forces –These were obtained by means of a video recording 

study using the method of Norman et al. (1998). A registered nurse (RN) with 8+ years of medical-

surgical unit experience was recruited to mimic the nursing care task postures. The participant 
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demonstrated care task postures for the tasks as listed in the GRASP report. Hand forces were 

recorded via force gauge. Each care task posture was modelled in 4DWATBAK (University of 

Waterloo), DHM software. The 4D-WATBAK software allows the user to model the worker 

‘virtually’ in work situations for multiple actions, and by accounting for the amount of time the 

worker spends performing each action. In this chapter, the 4DWATBAK software was used to 

determine physical workload in the form of L4/L5 compression load and L4/L5 moment. The 

DES model runs at the task group level. 4DWATBAK model provides biomechanical load at the 

action level. Therefore, a series of conversions were done to get the biomechanical load from a 

care task action level to a care task group level needed for input into the DES model. This 

conversion happened in two steps:  1) Conversion of biomechanical load from the ‘action-level’ to 

the ‘task level’, using an exposure time weighted average of the L4/L5 compression and moment 

for all the actions of a care task. 2) Conversion of biomechanical load from the ‘task level’ to ‘task-

group level’, using a frequency weighted average of the L4/L5 compression and moment for each 

care-task in a care task-group.  

The L4/L5 moment and compression of task groups bearing the highest load are considered peak. 

The biomechanical loads for all task groups were programmed into the DES model to estimate 

cumulative L4/L5 moment and compression for the shift. The simulant-nurse was modeled on 

the anthropometric measures of participant. 

Physical layout – The physical dimensions of the selected medical-surgical unit were measured 

using Laser Measure GLM 100ft (Bosch). These dimensions were modeled using Visio (Microsoft) 

to create a ‘virtual’ layout of the unit in the DES model. 

Operating logic consisted of ‘care task priority rank’, ‘care-delivery logic’, ‘care task scheduling 

type’ and ‘nurse walking patterns’. These were obtained by means of a unanimous approach 

during focus group sessions with 15 RNs with two to 23 years of experience. ‘Care task priority 

rank’ illustrates which care tasks have increased priority over others (see Priority level 

information in Table 13). ‘Care delivery logic’ stated delivering the highest priority care task at 

the shortest distance. For ‘care task scheduling type’, all care tasks are programmed to happen 

randomly with exception of ‘admission’ (11am), ‘nutrition’ (7:30am, 12pm, 5pm), and ‘hygiene’ 

(8am).  
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Table 13 illustrates the care task programmed in this study along with 'Care task scheduling type', 'Time duration' 

and 'Care task priority rank', where 1 = Highest and 9 = Lowest 

Care Task Group 
Priority 

level 
(rank) 

Care Task Scheduling type 

Acuity Sensitive? 
Time 

Duration 
(min) Time  

Duration 
Task 

Frequency 

Assessment and 
Planning 

1 Random intervals 
- - 

2.58 

Vital Signs 1 Random intervals  ✓ 1.58 

Admission 2 Random intervals - - 16.05 

Medication 3 Random intervals ✓ - 15.03 

Vascular Access 4 Random intervals - ✓ 6.65 

Activity 4 Random intervals ✓ ✓ 35.38 

Treatments 5 Random intervals ✓ ✓ 5.7 

Nutrition 5 
Random intervals & 

Scheduled intervals (8AM, 
12PM, 5PM) 

- - 

8.62 

Consultation 6 Random intervals - - 5 

Hygiene 6 
Random intervals + 

Scheduled interval (8:00AM) 

- - 
10.27 

Elimination 6 Random intervals - - 9.73 

Discharge 7 Random intervals - - 10.7 

Evaluation 7 Random intervals ✓ ✓ 3 

Teaching and 
Emotional Support 

7 Random intervals 
✓ ✓ 

20.89 

Other Direct Nursing 
Care 

8 Random intervals 
✓ ✓ 

14.54 

Non-patient care 9 Random intervals - - 7.1 
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6.1.2 Model Outputs 

The combination of DHM and DES modelling capabilities allowed quantitative estimates of the 

indicators for nurse workload and quality of care to be produced.  

Nurse workload indicators:  

‘Peak and cumulative L4/5 compression load and moment’ represent the highest load achieved for a 

task group (peak), while cumulative load entails the total load for each care task for the shift. 

‘Tasks in queue’ is a mental workload indicator (Potter et al., 2009). It represents the ‘stack’ of care 

tasks to be performed by the nurse at any given point of the shift. ‘Direct care time' represents the 

value-added time. It is the time spent by the simulant-nurse while delivering care. ‘Distance 

walked’ entails the cumulative distance walked by the simulant-nurse for a shift.  

Quality of care indicators:  

‘Care task waiting time’ indicates the time a care task must wait in the queue before it is performed 

by the simulant-nurse. ‘Missed care’ represents care tasks that are not performed before the end of 

the shift. 

6.2 Demonstrator Case 

To illustrate the modeling capability, experiments exploring the impacts of the following 

technical design and operational polices were explored: 1) geographical patient bed assignment, 

2) patient acuity, 3) nurse-patient ratio. 

The Baseline case – The DES model was run on baseline patient acuity data from GRASP with a 

nurse-patient ratio of 1:5, a standard for most patient care units (Aiken et al., 2001). The 

geographical patient bed assignment was 22meters, which was the most common patient bed-

assignment for 10 RNs during in-person interviews 

Experiment 1 – Geographical Patient-bed assignment 

Geographical-patient bed assignment was operationalized as the average distance between the 

nurse station and patient beds (BND). As illustrated in Table 14, this experiment tested 

geographical-patient bed assignments as: 19, 26, 28 and 35 meters. The nurse-patient ratio was set 

at 1:5 and the baseline patient acuity data was taken from GRASP. 
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Experiment 2 – Patient Acuity 

Patient acuity was operationalized as a function of care task duration and care task frequency for 

tasks. When the patient acuity is increased/decreased, a few care tasks have changes in their task 

frequency and/or task duration. Table 13 illustrates a list of acuity sensitive tasks. These were 

determined using a consensus approach in the focus group session. As illustrated in Table 14, this 

experiment tested patient acuity at the following levels: Baseline case, -5%, +5% and +10% of the 

baseline case, where, the nurse-patient ratio was 1:5 and geographical patient bed assignment 

was 22meters. 

Experiment 3 – Nurse-patient ratio 

Nurse-patient ratio refers to the number of patients assigned to one nurse. As illustrated in Table 

14, the following conditions of nurse-patient ratio were tested: 1 nurse assigned to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

patients respectively. The geographical patient bed assignment was set at 22meters and the 

baseline patient acuity data was taken from GRASP as in the other experiments. 

Table 14 illustrates the experimental designs for this study 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 

Patient Acuity 

(%) 

Geographical Patient Bed 

Assignment (m) 

Nurse-Patient ratio 

(nurse: patient) 

-5% 22 1:2 

Baseline case 26 1:3 

5% 28 1:4 

10% 36 1:5 (baseline case) 

- - 1:6 

 

The DES model was run for a period of 365 shifts calculated using Banks et al., (2005). To reach 

the optimal modeling state, a model warm up time of 61 shifts was used as per Welch’s method 

(Hoad et al., 2008). The model was run for 12 hours to represent a typical day shift. To determine 

statistical significance, a one-way ANOVA with Post Hoc Test (Tukey’s) was performed. 
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6.3 Results  

By making a combined use of DHM and DES modelling capabilities, the cumulative L4/L5 

compression and moment were successfully quantified along with their subsequent quality of 

care indicators. Figure 17 illustrates a time-trace graph for L4/L5 moment for the baseline case. 

 

Figure 17 represents the time-trace graph for the L4/L5 moment from 8am to 9am for the baseline case 
 

Table 15 illustrates the peak L4/L5 moment and compression load for the baseline case. The 

highest ‘Peak L4/L5 moment and compression load’ was for the task group ‘activity’, 112Nm and 

3575Nm respectively. At the action level, the highest peak L4/L5 compression load was 6263N 

for ‘lift patient head to wash back of the head’ during all bathing tasks for the task group 

‘hygiene’. Followed by ‘lift patient from bed’, 3625N, for task group ‘activity’. 
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Table 15 illustrates the Peak L4/L5 moment and compression load for the care tasks programmed in the simulation 

model 

Task Group Peak L4/L5 

Moment (Nm) 

Peak L4-L5 

Compression (N) 

Activity (patient lifting tasks, such as: transfer patient to stretcher) 112 3575 

Admission 55 2673 

Assessment and Planning 28 2223 

Constant Observation 55 2673 

Consultation 55 2673 

Discharge 35 2341 

Elimination 90 3195 

Evaluation 17 1716 

Hygiene 78 2941 

Medication 51 2588 

Non-Patient Care 76 2952 

Nutrition 67 2840 

Other Direct Nursing Care 57 2694 

Teaching and Emotional Support 21 2121 

Treatments 49 2570 

Vascular Access 66 2830 

Vital Signs 52 2625 

 

The baseline case resulted in a ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’ of 13.78 MNms, a ‘cumulative L4/L5 

compression load’ of 23.85 MNs, with an average ‘task in queue’ of 20 tasks and a ‘distance 

walked’ of 11.42 km. In addition, a ‘care delivery time’ of 11.56 hour with a ‘care task waiting 

time’ of 0.94 hours led to the ‘missed care’ of 27 tasks. 

6.3.1 Experiment 1: Geographical-based Patient-Bed Assignment Results 

Table 16 shows the detailed results of the outputs in response to bed assignment changes.  For 

nurse workload indicators, the ‘cumulative L4/L5 compression load’ ranged from 22.76 to 24.95 

MNs, where the average number of ‘tasks in queue’ had a range of 20 to 21 tasks. The ‘distance 
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walked’ spanned a range of 11.42 to 13 km. For the quality of care indicators, the ‘care task waiting 

time’ of 0.94 to 1 hour was observed where ‘missed care’ tasks were 27 to 34.5 tasks. Figure 18 

represents the relation between the percentage difference from the baseline case of ‘cumulative 

L4/L5 compression load’ and ‘distance walked’. 

Table 16 illustrate the results for Experiment 1: Geographical-based Patient-bed assignment. * represents baseline 

case (22m) 

Geographical 

Bed 

Assignment 

Nurse Workload Indicators Quality of Care 

Indicators 

Cumulative 
L4/L5 

compression 
load 

Tasks in 
Queue 

Distance 
walked 

Direct Care 
time 

Missed care Care task 
waiting 

time 

(m) MNs (Δ% base) tasks (Δ% 

base) 

km (Δ% base) hr (Δ% base) tasks (Δ% base) hr (Δ% base) 

22* 24.95 (0%) 20 (0%) 11.42 (0%) 10.56 (0%) 27 (0%) 0.94 (0%) 

26 24.6 (-1.4%) 20.5 (3%) 11.72 (3%) 10.35 (-2%) 30 (8%) 0.96 (2%) 

28 23.85 (-4.4%) 20.5 (3%) 12.28 (10%) 10.33 (-2%) 30 (8%) 0.96 (2%) 

36 22.76 (-8.8%) 21 (7%) 13 (16%) 9.81 (-7%) 34.5 (20%) 1 (5%) 

 

 

Figure 18 illustrates the percentage difference from the baseline case of ‘cumulative L4/L5 compression load’ and 

‘distance walked’. Where, the error bars represent the standard deviation 
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6.3.2 Experiment 2: Patient Acuity results 

Table 17 shows the detailed results of the outputs in response to different patient acuity levels. 

Focusing on nurse workload indicators, a range of ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’ of 13.6 to 14.78 

MNms was observed, where the average number of ‘tasks in queue’ had a range of 11 to 23 tasks. 

The ‘distance walked’ spanned a range of 11.02 to 12.95 km. Regarding quality of care indicators, 

a ‘care task waiting time’ of 0.89 to 1.05 hour was observed where ‘missed care’ tasks were 13 to 

32 tasks. Figure 19 represents the relationship between the percentage difference from the 

baseline case of ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’ and ‘distance walked’. 

Table 17 illustrate the results for Experiment 2: Patient acuity 

 

 

Patient 

Acuity  

 

Nurse Workload Indicators Quality of Care 

Indicators 

Cumulative 
L4/L5 moment 

Tasks in 
Queue 

Distance 
walked 

Direct Care 
time 

Missed 
care 

Care task 
waiting time 

MNms (Δ% base) tasks (Δ% 

base) 

km (Δ% base) hr (Δ% base) tasks (Δ% 

base) 

hr (Δ% base) 

-5% 14.78 (7%) 11 (-44%) 11.02 (-4%) 11.06 (-2%) 13 (-52%) 0.89 (-4%) 

Baseline case 13.78 (0%) 20 (0%) 11.42 (0%) 11.25 (0%) 27 (0%) 0.94 (0%) 

+5% 13.79 (0.05%) 21 (2%) 12.94 (13%) 11.49 (2%) 28 (4%) 0.95 (-1%) 

+10% 13.16 (-4%) 23 (11%) 12.95 (13%) 11. 65 (3%) 32 (19%) 1.05 (0%) 

 

6.3.3 Experiment 3: Nurse-patient ratio results 

Table 18 shows the detailed results of the outputs in response to different nurse-patient ratios. A 

range of ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’ of 11.47 to 13.8 MNms was observed with a ‘cumulative 

L4/L5 compression loads of 21.58 to 23.91 MNs for nurse workload indicators. The ‘distance 

walked’ spanned a range of 5.26 to 13.08 km with a ‘task in queue’ range of 2 to 27 tasks. For the 

quality of care indicators, a range of 1 to 36 tasks were classified as ‘missed care’ with a ‘care task 

waiting time’ of 0.12 to 1.03 hours. Figure 20 represents a ceiling effect beyond which the loading 

did not increase for the ‘cumulative L4/L5 compression load’ and ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’, 

while an increase for ‘missed care’ was also observed. 
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Figure 19 illustrates the percentage difference from the baseline case of ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’ and ‘distance 

walked’. Where, error bars represent standard deviation 

Table 18 illustrate the results for Experiment 3: Nurse patient ratio. Where, 1 nurse assigned to 5 patients is the 

baseline case 

 

 

Nurse-

patient 

ratio 

Nurse Workload Indicators Quality of Care 

Indicators 

Cumulative 

L4/L5 

moment 

Cumulative L4/L5 

Compression load 

Tasks in 

Queue 

Distance 

walked 

Direct 

Care time 

Missed 

care 

Care task 

waiting 

time 

MNms (Δ% 

base) 

MNs (Δ% base) tasks (Δ% 

base) 

km (Δ% base) hr (Δ% 

base) 

tasks (Δ% 

base) 

hr (Δ% 

base) 

1:2 

 

11.47 

(-17%) 

21.58 

(-10%) 

2 

(-93%) 

5.26 

(-47%) 

5.26 

(-55%) 

1 

(-90%) 

0.12 

(-81%) 

1:3 12.09 

(-12%) 

22.01 

(-8%) 

4 

(-86%) 

6.28 

(-41%) 

7.93 

(-32%) 

3 

(-79%) 

0.31 

(-63%) 

1:4 13.75 

(0%) 

23.78 

(0%) 

9 

(-56%) 

10.26 

(-10%) 

10.83 

(-7%) 

18 

(-29%) 

0.87 

(-7%) 

1:5 13.78 

(0%) 

23.85 

(0%) 

20  

(0%) 

11.42  

(0%) 

11.56 

(0%) 

27 

(0%) 

0.94 

(0%) 

1:6 13.8 

(0%) 

23.91 

(0%) 

27  

(35%) 

13.08  

(9%) 

11.65 

(1%) 

36 

(29%) 

1.03 

(9%) 
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Figure 20 represents a saturation effect for the biomechanical load ‘cumulative L4/L5 compression load’ and 

‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’, while a linear increase for ‘missed care’ is observed. Where, error bars represent 

standard deviation 

A one-way ANOVA showed significant statistical difference (p<0.005) for all indicators with 

exception of ‘distance walked’. A Post Hoc (Tukey’s test) showed a statistically significant 

difference for ‘cumulative L4/L5 moment’ for cases: -5% and 5% of baseline case, -5% and 10% of 

baseline case, ‘baseline case and 10% of baseline case’, ‘1:2’ & ‘1:4’. For ‘tasks in queue’, ‘care delivery 

times and ‘missed care’, -5% of baseline case and baseline case, -5% & +5% of baseline case, -5% & 

10% of baseline case, ‘1:2’ & ‘1:3’, ‘1:3’ & ‘1:5’, ‘1:3’ & ‘1:6’, ‘1:4’ & ‘1:6’, ‘1:2’ & ‘1:6’, and ‘22m’ & 

‘36m’, a statistically significant difference was observed. For ‘care task wait time’, a statistically 

significant difference was observed for only the baseline case and -5% of the baseline case, 

baseline case and 5% of the baseline case and -5% and10% of the baseline case, ‘1:2’ & ‘1:5’, ‘1:2’ 

& ‘1:6’, ‘1:3’ & ‘1:6’, and ‘22m’ & ‘36m’.  

6.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, a novel methodological approach that integrates biomechanical modelling (DHM) 

with flow simulation (DES) in a healthcare environment was successfully developed. In the past, 

this was only done in manufacturing (Dode et al., 2016; Dode, 2012; Kazmierczak et al., 2007). 

While stand alone DHM methodologies have existed before but these methodologies have had 

difficulty in predicting the time history i.e. the sequence of tasks performed (Wells et al., 2007). 
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By combining DHM and DES, we make an advancement are in healthcare as DES provides the 

sequence (time history) of care tasks performed and DHM can be used to provide the 

biomechanical load. This approach can yield time-sequence and work patterns for a nursing shift.  

Nursing is a high-risk sector for MSD (Bernard, 1997). This knowledge can help to better manage 

MSD risk, which is difficult to achieve with stand-alone biomechanical modelling or 

observational risk assessment tools. As a demonstrator case, this chapter tested the impact of 

changing technical design and operational policies, including, geographical patient-bed 

assignment, patient acuity and nurse-patient ratios. 

6.4.1 General simulation results 

It is a challenge to estimate the threshold value for cumulative L4/L5 loading (Fischer, Albert, 

McClellan, & Callaghan, 2007). In the most expensive lower back pain study by Norman et al. 

(1998), they quantified the cumulative L4/L5 loading for workers without lower back pain 

reports as 19.5 MNs and workers with lower back pain as 21.0MNs. The simulation model 

showed the cumulative L4/L5 compression load for shift-long nursing work as 23.85MNs, which 

is greater than load for automotive workers with lower back pain. The shift length for the 

automotive workers in the study by Norman et al. (1998) was 8 hours, a standard in 

manufacturing. The shift length for the DES model for nurses was 12 hours, which is the standard 

shift-length for nurses (Garrett, 2008). Which explains this increase in biomechanical loading. This 

provides evidence that 12-hour shifts for nurses contributes to increased MSD risk. At the action 

level, the highest ‘peak L4/L5 compression load’ was for the action ‘Lift patient head and wash 

head’ of 6263 N, belonging to the ‘hygiene’ task group. This action exceeded NIOSH action limit 

3433 N and NIOSH maximum permissible limit 6376 N (Neumann et al., 1999). The second 

highest ‘peak L4/L5 compression load’ was for the action ‘patient lifting’ action for task ‘up in 

chair’, ‘ambulation’, ‘patient turning’ that consisted of 3625N that were part of the task group 

‘activity’. This action only exceeded the NIOSH Action limit 3433N (Neumann et al., 1999). Even 

though the highest MSD risk action for the peak biomechanical load belonged to the task group 

‘hygiene’, the simulation model shows the task group ‘activity’ as the highest MSD risk at the 

task group level. This is because the biomechanical load calculation was done using a frequency-

exposure time weighted average, where the time duration for the ‘lift patient head and wash 

head’ action of the ‘hygiene’ task group, was 12 seconds. This only happens for two care tasks 

‘bathing’ and ‘post op’ bathing. These care task happen less frequently in-comparison to other 
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tasks ‘hygiene tasks’. However, the ‘patient lifting’ action for task group ‘activity’ happens for 

three different tasks ‘up in chairs, ‘ambulation’ and ‘patient turning’. Where, each care task 

happens more frequently in-comparison to the other ‘activity’ care tasks and each action takes 

longer. Hence, the reason why the care task group ‘activity’ has more MSD risk in-comparison to 

‘hygiene’. This modelling approach quantified the biomechanical load for nurses working in a 

medical-surgical unit. Some of the patient handling care tasks in medical-surgical unit are similar 

to those in long-term care.  The peak load for these tasks were found in a similar range by Holmes 

et al., (2010) who studied the biomechanical loads for long-term care nurses. 

Butt et al., (2004) reports that nurses walk an average of 10.86km in a 12-hour shift. The DES model 

reported similar findings where the simulant-nurse walked an average of 10.66km (SD = 0.9) for 

a 12-hour shift across all conditions. The slight increase (1.8%) in the distance walked reported by 

Butt et al., (2004) can be attributed to different patient acuity levels for patients in the unit, and 

changes in unit layout.  

Hendrich et al., (2008) conducted a time and motion study in 36 hospitals to quantify how nurses 

are spending their time. Nurses spend 77.7% of their time in delivering care. The DES model 

reported similar results where that simulant nurse spent 78.6% of its time in delivering care. 

When the nurse was assigned to patient beds further from each other and the nurse station, all 

indicators of nurse workload increased, and quality of care decreased.  

6.4.2 Experiment 1: Geographical patient-bed assignment results 

This experiment provided this unique insight: As the patient-beds were assigned further away 

from the center of the unit, the simulant-nurse spent reduced time delivering care and relatively 

more time walking. Since the L4/L5 compression load of walking is less than the compression 

load of care tasks, the compression load of a nurse assigned patient-beds closer to the nurse 

station was higher (24.886MNs, BND = 26m). In comparison, a nurse assigned to patient beds 

further from one another and the nurse station spends more time walking and less time delivering 

care. Thus, lowering the cumulative compression (22.76MNs, BND = 36m) as the spine load in 

walking is lower than in most care delivery tasks. Therefore, when BND is greater, the simulant-

nurse walked more, and relatively less care tasks were performed that led to relatively less 

cumulative L4/L5 compression load. There seems to be a trade-off, as the MSD risk seems to be 
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reduced when the nurses are assigned to beds away from the center of the unit, but the quality of 

care deteriorated.  

6.4.3 Experiment 2: Patient acuity results 

When the simulant-nurse was assigned to more acute patients, the time duration of most care 

tasks increased along with their frequency. At the task group level, proportion of ‘L4/L5 moment’ 

of non-acuity sensitive tasks (479Nms) was much higher than acuity sensitive tasks (428Nms). 

Most missed care tasks belong to non-acuity sensitive tasks. Therefore, the cumulative L4/L5 

moment slightly decreased (-4%) for 10% increase in patient acuity. In addition, the walking 

distance for the simulant-nurse also increases (up to 13%) as the simulant-nurse had less idle time 

and now spent more time delivering care (+3%). There seems to be a trade-off, as the MSD risk 

seems to be reduced when the nurses attend to more acute patients but the quality of care is 

deteriorated. 

6.4.4 Experiment 3: Nurse-patient ratio results 

When the simulant-nurse was assigned to more patients, the average number of ‘tasks in queue’ 

increased by up to 35%. Since the simulant-nurse was working near full capacity with a ‘direct 

care time’ of 11.56 hours for the baseline case, this additional workload led to a ‘missed care’ of 

up to 29% as the ‘care task waiting time’ increased by 9% and up to a 35% increase in ‘task in 

queue’ was observed. A ‘saturation effect’ can be observed for cumulative L4/L5 moment and 

compression load as the simulant nurse does not have the time capacity to attend to this extra 

demand for care. Similar to the above experiments, there seems to be a trade-off, as a ‘saturation 

effect can be observed for MSD risk when attending to more patients while, the quality of care is 

deteriorated. 

For all three experiments, trade-offs can be observed between MSD risk and quality of care. These 

trade-offs can easily be tested and quantified using this simulation approach, to inform policy 

decisions that addresses the needs of both nurses and patients. 

6.4.5 Implications for the Healthcare industry 

The approach developed in this research can provide an evidence-based evaluation of potential 

changes to the healthcare system design by proactively quantifying biomechanical load, nurse 

workload and quality of care under different system design parameters. This modeling 
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methodology may be used to proactively test ‘single action’ improvement studies without the 

risk of trial and error. In addition, this methodology can be used by design engineers, to better 

design products, such as patient lifting devices. Most patient-lifting devices are not used by 

nurses because these take more time and are not easy to handle (Kucera et al., 2019). This 

modelling capability can be used to provide quantifiable measures about the impact of improved 

usability of these devices, through decreased time requirements and their effect on ‘missed care’, 

‘care task waiting time’ and biomechanical loads. Ergonomists could measure the system 

performance (nurse and patient outcomes) and health of workers (MSD risk). Architects could 

apply this modelling approach to better design and test unit layouts that support safe 

biomechanical loads and the quality of care. Charge nurses could use these this data to find optimal 

patient-bed assignment. Administrators could test policy solutions to identify options that would 

better meet the needs of nurses while supporting the quality of care for patients. This modelling 

approach should now be tested with these potential users to understand how to best build and 

apply such models to support their decision-making efforts.  Further research on this needed 

MSD risk is not only contingent on biomechanical load. It is impacted by the extensive work 

demand of the worker (in this case the nurse). These have implications on psychosocial aspects 

as well.   This research quantified the increasingly steady high demands of nursing work. Kramer 

& Schmalenberg, (2008) have reported nurse to have low to moderate autonomy in their work. 

The Karasek’s ‘Demand Control’ model (1979) can be used to understand this. The Karasek’s 

model categorizes these low-moderate autonomy jobs with high work demand as ‘high strain 

jobs’. In the absence of steps to improve nurses sense of job control, increased job demands will 

tend to shift nurses towards a ‘high strain’ situation, thereby increasing their risks of work-related 

injury and illness (Gingras et al., 2010; Karasek, 1979; Rizo-Baeza et al., 2018).  Further research 

on the psychosocial implications of such modelling results are required. This simulation approach 

can be used to better understand this relation. However, further testing is required. 

6.4.6 Methodological Modelling Limitations 

Model granularity issues– The DES modeling capability operates at the ‘task group’ level whereas 

the DHM model quantifies biomechanical load at the ‘action’ level. Therefore, conversions were 

made using frequency and exposure time weighted averages to calculate biomechanical loads. 

One of the trade-offs of modeling at the task group levels is that the model was not able to fully 
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illustrate peak biomechanical load for a less frequent action with reduced exposure time. It is 

possible to have the DES modelling capability operate at the action level but there is a trade-off. 

The simulation run time and modeling time and post-simulation data analysis time will increase 

making simulation potentially less desirable to the stakeholders. Having said that, this modelling 

capability can be extended to reflect peak and cumulative biomechanical load at the action level. 

Anthropometric issues –The simulant-nurse was modeled on the anthropometric measures of the 

study participant. This modelling approach can easily be adapted to different anthropometric 

measures. Further research is required to quantify the impact of changing the anthropometric 

measures of nurse in terms of biomechanical load and quality of care. 

Adaptability issues – The demonstrator model is a representation of a medical-surgical unit and 

there may be differences in the care tasks between different units (example: emergent care or 

neurological unit) but this modelling capability can be easily adapted to different units.  

Future work – Next steps in model development include measures of fatigue dose and fatigue 

recovery time along with error rates. These outputs could help administrators understand and 

predict changes on a much broader scale regarding nursing workload and its relation to the 

quality of care. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a novel methodology was developed that integrated biomechanical modelling 

(DHM) with flow simulation (DES) in a healthcare setting to quantify biomechanical loading and 

quality of care in nursing work. As a demonstrator case, variations in geographical patient bed 

assignments, patient acuity and nurse-patient ratios were tested. Each experiment provided 

unique insights. 1) Greater distance walked for nurses lead to reduced biomechanical load and 

less care is delivered. As the biomechanical load for walking is much less than biomechanical 

load of care tasks. 2) When nurses are assigned to more acute patients, a decrease in L4/L5 

moment is observed (4%) as the task duration and frequency of most care task increase. Due to 

increased care demands, nurses must now spend more time delivering care. Since the care 

demands are much higher than the current capability of nurses, quality of care is deteriorated 

(increased missed care). 3) When nurses are assigned to more patients, a ‘ceiling’ effect on 

biomechanical load can be observed as nurses do not have the time to attend to this extra demand 

for care. the biomechanical load (compression and moment), increases by 17% and 10% 
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respectively. This modelling approach allows for prospective ergonomics from readily available 

data to predict biomechanical and injury loading for nurses. 

6.6 Ethics approval 

The study was approved by the Ryerson Research Ethics Board (REB # 2017-340) and University 

Health Network’s REB Coordinated Approval Process for Clinical Research (CAPCR # 17-6084). 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter refers back to the primary RQ presented in Chapter 1 (p.23) – How can the effects of 

changing technical design and operational policy parameters on nurse and patient outcomes, be quantified 

using human factors enabled discrete event simulation?, and provides a general discussion of the 

entire thesis. Following discussion of each research question is a review of the contributions of 

this thesis. The chapter ends with a discussion of the limitations of this research and future work. 

7.1 General Overview 

This research addresses the need to focus on HCPs to improve the healthcare system, as outlined 

in the editorial of the special issue of IISE Transactions in Occupational Ergonomics and Human 

Factors  (Neumann et al., 2018). HCPs are central to healthcare system and the quality of care that 

gets delivered to the patients. In addition, this multidisciplinary research serves as a response to 

the need for a tool that can better manage the  work demands and workload of nurses (National 

Advisory Group on the Safety of Patients in England, 2013). The need was addressed by 

successfully creating a human factor enabled nurse-focused computerized ‘flow’ simulation 

(DES) model. The DES model provided quantifiable measures of the impact of changing technical 

design and operational change on nurse workload and the quality of care. While traditional 

approaches have been limited to modeling patients as a ‘product flow’ in a production system; 

this research modeled the process of care delivery by nurses. The overall result from these series 

of modeling experiments are that nurses are overworked, and they have more tasks than they can 

perform in a 12-hours shift. They are not able to finish care delivery tasks with the resources they 

are provided. Caruso, (2014) reports that overworked nurses are at an increased risk for 

deteriorated quality of care, neurocognitive functioning, injuries, obesity, and a range of chronic 

diseases. This study provides quantifiable evidence that the state of being overworked leads to 

increased missed care, increased care task waiting time, mental and physical workload. 
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In Figure 21 is an overview of the specific studies completed for this research program including 

how each technical design and operational policies were tested by a series of research questions 

(RQ). Detailed discussions are provided within each chapter.  

7.2 RQ 1 – Pilot DES Model Creation and Demonstrator Case 

In chapter 2 is an explanation of the development of a nurse-focused simulation approach that 

can quantify nurse workload and quality of care under different technical design and operational 

policies. As a demonstrator case, nurse-patient ratios were tested. High nurse-patient ratios, as 

an indicator of staffing levels, have had a direct link to poor  quality patient care and adverse 

outcomes for the HCP  Despite studies such as Aiken et al., (2001); Djukicet al., (2012); Heinen et 

al.,, (2013); Griffiths et al., (2018), have demonstrated the need for adequate staffing ratios, The 

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (2014) concluded:  

“Insufficient evidence is available about the relationship between staffing, ward-level factors and patient 

outcomes” (p32).  

As illustrated in Figure 21, the creation of a DES demonstrator model provides a method for 

gathering quantifiable evidence that can show the relationship between nurse-patient ratios and 

ward-level outcomes such as the quality of care (patient outcomes) and nurse workload (nurse 

outcomes).  

7.3 RQ 2 – Pilot DES Model Extension: Patient Acuity and Nurse-Patient Ratio 

Chapter 3 discusses the extension of the nurse-focused DES model where different workload 

factors were tested. Patient acuity and nurse-patient ratios are two of the significant drivers of 

quality and workload (Aiken et al., 2018; Aiken et al., 2008; Alghamdi, 2016; Hurst, 2018). 

Hospitalized patients are increasingly more ill while health resources are more limited. Newer 

polices to increase the patient throughput, by discharging patients earlier than before, have 

resulted in more acutely ill patients in the unit (Hughes, 2008). This led to the nurse attending to 

more acutely ill patients on the unit. The National Advisory Group on the Safety of Patients in 

England (2013) reported:  

 “indeed, higher acuity doubtless requires more generous staffing” (p23) 
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Figure 21 illustrates how a design orientated approach can address the needs of the healthcare professionals (HCP) 

and patients, by focusing on the health and workload of HCP(in this case, nurses), and the quality of care delivered 

to patients. 
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As illustrated in Figure 21, to answer RQ2, the interaction of patient acuity and nurse-patient 

ratios were quantified in terms of nurse workload and quality of care by means of a sensitivity 

analysis. This sensitivity analysis illustrated how incremental increases in patient acuity with the 

same nurse-patient ratio would increase nurse workload, and the quality of care incrementally 

deteriorated. More importantly, the results of this experiment addressed the National Advisory 

Group on the Safety of Patients in England (2013) need for a dynamic tool that can assess staffing 

levels (nurse-patient ratio) and patient acuity as a way to address workload and patient safety 

(quality of care). 

The emphasis in Chapter 2 and 3 (RQ1 and 2) was on the development of an adaptable content 

sensitive method, rather than a definitive general answer to a specific scenario of interest to a 

stakeholder. To test the ability to simulate the process of care delivery using flow simulation 

(DES), the demonstrator model was created from different sources, such as, patient data was 

taken from a neurological unit; subject matter expert was from medical-surgical unit; unit layout 

was built from a hospital layout manual. Using data from different sources, may compromise the 

quality of modeling outputs.  

7.4 RQ 3 – Model Validation via Field Study 

After answering RQ 1 and 2, the research team presented these findings to the directors and 

managers of a metropolitan area teaching hospital in Toronto, Canada. While they appreciated 

the work, the need for an ‘external’ model validation was identified and subsequently tested in 

RQ3. Therefore, in chapter 4, the methodology used to create a valid nurse-focused simulation 

model that can quantify nurse workload and quality of care was described. The DES model was 

adapted to a medical-surgical unit of a metropolitan teaching area hospital as  the largest 

proportion of acute care nurses work in a medical-surgical unit (Canadian Institute of Health 

Information, 2017). The outputs of the DES model were compared to real-world outcomes by 

means of a field study. Excellent consistency between modeling and real-world outcomes was 

demonstrated (ICC coefficient = 0.99, 0.99, 0.87, 0.85; Spearman ranked correlation coefficient = 

0.78).The outcome of the study was validation of the nurse focused simulation model developed 

to quantify nurse workload and quality of care proactively. Future researchers can now use this 

technique to create valid models and run experiments to test the impact of different technical 

design and operational policies on nurse workload and quality of care.  
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The question about validity of simulation model has been debated but some simulation scholars 

have argued that validating each simulation model does not add value to the overall agenda of 

using simulation and modelling. This issue was addressed in Chapter 4 where it was shown that 

the simulation model can be validated at the midpoint without extensive external field validation 

studies. If the simulation model is created using appropriate data and ‘internal’ validation of the 

model is carried out then further validation is not needed. Using this approach to developing 

valid simulation model may avoid the need for excessive field validation. However, further 

research is required when the DES model is adapted to a different unit and the field outcomes 

are compared to the DES modelling outcomes. Detailed discussion of model validity is presented 

in the discussion of Chapter 4. 

7.5 RQ 4 – Geographical-Patient Bed Assignment 

RQ4 makes use of the validated model developed in Chapter 4 to address the need for using a 

patient bed assignment tool that is based on the unit geography (Cignarale, 2013; Goodman, 

2017). As illustrated in Figure 21, RQ4 was focused on quantifying the effect of geographical 

patient-bed assignment on nurse workload and quality of care, by introducing variables ‘inter-

bed distance’ and ‘nurse station-bed distance’. By answering RQ4, future researchers can now 

use this research as a basis to test the efficiency of existing and/or new in-patient unit designs. 

Hospitals spend a lot of capital to design and construct new facilities. More capital is spent 

correcting the mistakes that were difficult to identify during the design phase. It is often not 

realistic to fix these mistakes such as the physical layout of the unit. For instance: once the 

building is made, it is very costly to change/remove load bearing beams of the building. This 

modelling technique provides proactive quantification of the potential impact of design on 

nursing workload and quality of care thereby allowing the user to test design alternatives which 

is a cheaper and safer approach to current trial and error methodologies. However, future 

research is needed to affirm this. 

7.6 RQ 5 – Biomechanical Loading and MSD risk of Nurses 

In chapter 6, the modeling capability was extended by incorporating the ability to quantify the 

biomechanical MSD risk for nurses. Nursing is a high-risk profession for MSD (Bernard, 1997; 

Pope et al., 1991; Trinkoff et al., 2003; Thinkhamrop et al., 2017). Quantifying the MSD risk opens 

doors to improve the physical well-being of nurses. This chapter combined the use of DHM and 
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DES to produce peak and cumulative biomechanical load over a full shift. Peak and cumulative 

load are well-known MSD risk factors for lower back pain (Norman et al., 1998). Future 

researchers now have a tool that can provide insight into the effect of improving the action of one 

or multiple care tasks over a full shift. RQ5 quantified these care task postures and provides a 

time-trace of biomechanical load. By providing a time-trace, hospital managers now have 

quantifiable data of the exposure time of biomechanical load that exceeded the NIOSH action 

limit and maximum permissible limit. Using this, hospital managers can now test other strategies 

to mitigate MSD risk such as hiring additional staff to cover peak load hours. Future researchers 

can use this research to test various devices designed to reduce MSD risk.  

7.7 RQ6 – Biomechanical loading and MSD risk under different technical designs 

As illustrated in Figure 21, RQ6 further tested this new modeling approach on nurse-patient ratio, 

patient acuity and geographical-patient bed assignment. Addressing RQ6 provided unique 

insights that 1) patients assigned to a bed away from the center of the unit led to a decreased 

biomechanical load, increased workload and deteriorated quality of care; 2) When nurses are 

assigned to more acute patients, a slight decrease in L4/L5 moment is observed as the task 

duration and frequency of most care task increase. Due to increased care demands, nurses must 

now spend more time delivering care. Since the care demands are much higher than the current 

capability of nurses, quality of care is deteriorated. 3) When nurses are assigned to more patients, 

a ‘ceiling’ effect on biomechanical load can be observed as nurses do not have the time to attend 

to this extra demand for care. Thus, quality of care deteriorates. Future researchers can now use 

this modeling tool to understand MSD risk for nurses attending to more acute patients or, when 

patients are assigned further away from the center of the unit, or, when assigned to more patients. 

The model is now ready for field testing where the design of nurse assistive devices can be tested 

in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. In addition, this model can now be used to 

quantify the impact of single-action improvement studies on full shift nursing work. For instance, 

in some units, catheters are placed at the most bottom cabinet in the clean utility room. This leads 

to additional bending for nurses. This model can provide quantifiable measures of whether 

improving the location of clean catheter bags may improve the cumulative biomechanical load of 

a nurse. Further research is required. 
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7.8 Contributions 

This multidisciplinary research has the potential to shift healthcare system design and nurse 

workload management towards a more evidence-based use of quantitative indicators. As 

illustrated in Figure 22, this research extends the knowledge pool across multiple domains. 

Specifically, Industrial Engineering (IE), Healthcare (e.g. Nursing) and Human Factors. 

 

Figure 22 illustrates the scope of this multidisciplinary research conducted in this PhD thesis (Industrial 

Engineering; Healthcare, e.g. Nursing; Human Factors) 
 

Following are the main contributions from this research. 

1- Approach to Creating a Valid Human-Factors enabled DES Model 

The biggest contribution of this thesis is developing a novel approach to creating valid HCP-

focused DES model. Previously, healthcare flow simulation has been mainly used to model 

patients as a ‘product’ flow in a production system, despite the fact that nurses delivery 75% care 

in hospital settings (Nursing Task Force, 1999; Qureshi, Purdy, & Neumann, 2016). By developing 

this approach to creating valid nurse focused flow simulation models, we now have a capability 

to quantify nurse (workload) and patient outcomes (quality of care) under different technical 

design and operational policies. Validated modeling approaches are more credible and more 

desirable for the knowledge users and stakeholders as they provide more confidence in the data 

being used to support decision making. Using this modeling capability, future researchers can 

also create valid computerized flow simulation models. In addition, this adaptable modeling 

approach voids the need to constantly validate the simulation model for every design experiment. 
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Thereby, maintaining the overall cost-benefit of the simulation and modeling. However, this must 

be done with caution as the nursing care unit simulation model adapted to a home-care flow 

simulation model may require validation. Further research is needed to affirm this.  

2- Quantifies Nurse Workload and Quality of Care 

Due to the elusive nature of workload, quantifying nurse workload is a challenge (Arsenault 

Knudsen et al., 2018; Neumann et al., 2018). This doctoral research provides an approach to 

quantifying indicators of nurse workload and quality of care. The nurse focused modelling 

capability developed provides quantifiable proof that the current work demands (workload) can 

not be met by the nurse supported by the current technical support. This research can be used as 

tool to advocate for better working conditions and thereby improving quality of care.  In addition, 

it provides the nursing unions concrete evidence to establish nurses being ‘overworked’ and its 

implications at a more systems-level.  

3- Platform to test Technical Design and Operational Policies 

Using this validated modelling approach, nursing leaders can proactively test the impact of 

newer policies and technical polices to quantify potential overtime at the unit level, and 

subsequent impact on quality of care. Quantifying work demands and nursing workload enables 

testing of strategies to better manage nurse workload that may subsequently reduce MSD risk, 

absenteeism and associated adverse outcomes. Reducing MSD risk for nurses can reduce the 

prospect of making errors such as mistakes, lapses and slip (Reason, 2004), thereby, improving 

delivery of care to patients. 

This thesis quantified the increasingly high demands of nursing work. Which further provides 

explanation as to why an overtime of 20.1 million hours with an annual paid and unpaid cost of 

$968 million dollars in Canada  was recorded in 2016, as compared to 19 million hours overtime 

in 2014 with an annual paid and unpaid cost of $860 million dollars (Canadian Federation of 

Nurses Unions, 2015, 2017a, 2017b). Demand has two aspects: physical and psychosocial. By 

quantifying the physical aspect of demand, this research can be used to understand the 

psychosocial aspect. Kramer & Schmalenberg, (2008) and Skår (2010) reported nurse to have low 

to moderate autonomy in their work. The Karasek’s ‘Demand Control’ model (1979) categorizes 

these low-moderate autonomy jobs with high physical demand as ‘high strain jobs’. In the 

absence of steps to improve nurses sense of job control, increased in job demands will tend to 
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shift nurses towards a “high strain” situation (Gingras et al., 2010; Karasek, 1979; Rizo-Baeza et 

al., 2018), thereby increasing their risks of work-related injury and illness. This could explain why 

nursing to some is a ‘deteriorating’ profession (Heinen et al., 2013).  If the current healthcare 

system does not change, a shortfall of 60,000 RNs can be expected by 2022 in Canada (Canadian 

Nurses Association, 2015), 1 million RNs in US by 2030 (American Association of Colleges of 

Nursing, 2019) and 7.1 RNs globally (World Health Organizaiton, 2016). However, further 

research on the psychosocial implications of such modelling results are required to affirm this. 

4- Understanding of the relationships between design and operational polices, and nurse 

workload and quality of care. 

The doctoral research provided a deeper understanding of the relationships between technical 

design and operational polices, and nurse workload and quality of care. This research provided 

quantifiable evidence for a directly proportional relationship between ‘care task waiting time’ 

and ‘task in queue’. When there were more tasks in queue, the waiting time for care tasks 

increased. Similarly, greater number of ‘tasks in queue’ and ‘direct care time’ contributed to 

increased ‘missed care’ and ‘missed care delivery time’. 

While some relations might seem obvious, this research was able to provide insights to unique 

relationships. The biomechanical load (specifically, L4/L5 compression and momentum) reduces 

when the ‘distance walked’ increases. Since walking has reduced biomechanical load in 

comparison to care delivery tasks such as ‘activity’, ‘elimination’ or ‘hygiene’ etc. Increasing 

‘nurse-patient ratios’ and ‘patient acuity’ levels lead to ceiling effect of biomechanical load. As 

nurses do not have the time to deliver further care tasks. As a result, the cumulative 

biomechanical load does not increase. 

5- Tests the SEIPS 2.0 model 

SEIPS 2.0 is a framework of representing the healthcare system that considers the outcomes of 

healthcare in two stances: HCP and patient outcomes. This thesis makes use of simulation 

technologies to model this framework and provide quantifiable effects of design and operational 

polices on HCP (nurse) and patient outcomes. In doing so, it provides a proactive stance for HCP 

focused improvement. These models integrate available evidence and data to help understand 

complex system dynamics that impact nurse and patient outcomes.  
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6 – Further established benefits of integrating Human Factors in Industrial Engineering 

In the past, some engineers may have had differing attitudes towards human factors (Mekitiak, 

Greig, & Neumann, 2016). It maybe difficult to gain buy-in at the design and operational level. 

Some have even considered HF as a ‘soft’ science and have confined it to the realm of human 

resources (HR) only. On the contrary, the purpose of HF is to improve the overall wellbeing of 

the worker and improve system performance (International Ergonomics Association, 2018; 

Vicente, 2008). Incorporating HF in engineering methodologies has great benefits (Dode, 2012; 

Greig, 2016; Village, 2014). This research further provides evidence on how IE and HF, when 

combined, can assist in the improvement of worker (HCP) outcomes and quality (patient 

outcomes). By combining DHM in DES, design engineers and ergonomists can virtually test and 

qualify the biomechanical load of nursing work, thereby providing insight to MSD risk. This 

further addresses the need for a tool that can better manage MSD risk in nursing (Bernard, 1997; 

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011a). 

7.9 Methodological Discussion 

Modeling in-data– The modeling approach developed in this research uses GRASP as the primary 

source of patient care data. GRASP is a validated tool that uses standardized task duration with 

a personal fatigue delay of 7%. Similar to methods time management (MTM), it may be possible 

for some experienced nurses to complete tasks in less than the standardized task duration. 

Therefore, some results may be slightly inflated. As an alternative and/or when GRASP is not 

used by the organization to capture nurse workload, other data sources such as using the patient’s 

electronic health record (EHR) may offer more reliable and precise data (Carayon et al., 2011). 

However, data availability might be an issue as not all hospitals use EHR. 

In an interview with GRASP and Unit managers, it was pointed out that nurse work demands 

may vary throughout the year. For instance, motorcycle accidents increase in summer. Therefore, 

one year of GRASP data was taken for research experiments in Chapter 4 to 6. While taking an 

average of the entire year of GRASP data, the peak work demands in certain months could have 

been missed. The DES models were general representations of medical-surgical units for the 

whole year. Therefore, the certain peak or drop in work demands might have averaged out. 

Model granularity – This doctoral research modeled the process of care delivery at the ‘task group’ 

level. Modeling at the ‘task group’ level led to using average performance expectations (GRASP). 
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While, simulating at the ‘task’ level is certainly possible but there is a trade-off that simulation 

run time will increase significantly while additional outcomes may be limited.  While acquiring 

an expensive processor is certainly possible but the cost would need to be justified in terms of the 

return on investment. You can not expect a map of North America to reveal every bump in the 

road. Therefore, one must not let perfect be the enemy of good (Earle & Ganz, 2012). Research 

must be performed at the level of need i.e. is the task group level sufficient for testing the impact 

of system changes. Having said that, if the knowledge users’ need this extra insight to the 

modeling outcomes, it is certainly possible as this nurse-focused DES modeling capability is quite 

adaptable.  

Breaks and overtime – This thesis models a 12-hour shift with no breaks and does not model 

overtime. Therefore, the DES model maybe slightly over estimating nurse workload and quality 

of care. Breaks vary from hospitals to hospitals. In an interview with the Unit manager, it was 

pointed out that nurses are offered two 15-minute breaks and a half hour break for lunch. 

However, this is not the case for each unit. Some nurses prefer to take a cumulative one-hour 

break all together while nurses in others prefer two half hour breaks at different times. In future 

the model can be extended to include break time. 

Day shifts –This DES modelling approach is a representation of day shifts. The DES model can be 

easily adapted to reflect night shift by providing the input patient care data for night shift 

patients. Care task frequency is reduced during night shift. However, and nurses operate at an 

increased the nurse-patient ratio. 

Digital Human Modeling (DHM) – The demonstrator DHM model is a representation of a medical-

surgical unit and there are likely differences in care tasks between different nursing units, for 

instance, emergency departments or critical care units. This modelling capability can be easily 

adapted to a different type of units. This study modeled a 95th percentile of male patients. In 

addition, the simulant-nurse was modeled on the anthropometry measures of the female nurse 

that participated in this research. While the range of the biomechanical loads across different 

technical design and operational polices may remain the same in these conditions, it is possible 

that anthropometric measures may differ for nurses of varying statures. The DHM model can be 

adapted to reflect this effect.  
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Variability – This research did not account for worst or best-case scenarios. The DHM models the 

most optimal state, where, patients were cooperative and were not resisting care. The DHM 

model could be adapted to provide accurate patterns of response to variability. 

Externalities are real world phenomena that are complex and hard to simulate. These phenomena 

are often ignored by simulation scientists to balance the cost-benefit of the model. The conceptual 

model of this research was adapted from the SEIPS 2.0 model. The conceptual model has some 

externalities such as organizational culture, quality of leadership, equipment provided by the 

organization (lifting devices etc.) These were not modeled in this research. These externalities 

may have some impact on the reported outcomes of this research. Models are simpler 

representations of a complex system, taking all externalities into account may disrupt the cost-

benefit of the model thereby defeating the overall purpose of simulation. 

7.10 Future work 

The product of this research is a tool for knowledge users, such as healthcare managers, to better 

manage the workload of HCP and improve the quality of care by modelling the impact of 

proposed technical design and operational policies. The next section provides details about how 

the DES modeling capability can be extended. 

7.10.1 Extending the DES modeling capabilities 

Newer outcomes – The DES modeling capability developed in this research needs interactive 

research methods  where interviews, focus groups, surveys, dialogue and other participatory 

experiences (Laslett & Rapoport, 1975),  can be used to  see how the DES model can be adjusted 

or designed to better meet the needs of the decision-makers. This doctoral work can be extended 

to examine other outcomes to quantify nurse discomfort, patient satisfaction, fatigue dose and recovery 

time, and error rates (slip, lapse and rework) that might be impacted my workload demands. 

Work Demands Variability – Since the work demands of nurse varies throughout the year (as per 

GRASP manager), it would be interesting to see the impact of each month’s GRASP data in terms 

of nurse workload and quality of care. A possible future direction of this research could be to see 

variability in GRASP across the entire year. 
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Breaks and Overtime – The DES modeling approach can be extended to reflect multiple breaks for 

simulant-nurse and its subsequent effect on workload and quality of care. In addition, the DES 

model can be adapted to simulate overtime work. 

Special conditions (Holiday season or Night shift) – This thesis modeled ‘day’ shifts only, which is 

quite different from ‘night’ and ‘holiday shifts. During the night shift, the nurse may have to 

attend to more patients. Similarly, during the holiday’ schedule, some personnel are not available, 

and nurses take on additional responsibilities. A future work of the simulation modeling 

approach developed in this research can be adapted to ‘night’ shifts and ‘holiday’ schedule. 

Other Healthcare Settings – This research is now ready to be extended to other healthcare settings:  

home care, long term care, emergency clinic design, pharmacists, personal support workers and 

other health care professionals responsible for delivering patient care.  

Future research work is now presented with a focus on other practice issues that could benefit 

from the use of DES modelling and also potential users of this modelling approach. 

7.10.2 Potential Issues 

While further testing is required, the following are some of the examples of potential research 

issues that that could be addressed using the products of this PhD thesis. 

Issue 1 –During the field study of the selected patient care unit, the policy makers implemented 

the use of call phones to answer patient queries. While the initial premise was that this would 

lead to reduced walking, the policy makers did not consider the ramifications on the nurses’ 

mental workload. The nurses received more frequent calls from their patients and most of these 

calls came during complex procedures where interruptions could have compromised the quality 

of care. This outcome could have been easily quantified proactively using the developed DES 

modelling approach. Therefore, this policy may have not been implemented nor would the 

hospital spend capital on expensive call phone system.  

In addition, the same unit is now testing ‘intentional rounds’, which is unit-specific policy where 

nurses are required to visit patient rooms every hour, regardless of how many care tasks they 

have to do. This is just another example of ’trial and error’ that could push nurses to unsafe and 

untested work environment conditions. Policies like this can easily be tested using the novel 

modelling capability developed in this thesis work. The DES model would provide proactive 
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insight on the possible increase or decrease of mental workload (task in queue) and its subsequent 

impact of distance walked and missed care. 

Issue 2 – During infection-related outbreaks like MRSA or E-coli etc., HCPs must wear protective 

gear that may extend the time duration for each care task to be delivered. The research developed 

in this PhD thesis can be used to quantify this delay proactively and calculate the effect on nurse 

workload and quality of care. The modeling capability developed in this thesis can be used to 

also establish optimal nurse-patient ratios that can improve quality of care and decrease nurse 

workload.  

Issue 3 – A poor unit layout can decrease productivity, increase workload and impact the quality 

of care provided. The modelling approach developed in this is PhD thesis can be used to provide 

evidence regarding  the impact of nurse-station facility design on quality of care and nurse 

workload (Luoma, 2006; Morelli, 2007; Reiling, Hughes, & Murphy, 2008) i.e. how would nurse 

workload decrease if the nurse-station is at the center of the unit or if there are two nurse-stations 

at the extreme ends of the unit. Some scientists have expressed concerns as this may increase 

physical and mental workload of nurses. This research can be extended to test and quantify the 

impact of adding two nurse-stations in the unit, in terms of nurse workload and quality of care.  

Issue 4 – Nurses often attribute poor bed-assignment to their increase in workload. This research 

can be used to design the most optimal patient bed assignment for all nurses on the unit by 

providing quantifiable measures of the trade-offs between quality of care and nurse workload for 

each assignment option. 

Issue 5 – During job shadowing, it was observed that the nurses use an automated medication 

dispensing machine to obtain medications for their patients. On a medical-surgical unit, pain 

management medications are used most frequently. These were placed in the lowest drawer of 

the machine. This led to additional bending that can create an increased MSD risk. A future 

extension of this project could be to re-arrange the medication location within the dispensing 

machine to quantity the effect on MSD risk, nurse workload and quality of care for shift-long 

work. Similarly, this research could be used to examine the impact when introducing new 

equipment such as patient handling assistive devices. 
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A good portion of nurse’s work-related MSD risk and injuries can be attributed to patient lifting 

tasks. While extensive research has been done to develop tools that reduce this MSD risk; some 

aren’t as popular amongst nurses as they are time consuming and difficult to move around. This 

research can be extended for product usability testing and their impact on quality of care, injuries 

and workload for full shift nursing work.   

Issue 6 – This research can be used to explore different shift lengths in acute care. In the past 

years, there has been debate over the ideal shift length i.e. 8, 10 and 12 hour shifts (Garrett, 2008). 

This research maybe used to inform this debate by reporting the potential impacts on the quality 

of care and nursing workload.  

Issue 7 – Newer technologies such as automating certain elements in healthcare system are on 

the verge of expanding in healthcare. Some healthcare managers are unsure about the investment 

to automate. The modelling capability developed in this research may be used to run experiments 

to gain proactive insight before extensive investment. For instance, during nurse job shadowing, 

it was observed that nurses sometimes had to make multiple visits to the clean utility room as 

some of the supplies were not available and they had to wait for stock to be replenished. This 

disrupted the quality of care delivered and further increased mental workload. Installing sensors 

may trigger automatic emails to the replenish personnel to only bring specific utilities that need 

replenishment. While this may seem obvious, managers would like to see how this would impact 

quality of care and HCP workload. 

The next section discusses the potential users of this research and who would benefit from solving 

these issues. 

7.10.3 Potential Users 

There are several possible users of this research. Some are presented below. However, further 

research is required to understand how this research may help these users. 

When a nurse falls ill and is absent from work, they are often replaced with a less experienced 

nurse that doesn’t match patient requirements (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 

2014). The DES model developed in this thesis can be used by unit managers to test and quantify 

this effect in terms of quality of care and nurse workload. In addition, solving issue # 1 and 2 are 

examples of how this modelling approach can assist unit managers with their daily planning. 
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The duties of a charge-nurse are complex. They have to take into account the sickness level of 

patient, the amount of care required and the location of patient bed when creating the bed 

assignment (Cignarale, 2013). Solving issue # 4 is an example of how this simulation model can 

assist charge-nurse. 

Policymakers can design and test policies that cater to the needs of nurses. Solving issue # 1, 2 

and 6 are examples of how simulation models can be used select newer policies that assist the 

HCP and improve quality of care. In this case, policy makers may be the vice presidents, directors, 

nurse managers and even government, professional associations or nursing unions such as CNFU 

(Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions), ONA (Ontario Nurses Association), Australian Nurses 

Federation etc. This research has been presented to the directors and unit managers at the hospital 

referred to in this study on multiple occasions. They have expressed interest in further 

development of this research and would like to use this research to gain insight into 

implementing unit-specific policies.  

This adaptable modelling tool benefits architects by providing a support tool that can be used to 

better design the unit layout and floorplan. Solving issue # 3 is an example of how this thesis can 

assist architects. While there have been a few published studies that have tested unit layout , they 

have been limited to field observations (Hua et al., 2012; Seo, Choi, & Zimring, 2011; Yi & Seo, 

2012). There remains a need for a tool that can ‘virtually’ quantify the impact of unit layout in 

terms of workload for nurses and quality of care. This modelling approach fills this gap by 

making use of nurse-focused approach to DES modelling. 

Design Engineers and Ergonomists could use this modelling approach to design products that 

assist the nurses to perform their daily activity while attending to their well-being. This modelling 

capability can be used to provide quantifiable measures about the impact of improved usability 

of these devices, through decreased time requirements and their effect on ‘missed care’, ‘care task 

waiting time’ and biomechanical loads. Solving issue # 5 is an example of how this thesis can 

assist design engineers and ergonomists. 

These users would either need training on how to use this DES model or could hire an industrial 

engineer (IE). The cost of hiring one IE could be offset by reductions in absenteeism due to illness 

or turnover due to unhealthy working conditions.  If these technical designs and operational 
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polices are tested before implementation, they may reduce these costs. Further research that 

includes an economical analysis would be required to confirm this proposition.
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

An adaptable approach to creating valid nurse-focused ‘flow’ simulation model has been created 

that can quantify nurse workload, biomechanical load and quality of care under different 

technical design and policies. This doctoral research provides quantifiable evidence that current 

healthcare system polices, and design do not support nurses and quality of care delivery. Nurses 

are overworked that impact the quality of care. This research is the culmination of a four-year 

study involving a hospital collaboration. The following are conclusions arising from these 

demonstrator studies: 

Initial Development of the Model and Demonstrator Case (RQ1) 

Chapter 2 (RQ1) demonstrated the capability of developing a novel nurse-focused simulation 

approach that simulated the nurse’s process of care delivery to quantify the impact of changing 

nurse-patient ratio in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. The demonstrator model 

shows, as nurse-patient ratio increased, nursing workload increased (120% task in queue; 110% 

cumulative walking distance), and quality of care deteriorated (120% missed care; 20% task in queue 

time). This provided evidence that computerized modelling approaches can be used to improve 

quality and inform technical design and operational policy decisions. 

Patient Acuity and Nurse-patient ratio (RQ2) 

Chapter 3 (RQ3) further extended the model by adding new indicators for nurse workload and 

quality of care, while successfully quantified the effects of changing patient acuity levels and 

nurse-patient ratio in terms of quality of care and nurse workload indicators. The developed 

model shows as patient acuity levels and nurse-patient ratio increased, nurse workload increased 

and care quality deteriorated. In comparison to the baseline-case: cumulative walking distance 
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increased up to 18%; task in queue up to 354% and missed care increased up to 253%; missed care delivery 

time up to 354%; care delivery time up to 40%. The modelling approach developed may offer a 

proactive, cost effective and safe alternative to the current trial and error methodologies. 

Model Validation (RQ3) 

Chapter 4 (RQ3) developing an adaptable approach to creating valid simulation models was 

successfully developed. ICC coefficients show an excellent agreement of 0.99, 0.99, 0.87, 0.85 

between simulation and real-world outcomes, along with a good agreement of 0.78 for Spearman ranked 

correlation. Specific modeling results include a ‘distance walked’ of 7.6 to 11.1 km with a ‘direct care 

time’ of 10.4 hours with a total of 84 trips for an average of 12 ‘tasks in queue’. Quality of care was 

represented by a ‘care task waiting time’ of 0.9 hours that lead to 25 ‘missed care’ tasks, where, 36% were 

‘non-patient care’; ‘missed care delivery time’ was 2.3 hours. By creating this adaptable modeling 

approach to creating valid nurse focused simulation model, it may void the need for extensive 

field validation study. However, this model must be used with caution. 

This approach to creating valid computerized model can be used as decision support system to 

proactively test and quantify the impact of newer design policies and their significant trade-offs, 

in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. Validated simulation models have more 

credibility and are more favorable to the knowledge user and stakeholders. These can be used as 

engines to support/advocate for change in working conditions.  

Geographical patient-bed assignment (RQ4) 

Chapter 5 (RQ4) operationalized geographical patient-bed assignment as the average Inter-Bed 

distance (IBD) and average Bed-Nurse Station distance (BND). As the nurses were assigned to 

patient beds away from the center of the unit or spread further apart, nurse workload increased, 

and the quality of care is deteriorated. Under these conditions, the model revealed an increase in 

distance walked by simulant-nurse by 21% and tasks in queue by 10%. For quality of care, the direct 

care time decreased by 8%; missed care increased by 27%; and care task waiting time by 7%. Chapter 5 

provided evidence that IBD and BND are both integral to when quantifying the impact of 

geographical patient-bed assignment. The chapter also reports on the creation of regression 

equations that address the impact of both IBD and BND in terms of indicators of quality of care 

and nurse workload. By extending this modeling capabilities, nurse-patient bed assignments can 

be better managed while addressing the trade-offs between nurse workload and quality of care. 
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Biomechanical load (RQ5) 

Chapter 5 combines Digital Human Modelling (DHM) and DES to produce a time-trace, peak and 

cumulative biomechanical load. The highest percentage division of cumulative biomechanical load was for 

‘activity’ task group. this task group contains all patient lifting tasks such as: ‘lift patient from bed 

and sit in chair’, ‘lift patient from chair’, ‘turn patient’ etc. Peak L4/L5 compression load and moment 

were 3574N and 111.58Nm respectively. The L4/L5 compression load exceeds the NIOSH action 

limit of 3433N. this further provides evidence as to why nurses experience MSD and injuries. In 

addition, addressing RQ5 calls for an improvement of the posture for patient lifting tasks. 

The effect of Geographical-patient bed assignment, Patient acuity, and Nurse-patient ratio on 

Biomechanical load (RQ6) 

Chapter 5 further tests the developed modeling approach by testing technical design and 

operational policies such as geographical-patient bed assignment, patient acuity, and nurse-

patient ratio. Specific modelling outcomes are reported below: 

Greater distance walked for nurses lead to reduced biomechanical load and less care is delivered. 

As the biomechanical load for walking is much less than biomechanical load of care tasks. When 

nurses are assigned to patient-beds further away from the center of the unit, the L4/L5 compression 

decreased by 8%; task in queue increased by 7%; distance walked increased by 16%; and direct care time 

decreased by 7%. The quality of care also deteriorated as missed care increased by 20% and care task 

waiting time increased by 5%. 

When nurses are assigned to more acute patients, a decrease in L4/L5 moment is observed (4%) 

as the task duration and frequency of most care task increase. Nurses must now spend more time 

delivering care given the increased care demands. Since the care demands are much higher than 

the current capability of nurses, quality of care is deteriorated (increased missed care). As patient 

acuity levels increased, the L4/L5 moment decreased by 4%; task in queue increased by 11%; distance 

walked increased by 13%; and direct care time increased by 3%. While the quality of care deteriorated, 

specifically, missed care increased by 19%; care task waiting time increased by 1%. 

When nurses are assigned to more patients, a ‘ceiling’ effect on biomechanical load can be 

observed as the nurses does not have the time capacity to attend to this extra demand for care. 

The L4/L5 moment and load resulted in an increase of only <0.9%; task in queue increased by 35%; 
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distance walked increased by 9%; and direct care time decreased by 55%. The quality of care 

deteriorated as missed care increased by 29%; care task waiting time increased by 9%. 

The human-factors enabled DES-modelling capability developed in this doctoral research tested 

several technical design and operational policies, such as, varying the nurse-to-patient ratio, 

acuity, geographical patient bed assignment as well as capture the biomechanical load of various 

nursing care activities and produced valid outcomes. This modelling approach has the potential 

to provide quantifiable information for difficult to quantify parameters. This multidisciplinary 

research provides a tool for healthcare administrators to better manage the workload of nurses 

by providing a proactive analysis tool that can quantify the potential impact of proposed changes 

in technical and design decisions.  This research maybe applied by hospital managers, healthcare 

practitioners, researchers, architects, design engineers, ergonomists and policymakers, and 

provide a more cost-effective and safer alternative to the current trial and error methodologies. 

The model is now ready to be tested in different healthcare settings to quantify impacts of policy 

change in terms of nurse workload and quality of care. The DES model can provide proactive 

insight that may assist decision makers in creating technical design and operational policies that 

better manage the work demands of nurses and its subsequent impact on quality of care. 
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